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About the Centre for Social Justice

The Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) aims to put social justice at the heart of British society.

Our policy development is rooted in the wisdom of those working to tackle Britain’s deepest social problems and the experience of those whose lives have been affected by poverty. Our Working Groups are non-partisan, comprising prominent academics, practitioners and policy makers who have expertise in the relevant fields. We consult nationally and internationally, especially with charities and social enterprises, who are the champions of the welfare society.

In addition to policy development, the CSJ has built an alliance of poverty fighting organisations that reverse social breakdown and transform communities.

We believe that the surest way the Government can reverse social breakdown and poverty is to enable such individuals, communities and voluntary groups to help themselves.

The CSJ was founded by Iain Duncan Smith in 2004, as the fulfilment of a promise made to Janice Dobbie, whose son had recently died from a drug overdose just after he was released from prison.

Executive Director: Gavin Poole
Preface

Youth crime is a disturbing symptom and consequence of social breakdown. It is those young people who have experienced educational failure and family breakdown who overwhelmingly end up in the youth justice system. Many of the Centre for Social Justice’s (CSJ) previous reports have highlighted the failures of services to prevent youth crime or to properly rehabilitate young offenders. These include those relating to family breakdown, educational exclusion, children in care, street gangs and criminal justice (courts and sentencing, prison and policing reform). It is these observations that prompted the CSJ to embark on a review of the youth justice system in early 2010.

We acknowledge that the past and present Governments have attempted, in recent years, to address the weaknesses of the youth justice system and reverse many of the mistakes of previous administrations, which resulted in vast numbers of children being needlessly criminalised and sentenced to custody. This report, however, reveals that reform of the youth justice system needs to go further and deeper: Many young people continue to fall into the system unnecessarily and do not receive the help they need to free themselves from it. Custody is sometimes neither a protective nor a productive place for children, and community orders can be equally as ineffective. Moreover, despite years of good intentions, many young people leaving custody are still not being provided with the basic support they require for rehabilitation. Many of these young people consequently become the life-long persistent offenders that are saturating our adult prisons. This cannot continue. We need to ensure that opportunity for transformation is maximised at every stage of the youth justice system.

It is the CSJ’s judgement that a fundamental part of this must be raising the minimum age of criminal responsibility (MACR) from ten to 12; it is central to improving outcomes for young people and society. This would not mean that the crimes of ten to 12 year-olds went unsanctioned. Instead, their behaviour would be dealt with through more effective and robust measures outside of the system. Too often this issue has been sidestepped. We hope this report sparks the genuine debate that is long overdue.

While this review has focussed on the workings of the youth justice system, it is clear that it cannot achieve transformation alone: in many cases, the solutions to addressing youth crime and creating a society in which there are fewer victims lie outside of the system itself. Our schools, children’s social care teams, mental health services, communities and families need to play a greater role in bringing about change than they currently do.
This review by no means seeks to excuse the behaviour of these young people. We strongly believe in young people taking responsibility for their actions and being appropriately penalised; no offender should ever be allowed to think they are immune from the law. However, if society wants to see youth crime tackled it must be prepared to make greater efforts to understand and address its drivers. As a society, we can do better than simply condemn these children for their crimes. We believe there are more effective and demanding ways of delivering justice than through punishment alone.

Whilst the youth justice system remains in need of innovative and transformative reform there is also much to be positive about. There are many individuals and organisations that are doing outstanding work and achieving transformation in highly challenging circumstances.

More often than not, we have found this exemplary work to be in the voluntary sector. In so doing, they prove that an effective youth justice system is within reach. It is this work that provides a template for transformation.

In publishing this report my thanks go to Alexandra Crossley, who has worked tirelessly to make this report a reality. I am also particularly grateful to the Youth Justice Working Group; our sponsor, the Lovering Charitable Trust; and the many individuals and organisations who gave evidence. This review would not have been possible without their support and commitment. We hope that this report brings about the change that we all want to see.

Gavin Poole  
CSJ Executive Director
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1. Introduction

The link between social breakdown and crime is well established. In the CSJ’s seminal report *Breakthrough Britain*, we identified five common drivers of poverty and social breakdown – educational failure, family breakdown, addiction, worklessness and economic dependency, and debt. Addressing these pathways must be a priority if offending is to be tackled successfully. Of equal importance is the successful rehabilitation of those who fall within the auspices of the youth justice system. Thus, in February 2010 the CSJ launched a review of the youth justice system to identify how it might be reformed to improve outcomes for young people, victims and society.

We have spoken with over 200 professionals from the youth justice field, conducted many visits and convened over 70 hours of evidence hearings, ensuring that our findings and recommendations are robust and grounded in the experiences of those who work in youth justice on a daily basis. It is clear that there have been a number of improvements in recent years, yet there is still further work required to build on this progress and some glaring inadequacies remain. We have identified four key shortcomings, which must be addressed if outcomes are to be improved:

- The youth justice system continues to function as a backstop: sweeping up the problem cases that other services have failed, or been unable, to address;
- The system is often operating in a way which promotes rather than reduces offending;
- There continues to be too much focus on functional process at the expense of life-changing outcomes; and
- The importance of relationships to preventing offending and facilitating rehabilitation, emphasised to us consistently in our evidence hearings, continues to be overlooked.

Here we summarise the key messages and recommendations that have emerged from our evidence gathering across eight major aspects of the youth justice system:
Prevention;
"Out-of-court activity;
Court procedure;
Community sentencing;
Custodial sentences and the juvenile secure estate;
Resettlement;
Delivery; and
The minimum age of criminal responsibility (MACR).

2. Polling

Our polling, in conjunction with YouGov, found that:

- Six in ten people think that addressing the causes of a young person’s offending and/or antisocial behaviour is more effective than punishment alone;¹
- 74 per cent said that better supervision of young people by their parents would be the most effective way to address antisocial behaviour;
- Two-fifths said that the age of criminal responsibility should be higher than ten;
- Three-quarters think that making amends to the victim and confronting the offender with the consequences of their actions is an effective method with which to prevent reoffending by young people;
- Nearly six in ten believe that young people reoffend following custody because they return to the same negative circumstances and/or because they are inadequately supported on release;²
- 61 per cent of people would support the abolition of custodial sentences below six months and replacing them with tougher non-custodial sentences;
- Almost seven in ten think that minor convictions received as a juvenile should be removed from people’s record when they reach adulthood, providing they have not reoffended in the meantime;
- 84 per cent said that work aimed at preventing young people from offending should target both young people involved and their families; and
- 85 per cent believe that young people in custody should be provided with ‘mentors’ who will help them access local services when they leave and give support.³

3. The youth justice system: picking up the pieces

There is a consistent failure by many local services to provide support to prevent offending and reoffending. The youth justice system is subsequently operating as a dumping ground, sweeping up the problem cases that other local authority services have failed to address. A large number of Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) have informed us of the difficulties they experience

¹ CSJ/YouGov polling of 2,234 British adults, May 2011
² CSJ/YouGov polling of 1,948 British adults, May 2010
³ CSJ/YouGov polling of 2,084 British adults, September 2011
in obtaining the necessary input from children’s social services; children in trouble with the law are not seen as a priority and do not reach the thresholds required to access support. This is in spite of the high levels of welfare needs experienced by children involved with YOTs. Practitioners have similarly raised concerns to our review about the prevalence of school exclusion, questioning why greater efforts are not being made to prevent it given the strong links between exclusion and later offending. In addition, the youth justice system is often failing to provide a holistic, family-based approach to youth offending; opportunities are missed to work with families when parents or siblings are involved in the justice system; and there is significant variation in the extent to which YOTs are working with both young people and their families.

‘We need to adopt a holistic approach and invest differently than we do. We do not yet have the systems in place to wrap around young people who are not at offending stage but need help. As a result, they end up being pushed into youth justice system.’

Director of Children’s Services, in evidence to the CSJ

We have seen how the creation of YOTs and their transition into the delivery of prevention has often let other services off the hook, making it less rather than more likely that children who offend receive the support they need from such services. In too many cases YOTs are a team that other services will hand their ‘problem’ child over to as opposed to working with. This is encouraged by the funding arrangements and structure of YOTs: local agencies, particularly children’s services, contribute a significant proportion of YOT budgets and are also expected to second their specialist staff (although this often does not happen). These arrangements are often assumed to indicate, perhaps understandably, that the YOT can and should exclusively address the problems of offenders and children at risk, but they were not designed for this purpose.

YOTs cannot and should not prevent offending on their own. Preventative interventions delivered by the criminal justice system in isolation can be both stigmatising (leading to difficulties with engagement) and increase the likelihood of offending. Moreover, the risk factors for offending are common to a wide range of adverse outcomes, such as mental ill-health and child maltreatment, which require comprehensive intervention from a range of services. The solutions to preventing youth offending lie outside of the youth justice system.

3.1 Our recommendations on prevention include:

- Introducing a statutory duty on local authorities and their statutory partners to secure the sufficient provision of local early support services for children and their families who are engaged in or are likely to engage in criminal or antisocial behaviour.

---

4. Promoting or preventing?

In some areas, criminal justice services operate in such a way that they contravene their stated purpose: they promote rather than prevent offending.

4.1 Out-of-court activity

‘We recently had a case where a child had thrown a bowl of sugar puffs at his residential care worker, jumped out of the window and then re-entered through the window. This happened after a care worker had brought the child the cereal of his own preference, instead of what the child had asked for. The child was arrested for assault and burglary. Although the Crown Prosecution Service threw the case out, he was still kept in police custody for the entire weekend.’

Eddie Isles, Manager, Swansea YOS, in evidence to the CSJ

Despite increasing acknowledgement at a strategic level of the value of diversion – responding to minor youth offending through robust methods outside of criminal measures and the court system – we have received numerous examples of where this is not translating into practice on the frontline. This is resulting in unnecessary criminalisation of children. Unsuitable cases,
such as family disputes, residential care home incidents and minor playground altercations, are continuing to reach prosecution, leading sentencers to report that courts are being used to parent children. Further, although the police ‘offences brought to justice targets’ (OBTJ) targets, which incentivised the criminalisation of children, were abolished in 2010, police sanction-detection measures continue to act as a strong incentive to proceed formally against misbehaviour. This can mean that limited use is made of informal measures such as restorative justice (RJ), which has high victim-satisfaction rates and is more effective.

Our evidence gathering has revealed that this action is largely a result of the ‘common sense deficit’ that is too often apparent in the way the system responds to the misbehaviour of challenging young people; practitioners robotically follow processes without consideration of whether their actions are improving outcomes for young people and society.

4.1.1 Our recommendations on out-of-court activity include:

- Placing a common sense approach at the heart of responses to youth misbehaviour. The professional judgement and expertise of practitioners should be encouraged and supported to ensure that decisions are made in the best interests of young people and society.
- Counting the new RJ disposal for juveniles as a sanction-detection to remove the disincentive to responding to misbehaviour by means of RJ.
- Developing youth-led police youth engagement training in partnership with the voluntary sector at a local level. This should be refreshed by means of regular workshops with young people and police officers. We recognise that there is a cost here both in money and time but our view is that these are costs worth meeting.

55 per cent of those polled support making local services (such as schools and mental health services) accountable to a local independent body for the services they provide to stop children from becoming offenders.\(^5\)

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

4.2 Court

Children and young people are sentenced differently depending on where they offend in England and Wales. In 2008/09 the custody rate for those aged ten-17 in Newcastle was 1.6 per cent compared to 11.6 per cent in Liverpool, a matched area with a similar demographic.\(^6\) These discrepancies are not explained by differences in offence patterns but variation in local practice, such as inadequate community services, a lack of communication

---

\(^5\) CSJ/YouGov polling of 1948 adults in England and Wales, May 2010

between courts and YOTs, and poor pre-sentence reports (PSRs). These problems are by no means new revelations, yet they remain unaddressed.

Further, youth-specialised training and expertise is minimal amongst sentencers and defence practitioners who participate in youth proceedings. Whilst magistrates and district judges must undertake specialist youth training to practice in the youth court it includes little or no content on issues such as child development, welfare, and speech, language and learning needs. The majority of Crown Court judges and legal practitioners representing child defendants remain untrained to deal with youth cases. Without such youth-specific expertise young people are less likely to receive the services and sentences appropriate to address their offending.

4.2.1 Our recommendations with respect to court procedure include:

- Introducing mandatory specialist youth training in the immediate term for all defence lawyers and Crown Court judges appearing in youth proceedings. Training for magistrates and district judges should be developed to include comprehensive understanding of the distinct vulnerabilities of children and young people. Youth specialised training for court practitioners should be based on the excellent youth-led approach of the charity Just for Kids Law.

- Bringing back offenders before the court at intervals during the sentence (to be implemented in the medium term). At least one of the sentencers who imposed the original sentence should be present at the review. Reviews could be piloted for high-risk offenders, such as those subject to alternatives to custody, and if successful could be rolled out to all those on other orders. This would boost sentencer confidence in community sentences as well as likely increasing compliance and reducing offending.

- Removing the requirement, in the medium term, for youth court magistrates (once selected) to continue sitting in the adult magistrates’ court. This would ensure they had a high-level of youth-specific experience.

- Introducing obligatory twice yearly sentencer visits to youth custodial institutions and community services in the medium term to ensure that their understanding of the content of sentences is kept up to date.

In our polling 65 per cent of people said that defence practitioners should have specialist youth justice training before being allowed to appear in youth proceedings.

78 per cent of people we polled support bringing young people back before the court at intervals during their sentence to ensure that it is proving effective.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

---

7 PSRs make a sentence proposal to the court and are a vital source of information on the young person.
4.3 Community sentences

‘He turned up on the wrong day and she breached him. He went straight back into custody. She will have followed every procedure and hit every national standard, but she hadn’t got the point of what it is was she was meant to be doing, which was getting alongside him, and focussing on his optimism and his strengths and helping him to stop offending.’

Dr Di Hart, National Children’s Bureau, in evidence to the CSJ

We have concluded that in a number of areas, community sentences and the provision supporting them are inadequate – they are insufficiently well resourced and lack credibility, which increase the likelihood of inappropriate use of custody. In particular, sentencers informed us of their continued lack of confidence in referral orders. There remains limited victim involvement in the referral order panels due to insufficient time and effort invested in contacting and preparing victims. Intensive fostering, one of the two alternatives to custody, is rarely available due to lack of funding. YOT practitioners reported that the use of the Scaled Approach process to indicate the appropriate level of intervention for community sentencers has stifled practitioner thinking by encouraging a passive mindset in which practitioners are required to follow processes and guidelines, instead of using their judgement and building relationships with young people and their families. An inflexible ‘three strikes and you’re out’ rule in response to young people who fail to comply with their orders, combined with a lack of support to achieve compliance, has been counterproductive for the many young people who genuinely struggle to do so: approximately one in ten youth custodial places are taken up by children whose primary offence is breach.8

‘It’s like they don’t give you the time of day. They don’t want to speak to you. My YOT worker, he didn’t really make the effort. He’d talk for ten minutes, then go. I didn’t really see the point – how did that make a difference?’

Ryan, age 16, in evidence to the CSJ

An overwhelming number of our witnesses emphasised that the presence of a positive and stable relationship between a young person and an adult is fundamental to successful rehabilitation. Yet in many areas the importance of supporting young people to engage, comply and succeed on community sentences through positive relationships with their YOT worker has become entirely neglected. Workers spend the vast majority of their time completing

---

paperwork as opposed to building relationships with the young people and families they seek to help. Youth offending will not be properly addressed until this shortfall is rectified.

4.3.1 Our recommendations on community sentences include:

- Reforming the referral order to be a more robust, restorative disposal. In the long term a restorative conferencing model, akin to that of Northern Ireland, should be adopted. Steps towards this aspiration should be taken in the immediate and medium term, including making greater efforts to involve victims; renaming it a ‘restorative order’; and returning plans agreed to in panels to sentencers for ratification (so as to increase confidence).

- Ensuring that revised national standards afford YOT workers greater discretion to judge what comprises a breach and determine the intensity of community intervention. Workers’ judgement should be supported and informed by regular supervision.

- Bolstering the Youth Rehabilitation Order in the immediate term to comprise a comprehensive programme focusing on supporting and building relationships with the young person and their family as well as monitoring and compliance. The voluntary sector is best placed to deliver this.

4.4 Custody

Too often custody operates as a ‘backstop’ for the non-violent and repeat offending children who arguably do not need to be there. Short sentences are widespread and were reported by many of our witnesses to be ineffective. Three-fifths of all children sentenced to custody in the latter half of 2008 were convicted for offences that usually result in non-custodial sentences. Their incarceration is a reflection of the inadequacy of services in the community, which have failed to address the root causes of their misbehaviour. Whilst punishment and justice for victims remain central rationales for custody, we consider there to be proportionate penalties for wrongdoing in the community that are both more demanding and effective. The CSJ believes that youth custody should be reserved only for the ‘critical few’: the most serious or violent young offenders, and those who are so prolific that custody is the place that can best safeguard potential victims and meet these young people’s needs.

‘They put me in segregation for a week after getting into a fight. It felt like months. It was the loneliest place; it was my hardest time in prison. All you have is a bed and a toilet; there is nothing to do. If you’re good you’re allowed out of the cell for an hour to eat with the prison officer; otherwise you’re just locked up for 24 hours a day. You sleep to pass the time…it makes you feel kind of broken mentally.’

15 year-old boy recently released from a Young Offender Institution, in evidence to the CSJ

The past ten years have witnessed improvements in practice and provision in the juvenile secure estate (JSE). However, shortcomings remain and many establishments are not fulfilling their rehabilitative potential. Too often custody operates as an interruption rather than a unique opportunity to transform lives. This is due to inadequate information sharing, varied service provision in custody, and an imbalance of support between custody and the community. There continues to be wide variation in the culture and standards of care between the three types of secure facility. This is considered to be particularly pronounced between Young Offender Institutions (YOIs), which are widely felt to offer the least scope for rehabilitation, and the rest of the secure estate. However, our visits demonstrated that there is both excellence and mediocrity in all three types of institution. In particular, numerous witnesses to our review expressed concern that prison officers in juvenile YOIs are not specially selected to work in such institutions and receive only seven days of training to do so (which a third of staff has not completed). This inevitably results in some officers who neither want to work with children nor understand their distinct needs. Given the importance of relationships to successful rehabilitation, this is a significant failing. There is also a wider issue about variation in the type and level of training required of staff across the three types of secure facility.

4.4.1 To improve custody and ensure it is only used for the ‘critical few’ our recommendations include:

- Raising both the custody threshold and the minimum period in custody to six months in the immediate term. This would prevent the imposition of very short and unproductive custodial sentences and ensure that only the very serious and most prolific young offenders are sentenced to custody.

- Reforming the detention and training order so as to be a genuinely seamless sentence. It should comprise three stages: a period in full security (minimum of six months); a period in a halfway house; and a final community supervision element on release from the latter. This should be implemented in the long term when the configuration of the secure estate better allows it.

- Maximising the potential for rehabilitation in custody by ensuring that: juvenile secure facilities have access to a range of effective therapeutic provision; expanding and embedding restorative practices in the JSE; and allowing a greater number of children out on day release to enable them to make a successful transition to a law-abiding life in the community.

- Introducing judicial review of youth custodial sentences in the long term to ensure the sentence is fulfilling its full rehabilitative potential.

- Implementing a minimum standard of training for staff working in the JSE in the immediate term, and rolling out an application and selection recruitment procedure in juvenile YOIs as soon as is feasible. This should be extended to all juvenile secure facilities in the long term.

- Taking YOIs out of prison service management in the medium term to be run by a separate agency. In the long term there should be a single JSE with single standards and regulations based on Children Act principles. The estate should be commissioned by a single agency from the voluntary, private or public sectors. We would like to see a greater number of smaller local custody facilities, with local authorities playing a strong role in commissioning.

---

10 Secure Children’s Homes (SCHs), Secure Training Centres (STCs) and Young Offender Institutions (YOIs)

4.5 Resettlement

Despite many initiatives during the past ten years, resettlement provision remains woefully inadequate. Almost three in every four young people are reconvicted following a custodial sentence. Yet nine in ten young people in custody do not want to reoffend. Resettlement is one of the most under-resourced aspects of the youth justice system and too often fails to meet the basic needs of young people leaving custody: a trusting relationship, a safe and stable place to live, and something meaningful to do. This serves only to lead children back into criminality. Greater efforts need to be made to ensure that young people’s aspiration to change their lives is a reality in more cases.

In particular, our visits and evidence hearings revealed a striking lack of effort to maintain relationships and resolve difficulties between young prisoners and their families. This is largely due to the fact that many young people are detained considerable distances from home. Without such support, many young people are returning to the same negative circumstances from which their offending flows. We have found that this instability is often reinforced by inconsistent relationships with youth justice practitioners: there is often inadequate ‘in-reach’ into custody by YOT workers and limited capacity for ‘outreach’ in the community by secure staff.

80 per cent of those we polled support the introduction of family workers into youth custodial institutions to help prepare young people’s families for their release.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011
4.5.1 Our recommendations to improve resettlement and put relationships at the heart of rehabilitation include:

- Introducing payment by results dedicated ‘family link worker’ posts in juvenile secure facilities in the immediate term. Workers would help to maintain links, aid reconciliation and liaise with the home local authority to ensure that families receive the required support in the community. In the long term or when the configuration of the JSE allows it, we recommend that workers adopt a family outreach role.

- Providing payment by results one-to-one support workers to young people in custody in the immediate term. Workers would provide practical and relational support to prepare young people for release and further assistance thereafter. There should be a particular focus on helping young people to engage in education, training and employment.

- Placing a statutory duty, akin to the Children (Leaving Care) Act 2000, on all local services (for example, schools, colleges, Child Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS), housing, police and children’s services) in the medium term to support the rehabilitation of young people leaving custody.

4.6 Delivery

‘The one thing I took back was that the inspection process is cold. There is not actually any point talking to inspectors about relationships with young people, about distance travelled or outcomes, it’s about ticking boxes: did you do an Asset in time? Did you do a Risk Office Serious Harm assessment? Did you screen properly? Yes, no, yes, no. It’s just a quantitative assessment. They even asked me if I had put the right date in. There is no skill involved, anyone could have done it.’

YOT Manager, in evidence to the CSJ

Throughout this review YOT workers have consistently criticised the youth justice system’s preoccupation with keeping records, meeting targets and complying with prescribed national guidance. This has stifled the judgement and expertise of YOT staff, and incentivised workers to mechanistically tick boxes, as opposed to ensuring that the needs of young people are being met and their behaviour improved. It is apparent from our evidence gathering that training has often not given YOT practitioners the opportunity to develop the expertise and confidence to exercise good judgement. Many of our witnesses were also highly critical of the methodology of YOT inspections undertaken by HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMI Probation) since 2002, considering it to be a tick-box orientated assessment of process: checking to ensure that the correct details have been recorded and the right procedures undertaken, rather than observing practice and interactions between young people and their workers. Moreover, YOTs told us that the lengthy forewarning of inspections they receive...
The Centre for Social Justice does not produce a genuine reflection of practice. As a result of these shortcomings, where there is excellent work it is often taking place in spite of the system, rather than because of it. We believe that many of the lessons from The Munro Review of Child Protection translate across to the management and practice of youth justice.

4.6.1 Our recommendations on delivery include:

- Ensuring training of YOT workers is skills based rather than process driven, to reflect the fact that the relationship between the YOT worker and young person is central to successful rehabilitation. There also needs to be a much stronger emphasis on developing skills to work with the context and circumstances of individual children, including families, other professionals and communities.

- Introducing unannounced YOT inspections and increasing the focus on YOT workers’ practice in the immediate term. Determining whether or not young people and their families, and thus society, are being effectively helped should be the central concern. This would ensure that inspections produce a more accurate reflection of practice and are more focussed on outcomes.

- Developing the inspection framework, in the medium term, to examine the effectiveness of contributions of all other local services to the prevention of youth offending and reoffending, including education, children’s services, health, police, and probation. This would reflect the recommendation, accepted by the Government, made in the Munro Review with respect to child protection.

5. The minimum age of criminal responsibility

The CSJ’s judgement is that at ten years the current minimum age of criminal responsibility (MACR) is too low and does not deliver the best outcomes for either society or children who offend. It is counterproductive and unjust. We believe it should be raised to 12 in reflection of the evidence. Robust responses to the offending of ten and 11 year-old children delivered outside of the youth justice system would better serve justice and be a more effective means of addressing criminality.

The MACR was raised from eight to ten years in 1963. By all accounts, that decision was reached on a somewhat arbitrary basis. There is no evidence, for example, to indicate that a ten year-old is substantially more developmentally mature than a nine year-old. Since 1963 the arbitrary foundation of the current MACR has, arguably, become increasingly questionable as our neuropsychological understanding of child development has advanced considerably.

5.1 Raising the MACR

First, children may be less responsible for their behaviour in early to mid-adolescence, particularly if they have been maltreated. This is because during this period children have

---


a propensity towards impulsivity, risk-taking and sensation-seeking behaviour. These deficits are exaggerated in children who have been abused and/or neglected. Moreover, whilst most children can broadly differentiate between right and wrong from a very young age, their capacity to judge the magnitude of right and wrong is limited: that is, what is criminal and what is not. This is likely to be particularly true of children who have grown up in highly dysfunctional and/or abusive family circumstances and hence not learned law-abiding behaviour or conversely, learned to emulate violence. Second, children and adolescents are significantly less competent to participate (for example, to decide how to plead, instruct lawyers and respond to cross-examination) in criminal justice proceedings. They are more likely to make false confessions, and have limited capacity to understand and follow court processes as well as the significance of questions asked and answers given. Without competence, the likelihood of determining the truth and achieving justice is decreased.

Third, the youth justice system can be both ineffective and harmful: it has been shown to increase the likelihood of offending. Robust welfare-based responses to the offending of less culpable children are therefore likely to be a more effective alternative to criminalisation, particularly as this cohort tends to have high welfare needs. The current low MACR makes it less likely that this will happen because it is possible for hard-pressed children’s care teams to look to YOTs to intervene instead.

Fourth, the assumption that children, at age ten, are sufficiently responsible and competent to participate in the youth justice system is seriously inconsistent with other aspects of the law in England and Wales, the median MACR worldwide and the consensus of international human rights bodies. For example, a child is not deemed sufficiently competent to buy a pet until the age of 12, but can be tried in a court of law at the age of ten. The MACR in England and Wales is low compared with the rest of the world (it is 12 or above in many countries) and is contrary to the guidance of international human rights bodies (the principles of which we have signed up to), that an MACR below 12 is unacceptable.

5.2 Retaining the MACR

There is a strong desire amongst victims and wider society to see justice being done, an end that is often mistakenly presumed to be unachievable outside the criminal justice system.

17 Steinberg et al 2009, cited in Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p87
19 Vizard E, op. cit.
21 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p88
22 McCara L and McVie S, op. cit., pp315-345
23 Downes D and Morgan R, op. cit., p10
There is a related concern that crime would increase if the MACR was raised, however there is no evidence to support this.\textsuperscript{25} The appalling murder of James Bulger by two ten year-old boys in Liverpool in 1993 remains fresh in the public consciousness. As a result there appears to be little appetite amongst the general public for changing the law such that equivalent offenders would not be held criminally liable.

Any MACR is to some extent arbitrary; there is no perfect alliance between the science of child development and jurisprudential theory. Children vary greatly in their development. For example, practitioners have told us that they deal with some 15 year-olds who cannot gauge the consequences of their actions and some 11 year-olds who have greater capacity to do so. Some countries overcome this challenge by assessing competence and culpability on a case by case basis but there are many problems with this solution.

Even were the MACR raised, to 12 for example, this reform alone would not achieve the radical transformation in the system’s response to the offending of ten and 11 year-olds that is desired. Whatever the MACR, the police must respond to the crimes of those above and below it. Furthermore, children below the MACR whose behaviour results in grave harm are likely to be incarcerated in the same accommodation (secure children’s homes), alongside child offenders above the MACR.

5.3 Related issues

The criminal court tends to respond to the offending of children in isolation from the family problems from which criminality so often flows. For example, cases cannot be referred to the family proceedings court, even where there are serious child welfare concerns. This is partly a consequence of the adversarial nature of criminal proceedings in England and Wales, where the finding of guilt or innocence is prioritised rather than the truth. Children’s offending is unlikely to be properly addressed until this disconnect is rectified.

5.4 Our recommendations on the MACR include:

- Raising the MACR to 12 for all offences in the long term. Alongside this reform, the youth and family court should be integrated to achieve a whole-family approach to offending. Implicit in this recommendation is that an inquisitorial approach be adopted. However, such a reform is currently implausible as the capacity of welfare services to provide support needs to be developed and public opinion remains uncertain on the issue. Therefore we recommend:

- Raising the MACR to 12 in the immediate term for all but the most grave offences (murder, attempted murder, rape, manslaughter and aggravated sexual assault). This reform should be implemented alongside the other proposals of this review which aim to address the weaknesses in the system, such as investment in early intervention services and development of custodial facilities to become more rehabilitative environments.

\textsuperscript{25} Department for Justice, Republic of Ireland in evidence to Barnardo’s, op. cit., p8
With a MACR of 12, children committing crimes below this threshold would continue to be held to account for their behaviour; but in a more effective manner. Responses available for less serious offending would include support from local services, restorative and family group conferencing and intensive wrap-around family interventions. For more serious offending, coercive welfare interventions could be imposed, such as supervision, care orders and detention in secure accommodation for the most serious offenders from whom the public require protection.28

26 At present this power only available to the family proceedings court.
27 That is, concern that the child was or was likely to suffer significant harm, attributable to the standard of care given to the child at home or because the child is beyond parental control.
28 Under s.25 of the Children Act 1989, available to children who have a history of absconding if absconding is likely to cause them serious harm; and who would injure themselves or other persons if they were kept in any other description of accommodation.
Introduction

The link between social breakdown and youth offending is well established. The lives of young people who offend are typically characterised by a catalogue of broken homes, domestic violence, educational exclusion, deprivation and fragmented communities. Such breakdown does not excuse offending but it does help to explain why it takes place and how it can be addressed. In the CSJ’s seminal report, Breakthrough Britain, we identified five common drivers of poverty and social breakdown — educational failure, family breakdown, addiction; worklessness and economic dependency, and debt. Addressing these must be a priority if youth offending is to be successfully tackled.

Of equal importance is the successful rehabilitation of those who fall within the auspices of the youth justice system. With that goal, in February 2010 the CSJ launched a review of the youth justice system to identify how it might be reformed to improve outcomes for young people, victims and society. The major elements reviewed are: prevention, out-of-court activity, court procedure, community and custodial sentences, post-sentence support and delivery. We have also examined the minimum age of responsibility. The review has comprised a comprehensive literature review as well as, importantly, evidence hearings and roundtables with more than 200 professionals from the youth justice field and visits to YOTs, secure institutions and voluntary sector organisations. In so doing, this review’s findings and recommendations are heavily grounded in the experiences of those working on the frontline.

For too long youth justice policy has been a political football, resulting at times in a partisan ‘arms race’ of which political party can be tougher. During the past 50 years youth justice policy has been a pendulum: lurching from a welfare approach in the 1960s and 1970s to an emphasis on non-intervention in the 1980s and penal populism from the mid 1990s onwards, espoused by the slogans ‘prison works’ and ‘tough on crime and tough on the causes of crime’ (though this commitment in relation to causes went largely unmet). There are twice as many children in custody today as there were in 1989, despite the level of crime falling since 1994.  

---

1 There are several important issues that were not in the remit of this review. These are the overrepresentation in the youth justice system of black and minority ethnic groups and girls and in the adult criminal justice system, of young adults, due to receiving inadequate support in their transition to adulthood.


Three out of four people believe that crime is increasing. Further, though spending on the youth justice system increased by 45 per cent in real terms between 2000 and 2007 there was not an equivalent improvement in outcomes; the custodial reconviction rate in particular has remained high over the past ten years. In youth crime policy, the interests of young people, victims and wider society have not been prioritised.

In more recent years the youth justice system has experienced a number of positive developments, such as a reduction in the youth custody population by over a third. Further, since this review commenced in early 2010 the Government has proposed a raft of reforms which seek to address many of the current failings of the youth justice system. In spite of this welcome progress it is clear from the evidence we have received that there remains need for innovative and transformative reform, with a number of glaring inadequacies apparent. Alongside our evidence, analysis of those involved in the recent riots provides a particularly stark reminder of the considerable work that is still required: of those aged ten-17 suspected of involvement in the riots over 16 per cent had between six and 49 previous convictions, six in ten had special educational needs and a third had been excluded at some stage in their lives. 64 per cent of young people appearing before the courts live in one of the 20 most deprived areas in the country.

We have identified four key shortcomings in the youth justice system. First, it continues to function as a backstop: sweeping up the problem cases that other services have failed, or been unable, to address. Second, the system is operating in some cases to promote rather than prevent offending. For instance, there are examples where it is failing to ensure that young people’s most basic resettlement needs are met, which therefore served only to reintegrate them back into offending. Third, there continues to be too much focus on process at the expense of outcomes: in many cases there is a common-sense deficit where procedures are robotically followed without consideration of whether they are improving outcomes for young people and society. Fourth, the importance of relationships in preventing offending and facilitating rehabilitation, emphasised consistently in our evidence hearings, continues to be overlooked. The human and economic cost to society of these shortcomings is staggering.

Our recommendations include both radical reforms to address these failings as well as proposals to build on recent progress. Together they comprise a strong blueprint for reform over the immediate, medium and long term. They are designed to create a system in which:

- Local services work together to ensure that young people and their families receive the early help they require to prevent entry into the youth justice system and, if already involved, the support to deliver their rehabilitation;

---

5 Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, Ten Years of Labour’s Youth Justice Reforms: An Independent Audit, London: The Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, 2008, p19
- Common sense is at the heart of responses to youth misbehaviour. Implicit in this is that the professional judgement and expertise of practitioners is encouraged and supported to ensure that decisions are made in the best interests of young people and society;
- A whole family approach is truly embedded in the youth justice system’s response to youth offending;
- An understanding of the transformative effect of relationships informs the whole youth justice structure;
- Punishment and penalties are meaningful, robust and effective; and
- Custody is reserved for the critical few: the most serious or violent young offenders, and those who are so prolific that custody is the place that can best safeguard potential victims and meet these young people’s needs.
1.1 Why prevention?

More than £164 million is spent daily picking up the pieces of crime, which totals £60 billion annually. Preventative investment to tackle crime would be considerably more cost effective and immeasurably more beneficial to society. The Audit Commission calculated that if effective early intervention had been provided for just one in ten young offenders ‘annual savings in excess of £100 million could have been made’. Yet, England and Wales spends 11 times as much on locking young people up as on preventing their involvement in crime.

1.2 Children at risk

Much research has been conducted to identify the ‘causes’ of youth crime. Evidence derived from a number of longitudinal studies and supporting research has demonstrated that there are identifiable factors that heighten a child’s risk of offending. The link between these factors and later criminality is not, however, a simple matter of cause and effect. It is difficult to ascertain which risk factors are causes and which are merely correlated with causes. Risk factors also tend to co-occur, making it difficult to judge their individual impact.

Nor does the existence of risk factors inevitably lead to future offending. Research shows that certain factors can protect children against involvement in crime, even in the presence of risk. The existence of these protective factors ‘help to explain why some children are exposed to clusters of predictive risk factors… yet do not grow up to behave antisocially or commit criminal offences’. Given that much detailed analysis of risk and protective factors has been undertaken and is widely available, this chapter provides only very brief details in the table

---

5 Farrington D and Welsh B, op. cit., pp19-22
The Centre for Social Justice has also completed work on the very early onset of risk factors, particularly in relation to the family environment, including *The Next Generation* and *Early Intervention: Good Parents, Great Kids, Better Citizens.*

Studies show that offending increases rapidly during adolescence, peaking between the ages of 14 and 18 (with girls desisting at a lower age and boys at a higher age) and declining thereafter. This trend, known as the ‘age-crime curve’, has been found to apply in different countries and time periods. Although the majority cease offending as they reach adulthood (adolescent-limited) a small core continue doing so throughout adulthood (life-course persistent). The latter category is characterised by early onset of criminality and the presence of risk factors detailed below.

**Risk factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low attainment and cognitive impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality and temperament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsiveness and hyperactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes that condone offending and drugs misuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation and lack of social commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early involvement in crime and drug misuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal or antisocial parents/history of criminal activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large family size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor parental supervision and discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child abuse and neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental conflict and family disruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental attitudes condoning antisocial and criminal behaviour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental (the Youth Justice Board uses the categories School and Community)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growing up in a low socio-economic household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living in a deprived neighbourhood/community disorganisation and neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High population turnover and lack of neighbourhood attachment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associating with delinquent and drug misusing friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending a school with a high delinquency rate/school disorganisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low achievement beginning in primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive behaviour (including bullying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of commitment to school (including truancy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 See for example, Farrington D and Welsh B, op. cit., and Youth Justice Board, Risk and Protective Factors, op. cit.
1.3 Prevention – what works?

The past 30 years have witnessed the development of a growing body of evidence of what works and what does not in relation to youth crime prevention. Whilst much of this evidence is from the USA, most of the findings are applicable to the UK.

Effective programmes share a number of key principles. They target multiple risk factors in several aspects of an individual’s life over a sustained period of time. Families are engaged as well as the young people, equipping them jointly to solve the problems they share. The interventions need to be delivered as far as possible in the ‘natural environments’ of the children and families as opposed to being clinic-based. Therapeutic interventions are demonstrably more effective than those of a coercive nature. Quality of implementation is fundamental (i.e. high ‘programme fidelity’ and well trained staff): a well implemented but less effective programme can outperform a more effective initiative that has been poorly implemented. Programmes must also respond flexibly to the individual needs of recipients (though programme fidelity must not be lost).

---

12 Youth Justice Board, Risk and Protective Factors, op. cit., pp25-29
16 Ibid, p82
18 Ibid, p19; and Utting D, op. cit., p82
19 Utting D, op. cit., p83
In contrast, punitive programmes, such as juvenile boot camps which use military-style discipline to ‘correct’ young offenders have been found to have no impact on recidivism.\(^{20}\) Grouping ‘problem’ children together in unsupervised environments also increases the likelihood of offending.\(^{21}\)

### 1.3.1 Obstacles to prevention

Knowledge of effective interventions and the risk factors for youth offending is itself insufficient to prevent youth crime. First, by targeting children as ‘would be’ offenders they are labelled as such. This is often both stigmatising (leading to difficulties with engagement) and criminogenic: that is, it may increase the likelihood of offending.\(^{22}\) The children are marked out at a critical stage in the formation of their identities, which can create a self-fulfilling prophecy: the criminal label not only shapes the child’s identity and behaviour, but also how others perceive and then tend to treat them.\(^{23}\) Second, even were this not the case, there are difficulties identifying which children to target because there are ‘substantial flows out of as well as in to the pool of children who develop chronic conduct problems’.\(^{24}\) Targeted early prevention programmes result in both ‘false negatives’ (offend when not predicted to do so) and ‘true positives’ (offend when predicted to) but, most problematically, create many more ‘false positives’ (do not offend when predicted to). It follows that deficit-led interventions (those focussed predominantly on addressing risks as opposed to developing protective factors) are likely to be particularly stigmatising and harmful.\(^{25}\)

For these reasons preventative interventions are best presented and justified ‘in terms of children’s existing needs and problems, rather than future risk of criminality’.\(^{26}\) However, preventative strategies should not generally place undue emphasis on individuals. They are better community-focused, identifying and addressing key risk factors (and maximising protective factors) in particular localities (for there are local ecologies of crime).\(^{27, 28}\) Yet there are problems with this strategy. Though local communities are best placed to identify which programmes will suit their circumstances,\(^{29}\) they often lack knowledge about effective programmes and ‘the starting point for their crime prevention policy and practise is often flawed’.\(^{30}\) Second, it is difficult to upscale proven preventions whilst both maintaining fidelity and allowing sufficient adaptability to suit local circumstances.\(^{31}\)

---

24 Sutton et al, Support from the Start: Working with young children and their families to reduce the risks of crime and antisocial behaviour, Norwich: The Stationery Office, 2004, p99; Based on research conducted by Stephen Scott (2002) on the continuity of antisocial behaviour from age five to 17
26 Sutton et al, op. cit., p99
27 For discussion of the socio-spatial dimensions of crime see, Bottoms A, Developing socio-spatial criminology, in M Maguire, R Morgan and R Reiner (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Criminology, Oxford: Oxford University Press, forthcoming
29 Hawkins J, Welsh B and Utting D, op. cit., p234
Finally whilst there is a robust evidence base of ‘what works’ in the USA it remains ‘rather slender’ in the UK.32 The main criticism levelled at research in the UK is that very few initiatives are assessed using good quality evaluation methods (i.e. where results are compared with that of a control group, such as randomised controlled trials (RCT)).33 This is problematic: ‘relying solely on US evaluations is not good enough, since conditions and cultures are significantly different in Britain and the US’.34 It is therefore argued that investing in high quality evaluations is essential to our understanding of what works in the UK and ensuring that the interventions offered are effective.35 This injunction is worthy. However, as the CSJ warned in a recent paper; undue reliance should not be placed on ‘gold standard’ measures to identify successful interventions: that approach is costly, time consuming and cannot always be applied. Moreover, it risks missing out outstanding programmes that have not been so evaluated.36

1.4 Understanding prevention

It has become apparent in the course of this review that the terms ‘early intervention’ and ‘prevention’ are often misunderstood. Early intervention is particularly ambiguous: it refers both to help provided in the early years of a child’s life and that provided ‘early in the genesis of problems’.37 Prevention is similarly misunderstood as action that can only take place prior to a young person’s involvement in the youth justice system. In actual fact, it is a continuous process that takes place at any stage to prevent further offending which comprises ‘stopping people starting’ through to ‘starting people stopping’.38

1.4.1 Is it ever too late?

It is increasingly acknowledged that problems are best addressed early and, where possible, should be prevented from developing altogether. There has been particular emphasis on intervention between the ages of zero and three due to a growing body of evidence that people’s life outcomes are heavily predicated on their experiences during this period.39 However, as the CSJ emphasised in a recent paper a ‘focus on the early years, while crucial is not in itself sufficient’.40 Continued support throughout childhood and adolescence is essential to prevent both negative life outcomes and the cycle of disadvantage being passed down to subsequent generations.41 Adolescence is an important period of brain development and

32 Ross A et al, op. cit.
33 Ibid, p58
34 Ibid, p7
35 Ibid, p60
40 Centre for Social Justice, Making Sense of Early Intervention, op. cit., p4
41 Centre for Social Justice, Breakthrough Britain: The Next Generation, op. cit.; and Allen G and Duncan Smith I, Early Intervention op. cit., p29-75
thus a time of vulnerability when increased support is likely to be needed. Findings from the Edinburgh Youth Transitions Study strongly suggest that the experiences of teenage offenders are critical to whether they go on to become chronic offenders or desist.

1.5 A multi-agency affair

A number of our witnesses suggested that there is no such thing as specific youth crime prevention. The risk factors for offending are common to a wide range of adverse outcomes, such as mental ill-health, child maltreatment and long-term unemployment. Effective prevention is therefore dependent on comprehensive intervention from a range of services: the solutions to preventing youth offending lie outside of the system itself. Legislation placing duties on local partners to prevent crime includes:

- The Children Act 1989
  - s.17 provides that it is the duty of every local authority to safeguard and promote the welfare of children in their area who are in need.
  - Schedule 2 provides that local authorities must take reasonable steps to: reduce the need to bring criminal proceedings against children; encourage children not to engage in criminal behaviour; and to avoid the need for children in their area to be placed in secure accommodation.

- The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 provides that local authorities must exercise their functions with due regard to the need ‘to do all that it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its area’. This will be extended to the need to reduce reoffending under the Policing and Crime Act 2009 (once implemented).

- The Children Act 2004 (s.11) provides that key local services and individuals (including Youth Offending Teams (YOTs), police, children’s services, local probation board) must make arrangements to ensure that their functions are discharged having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.

1.6 The youth justice system: picking up the pieces

Whilst prevention is a multi-agency responsibility it is clear that welfare services, such as schools and children’s services, are frequently failing to meet the needs of young people at risk of entering and in the youth justice system. As a result, many vulnerable children are needlessly falling into the justice system and once inside, are not being provided with the necessary help to stop offending. Thus, somewhat paradoxically, one of the most fundamental

45 A child is in need if he is unlikely to achieve or maintain, or to have the opportunity of achieving or maintaining, a reasonable standard of health or development without the provision for him of services by a local authority.
46 Children Act 1989, Schedule 2, s.7
47 Crime and Disorder Act 1998, s.17
48 Chard A, Jointly Delivering Services: YOTs and Children’s Social Care, 2010, p19
flaws of youth crime prevention is due to failures outside of the youth justice system. The sections below explore why this is so.

I.6.1 Youth justice system delivered prevention

YOTs were conceived as a means to ensure that the needs of children at risk and young offenders, an often overlooked cohort, were addressed. YOTs transition to involvement in, and delivery of, prevention services in 2000 was similarly motivated: the fear was that without their involvement, vital opportunities to prevent youth offending would be missed. The Youth Justice Board (YJB) has rolled out a range of programmes to prevent youth crime, including Youth Inclusion Programmes (YIPs), parenting programmes and Youth Inclusion and Support Panels (YISPs) from 2002. These are overseen at a local level by YOTs and were, until recently, funded by a ring-fenced prevention grant provided to YOTs. While these remain the youth justice system’s core prevention schemes, the YJB has been part of a number of joint prevention initiatives. These include the Safer School Partnership programme (SSP) launched in 2002 (detailed later in this chapter). It also provided financial support for a large number of mentoring projects between 1999 and 2004. More recently, the YJB has jointly funded a number of family therapy sites. In addition, in 2008 Family Intervention Projects were extended to provide more support for families whose children are at greatest risk of offending (initially launched by the Home Office in 2007 as part of its agenda to tackle antisocial behaviour). Brief explanations of each of the schemes and their reported effectiveness are provided below.

**Youth Inclusion Programmes**

The programmes operate in 110 of the most deprived neighbourhoods in England and Wales and are targeted at the 50 young people, aged eight to 17, considered to be at the highest risk of offending in the area. Most commonly, YIPs engage the young people – who participate voluntarily – in activities such as group development, which includes offending behaviour work; sport; education and training; and, to a far lesser degree, mentoring, and parenting and family support.

**Youth Inclusion and Support Panels**

The multi-agency panels comprise representatives from local agencies such as the YOT, police, children’s services, and Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS). Panels identify children and young people aged eight to 13 at risk of offending and antisocial behaviour and construct a tailored package of support and interventions to address risk factors and, in so doing, prevent entry into the youth justice system. Dedicated key workers coordinate and monitor the implementation of the support. Children at risk are engaged in constructive activities such as sport and one-to-one work with key workers. Their families may also receive support, such as parenting education and social services support. There are currently 220 YISPs in operation in England and Wales.
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53 Youth Justice Board, Prevention, Youth Inclusion and Support Panels (YISPs) [accessed via http://www.yjb.gov.uk/en-gb/practitioners/Prevention/YISP/ (06/05/11)]
YIPs
Two evaluations of YIPs have been carried out to date. Both concluded that the programmes had a mixed impact. Phase two of the evaluation found that the YIPs only met one of their four targets. The aim to engage 75 per cent of the ‘core 50’ was exceeded and the arrest rates amongst this group were found to have reduced by 66.5 per cent, not far short of their target of 70 per cent. However, the projects only engaged 59 per cent in full-time education, training and employment (ETE), falling significantly short of the 90 per cent target. Further, despite a target to engage 100 per cent of the ‘core 50’ in YIPs for an average of five hours a week, just 17 per cent did so. In addition, 54 per cent of those who had been arrested prior to involvement in the YIP had not been arrested subsequently. Conversely, 26 per cent of those young people who hadn’t been arrested prior to engagement with the YIP were thereafter. Furthermore, there was found to be significant variation in YIP practice: some seek to prevent offending simply by ‘keeping young people off the streets’ whereas others actively address risk factors.

YISPs
Analysis of risk assessment data on children before and after their involvement found that most had experienced some reduction in risk factors. Similarly, interviews with parents found that a majority thought their child’s behaviour had improved a lot (38.5 per cent) or a little (46 per cent). However, the researchers cautioned that the improvements could not be attributed to YISPs per se and emphasised that the study could not answer the question of whether the panels prevent youth crime. Genuine multi-agency working was also difficult to realise in many cases, which had a negative impact on the interventions that YISPs were able to offer: key workers reported that buy-in to YISPs amongst agencies at a strategic level often failed to translate into resources and staff-time for children and families on the ground.

Parenting programmes, orders and contracts
Following the introduction of parenting orders in the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the YJB funded 42 parenting programmes across England. The programmes are delivered both to parents of children at risk of offending and those who are already doing so. Only a minority of those engaged in the programmes are on a parenting order or contract; the majority participate voluntarily. Their aim is to prevent offending. The programmes, run by YOTs in partnership with voluntary and/or statutory services, are diverse but essentially focussed on developing the same key parent skills: supervising behaviour, consistently enforcing rules, reducing family conflict, and improving communication between parents and children. Some also attempt to improve parental well-being.

Parenting Orders can be given to parents of children who truant, are excluded, receive an ASBO or are convicted of a crime. They require parents to attend a parenting programme for up to three months. They can also make other requirements of parents such as to attend meetings with their child’s teachers or keep their child at home during specific times. The orders can be made by both civil and criminal courts and can last up to 12 months. Their purpose is to support parents to improve their child’s behaviour.

Parenting Contracts are voluntary agreements made between the parent, child and youth offending team.
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programme very helpful. The attitudes of adults completing parenting orders were, perhaps surprisingly, just as positive as those who had participated voluntarily, even though most had negative or even hostile expectations at the outset. A year after parents had attended the programme, the reconviction rates of the young people had fallen to 61.5 per cent (from 89 per cent before referral) and there was a 50 per cent reduction in the number of offences they committed. However, the researchers concluded that it was impossible to know to what extent the reduced reconviction rate was a consequence of participation in the parenting programme due to the absence of a comparison group.60

**Mentoring**

Mentoring involves the paring of an older (screened) role model with a young person at risk, to befriend, offer positive guidance and engage in positive activities together. It has been shown to reduce offending, although is considered to be of most value as part of more comprehensive interventions.61 The YJB funded and evaluated two large scale mentoring initiatives from 2001 and 2004 in England and Wales. Evaluations found no clear evidence of an impact on reconviction.62 This is partly a result of limitations of the evaluation methodologies used. However, in one of the evaluations, other positive effects were apparent, such as increased participation in education and training.63

**Family intervention projects (FIPs)**

FIPs comprise intensive one-to-one support (over an average of 12 months) from a key worker, who also coordinates services from other local partners.64 Evaluation of the projects indicates that they are engendering positive outcomes: child protection concerns fell by 43 per cent and involvement in antisocial behaviour reduced by 64 per cent.65

However, this apparent success should be treated with caution, largely due to questions about the robustness of the evaluation.66 For example, the data is derived from reports from FIP staff and only representative of the 38 per cent of families who completed an intervention as opposed to all those engaged or were offered support. Finally, 15 per cent of families offered a FIP intervention refused to take part at different stages,67 suggesting that the projects are failing to engage the ‘hardest to reach’ and most needy families.

**Family therapy**

Proven family-focussed interventions such as Multi-systemic Therapy (MST) and Functional Family Therapy (FFT) are currently being piloted and evaluated in some locations in England and Wales. The Government has committed to rolling out MST to 25 sites by 2014 in its gang strategy
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following the August 2011 riots.\textsuperscript{68} It is possible that local services will choose to set-up further sites through means of ‘Community Budgets’, rolled out in 16 areas in April this year, which will allow local authority services to pool various strands of Whitehall funding into a single ‘local bank account’ for tackling social problems around families with complex needs. The budgets are expected to be available nationwide by 2013/14.\textsuperscript{69} Following the riots the Government pledged to ‘turn around problem families’, although these plans are yet to be announced. It is likely, nonetheless, that funding difficulties will continue to prevent extensive availability, as has been the case with Intensive Fostering (Multi-dimensional Treatment Foster Care).

**Multi-systemic Therapy (MST)**

MST is delivered to young people aged 12-17 who offend, including chronic, violent and sexual offenders. MST aims to treat youth offending by operating in all the multiple spheres of a young person’s life: family, peers, school, and the community. Therapists are also on call 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Activities include increasing parenting skills; improving family relationships; supporting the family to build community support networks; involving the young person with positive peers and activities; and helping the young person to progress at school or find training or employment.\textsuperscript{70} MST has been found to reduce offending and antisocial behaviour and lead to lower re-arrest rates and time in custody compared with other services.\textsuperscript{71} However replications of MST in Sweden and Canada found that it did not improve behaviour compared to other services.\textsuperscript{72} MST is being piloted in England in ten locations, which are jointly funded by the YJB, Department of Health (DH) and Department for Education (DfE).\textsuperscript{73} In addition, MST has been in place for over five years in Cambridgeshire and the Brandon Centre in North London. The latter is subject of the first RCT of MST in the UK, which reported its initial findings in 2010: at two years follow-up there was a statistically significant decline in offending behaviour and improved family relationships. A cost offset analysis found that there were savings of £2,223 per participant over three years. The ten pilot sites are also the subject of a nationally commissioned RCT.\textsuperscript{74}

**Functional Family Therapy**

FFT is delivered to families of 11-18 year-olds who are either at risk of offending or offenders.\textsuperscript{75} Therapists work closely with families to replace negative family interactions with positive family functioning. The first randomised controlled trial of FFT, conducted by the programme originators in 1973, found that FFT participants had a significantly lower reconviction rate compared than those assigned to other conditions, including one control group (26 per cent in the FFT group compared to 47-73 per cent in other groups.) Trials conducted since have shown similarly positive results. In England, FFT is being piloted in Brighton and Hove YOT and West Sussex YOT.\textsuperscript{76}

**Multi-dimensional Treatment Foster Care**

Young people are temporarily removed from their parents (for six to nine months) and placed with specially trained foster carers who provide a structured and nurturing environment to promote positive behaviour. Parents receive skills training and therapy separately so that they may learn how to provide a positive discipline and reduce family conflict on their child’s return to
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1.6.2 Too often, children’s social services do not prioritise those at risk of offending

Children’s services and YOTs serve a similar and overlapping population.\(^{79}\) Many young offenders and children at risk of offending are, or could be, defined as ‘in need’ and 50 per cent of them will have been in care or had substantial children’s services involvement.\(^{80}\)

An overwhelming number of YOTs reported to the CSJ that they constantly struggle to access support from children’s services for the children under their supervision — both for those at risk and those already in the youth justice system. We were informed of a number of examples where YOTs are exclusively addressing the welfare needs of children. These problems were reported by the Audit Commission in 2004.\(^{81}\) A recent survey, to which 98 YOTs responded, also showed that nearly one in five rated their ability to access children’s services as poor.\(^{82}\) Respondents reported that, in their view, thresholds for children’s social care services are too high, meaning that only the most acute cases are referred for support. In addition, the report found that where thresholds were met, core assessments were often delayed and the support ‘consisted of the minimum — around money, benefits and accommodation, and did not encompass the full range of welfare and emotional support which their clients needed’.\(^{83}\)

The problem has arguably worsened since. Growing numbers of children in care and subject to child protection plans combined with reducing local authority budgets has put enormous pressure on children’s social services — seen by the Association of Directors of Children’s Services (ADCS) as a ‘perfect storm’.\(^{84}\) Such are the pressures on the service that they are only able to address those with urgent needs: that is, child protection cases, children in care, and the youngest (and accordingly, most vulnerable) children in need. As a result, children’s services are often failing to adequately respond to the needs of older children at risk of offending who have considerable needs but fall below the high thresholds for support. As one YOT told the Working Group:

‘The political climate now is around child protection for the younger age groups so YOTs are being pushed to be the answer for this particular group. We recently carried out
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analysis on our custodial entrants: most of them came in as first time entrant’s between ten to 13. 75 per cent of these had previous referrals to children’s social care before they came to the attention of the YOT. You can see the link there between the apathy of other services. YOTs cannot solve this on our own’.

The different language and processes used in YOTs and children’s services are not conducive to joint working. YOTs are primarily focussed on risk of children to others (using Asset and Onset), whereas children’s services are focussed on meeting the needs of children (as a result of the risk that others pose to them, through Common Assessment Framework (CAF) and the Assessment Framework). But, in reality, they are different sides of the same coin: need drives risk. As Chard observes:

‘In reality whilst staff within the YOT may be using the language of risk and protective factors, and staff within social care may be using the language of children in need and improving outcomes, these are academic or professional lenses that describe the same underlying issues’.87

The two services also use different language to refer to activity to promote children’s wellbeing (what is commonly termed safeguarding).88 The use of the term vulnerability creates a difference of language between YOT staff and other workers; where YOT staff are describing a child’s vulnerability other workers are using the terms safeguarding, child in need or child protection.89 Within many YOTs there is limited understanding of the concept of safeguarding and a lack of the expertise required to identify and respond to children’s welfare needs. As HMI Probation reported: ‘many staff had not received training in child protection and safeguarding issues and this deficiency was reflected in their practice’.90 In addition, there is limited secondment of children’s services social workers to YOTs (as we shall explore in Chapter Seven).

I am not going to defend children’s services as they do not take sufficient responsibility for children who offend, but this is largely because they have not been held responsible for it... services won’t take responsibility for children unless they are made to.

Director of Children’s Services, in evidence to the CSJ

1.6.3 PRU to EBD to YOI: the school to prison pipeline

Young peoples’ experiences in school have a significant effect on offending behaviour. The link between exclusion from school and later offending is particularly well documented.

85 Asset is used to assess all young people involved in the youth justice system. It helps to identify the factors contributing to offending and the protective factors that can be maximised to prevent reoffending. [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/youth-justice/assessment/index.htm (25.11.11)]

86 Onset is an assessment tool used by youth justice prevention services for young people at risk of offending. It helps to identify the risk factors to be reduced and protective factors to be enhanced. [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/youth-justice/assessment/onset.htm (25.11.11)]
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Young people attending pupil referral units are almost three times more likely to self-report offending than those in mainstream schools.91 Whilst many excluded children are likely to be those at risk of such outcomes, the evidence indicates that exclusion itself leads to offending.92 Of those under-18s involved in the recent riots, over a third had been excluded from school.93 The Edinburgh Youth Transitions Study found that uncontrolled misbehaviour at school led to later criminal conduct, whereas positive attachment to teachers and parental involvement in the educational process protected against it.94 The unique position of schools in the community – generally close involvement with young people and their families, as well as connections to the police, local mainstream services, other schools and voluntary sector organisations – means that they have a central role to play in youth crime prevention.

‘Why are we so complacent about children dropping out of school when we know that there is such a strong link between exclusion and offending?’

A witness to the review

Yet it is clear that many schools are not fulfilling this potential role. The CSJ report No Excuses comprised an in-depth inquiry into educational exclusion. It found that a significant minority of children are being excluded because the underlying causes of their misbehaviour are misunderstood. Further, some schools are engaging in illegal and unscrupulous exclusion practices.95 Given the correlation between exclusion and subsequent offending, many of those giving evidence to our review have questioned why greater efforts are not being made to prevent exclusion. Similar concerns are expressed in the literature.96 Teachers often do not have adequate training or support to address misbehaviour. Indeed, in recent months there have been reports of teachers striking in protest against school management failing to support staff in dealing with challenging pupil behaviour.97

However, there are many examples of effective or promising school practices: restorative approaches have been shown to be particularly effective. A YJB evaluation of the restorative justice model in schools concluded that teachers considered pupils’ behaviour to have improved and felt that they lost less teaching time dealing with behavioural problems.98 Safer Schools Partnerships (SSPs) have also proved promising. SSPs involve police officers
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working with schools (or located full-time within schools) to identify children at risk, address bad behavior and create a safer environment in which children can more effectively learn. SSPs have been found to reduce truancy rates and classroom incidents. However, police officers have told us that reductions in police budgets will result in fewer SSPs. Indeed the CSJ’s exclusion review found that responsibility for some SSPs is being subsumed to Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNTs), which may be damaging for schools that have had, and need, a full-time dedicated safer school officer.

“We need to have more effective pathways for children excluded from schools that don’t result in them being excluded to nothing or just disappearing from the school roll. This whole issue needs close attention as I fear that there will be more children moved out of schools for behavioural issues and there won’t be sufficient and appropriate support for them. Society must understand the consequences of this – the school to prison pipeline.”

Enver Solomon, Policy Director, The Children’s Society, in evidence to the CSJ

1.6.4 Failure to prevent or respond to mental ill-health

There is significant correlation between offending and poor mental health. A third of children in the criminal justice system have a recognised mental health disorder, compared to ten per cent of the general population. There is an especially strong correlation between the psychiatric condition ‘conduct disorder’ and offending: 80 per cent of those who offend have either been diagnosed with conduct disorder or experienced conduct problems during childhood and/or adolescence.

It is clear that there are a number of key weaknesses in relation to the provision of mental health services to children at risk of, and involved with, offending. The CSJ’s recent mental health review reported that opportunities to address emerging mental health needs in childhood (and thus also to prevent offending) are being missed. There are insufficient links between local services and CAMHS. Moreover, mainstream professionals often lack understanding or ability to identify mental health needs (for example, in some schools the reasons behind behavioural problems are overlooked). As one mental health expert told our review:
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‘There is a lack of an integrated care pathway for young people at risk of offending. Typically, risk and vulnerability haven’t been identified at pre-school; they exhibit challenging behaviour in school, which is misunderstood so they are excluded; they are therefore in the community with unmet needs; and then unsurprisingly they hit the youth justice system… Child mental health is and needs to be treated as everyone’s business’.

There is a lack of general support for families to prevent or address children’s mental health needs or parents’ own complex needs. The CSJ’s mental health review particularly emphasised that insufficient regard is paid to the needs of children of adult offenders, in spite of the fact that they are at greater risk of mental health problems and offending behaviour.105 Further, where children with identified mental health problems are assessed as at risk of offending, they frequently do not receive the help they require: 75 per cent of children referred by YOTs to CAMHS do not receive an intervention.106 Many practitioners were critical of the tendency of Asset to under-identify mental health needs, as well as speech and communication difficulties.

Part of the explanation for the variation in healthcare provision for young people who offend lies in the varying levels of financial investment by Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) and mental health trusts. This is reportedly due to ‘lack of knowledge, low prioritisation or lack of interest on the part of commissioners about the needs of young people in the youth justice system’. Linked to this is a ‘failure to undertake thorough needs assessments to inform commissioning decisions’.107 Experts reported to us that commissioners sometimes fail to prioritise young people who offend because they regard them as an undeserving client group.

Services are often poorly designed to engage ‘hard to reach’ young people: expecting them to attend clinic appointments, which invariably they do not. Failure to attend appointments on two or three occasions results in their cases being closed.108 In some areas, however, mental health
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treatment is being delivered through outreach. This is proving to be far more successful in engaging young people who offend. One such example is MAC-UK, which has developed an innovative ‘street therapy’ approach, which takes psychological therapy and support out of clinics and into wherever in community young people feel comfortable, be it a coffee shop, park bench or a bus.

**Case study: MAC-UK**

MAC-UK aims to make mental health support accessible to young people who offend and/or are gang involved – those who may ‘need help the most, but get it least’. MAC-UK is based in Camden and its projects are staffed by a range of mental health and non-mental health professionals and volunteers. The team builds relationships with young people in their environment, through activities such as music, gym and football. MAC-UK was founded in collaboration with young people from Camden, who have a strong stake in the development and implementation of the organisation and its activities. Young people move from MAC-UK’s projects into roles of responsibility when they are ready. MAC-UK’s founding project, Music and Change, targets ‘antisocial’ peer groups of young people and supports them to become positive entities in the community. The project has achieved the following outcomes: 75 per cent of young people into work experience, education or training and the police have reported that reconviction rates have decreased by 70 per cent.

In January 2012, a three year pilot building on some of MAC-UK’s learning will commence elsewhere in Camden to test whether the approaches adopted by MAC-UK staff can be facilitated by professionals from statutory services. The project will be led by a multi-agency partnership of realigned resources from Camden Council Integrated Youth Support Services, SOS (Camden and Islington NHS FT), CAMHS, the MET Police, the Anna Freud Centre and the Centre for Mental Health. The core elements of the model will remain: improving the mental health of young people to reduce youth violence and offending through youth-led, relational, street-therapy work. However, the project itself will be entirely new and owned by that community. For the initial few months of the project, staff will ‘hang out’ in the community to build relationships with the young people and gain their trust. Then staff and young people will work together to develop a project with an entirely new name and brand, which is meaningful to them. Street therapy will then be used to deliver innovative mental health intervention.

The project will be evaluated by the Centre for Mental Health with support from University College London. A national steering group of experts in the fields of serious youth violence and mental health will also be assembled to guide and contribute to the project.

### 1.7 A whole family approach

Working with both young people and their families is fundamental to addressing offending. Family problems are often the source of young people’s offending behaviour. Further, positive change is unlikely to be sustained if it is not reinforced at home. The value of a family approach is clear: Recent analysis of the Family Pathfinder programme, in which 15 local authorities received additional funds between 2007 and 2010 to develop intensive support for families with multiple needs and embed family-focussed approaches across all services, reported a return of £1.90 for every £1 invested.\(^\text{109}\) In recent years there has been increasing
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acknowledgement of the importance of such work, reflected by the funding of parenting programmes, family intervention projects and more recently the piloting of intensive family therapies.

Despite the welcome innovations of FIPs and family therapies in recent years, we have come to the conclusion that the system continues to fail in many cases to provide a whole family-based approach to preventing youth offending. Too often, opportunities are missed to work with families when parents or siblings are involved in the justice system. As one YOT Manager told us: ‘You have to marry youth crime prevention with the work you are doing with adult offenders as otherwise you are never going to address the problem’.

Numerous witnesses to our review reported that parents are desperate for early support to address their children’s challenging behaviour but struggle to access help. This is particularly so when needs are relatively low level and do not accordingly reach the thresholds for support from mainstream children’s services. As one Director of Children’s Services told the Working Group:

‘We need to adopt a holistic approach and invest differently than we do. We do not yet have the systems in place to wrap around young people who are not at offending stage but need help. As a result they end up being pushed into youth justice system’.

With respect to those in the youth justice system, our evidence indicates that there is significant variation in the extent to which YOTs are working with both young people and their families. Some teams have both parenting workers and access to intensive wrap-around interventions such as Multi-systemic Therapy. Others informed us that they had no parenting support provision in the YOT due to a lack of resources. Parenting workers tend to have limited capacity to address complex problems experienced by parents, such as mental health problems and worklessness. Their expertise (and time capacity) tends to lie in developing parenting skills. Further, parenting officers reported that their colleagues often fail to acknowledge the importance of involving a young person’s family; perceiving such work as an optional extra as opposed to a fundamental element of the youth justice system’s response.
Many witnesses informed our review that engagement with hard to reach families has been hindered by the culture of condemning and penalising parents (and in their absence, often grandparents) for their children’s behaviour. Parents are deterred from taking part in interventions they consider critical and demeaning. However, coercive measures may be necessary for a minority of parents. In addition, the rationale that underpins the emphasis on parental responsibility is to some extent flawed: it assumes that parents have ultimate control of their children’s behaviour when the contrary can be true. This particularly applies to children as they grow older and to those with behavioural disorders. ‘The research evidence points to the value of supporting parents in respect of their overall relationship with their child and with difficulties in their own situation. It does not suggest that a coercive approach may be the best way forward.’

‘Families say that they have always wanted to access services but no one has ever worked with them to play a co-ordination role to help them navigate the complex web of support. Mainstream children’s services and YOTs often say that they do not have the time to this. There needs to be support for those young people who are not in the youth justice system, or on the cusp of it, or already in it at lower levels… YOTs and children’s services must be reconfigured to deal with young people and families.’

Enver Soloman, Policy Director, The Children’s Society, in evidence to the CSJ

We have come across a number of fantastic voluntary sector projects that are working with young people and families to address antisocial and offending behaviour.

Enthusiasm Trust works with young people most at risk of offending between the ages of 11 and 19 – often those that other providers struggle to engage. The project strongly believes that what young people need most is for someone to believe in them. A central element of the project is giving young people positions of responsibility to raise their self-esteem. Many of the Enthusiasm Trust staff were thus formerly involved with the project as clients. The relationship between the young person and Enthusiasm Trust worker is considered central to transformation.

The project runs three main programmes:

- **Triple R**: targeted early intervention in the form of intensive mentoring of young people most at risk or who are gang associated. Mentors meet with young persons at least once a week, working with them to address their needs and also engaging in positive activities. Mentoring is a maximum of two years in duration.
- **The Key**: formalised educational programmes to children on the verge of exclusion.
- **Universal Services**: youth clubs, residential workshops and a double-decker mobile youth bus.

Running alongside these interventions is family work. The charity strongly believes that only limited success can be achieved with young people by working with them in isolation – a whole family approach is key. Family work comprises:

- One-to-one support to parents to address their needs e.g. helping them into employment or to address mental health problems;
- One-to-one parenting skills programmes – using the ‘handling teenage behaviour programme’; and
- Group parenting skills programmes.

The young people we spoke to on ‘Triple R’ told us that as a result of Enthusiasm’s Trust’s support they were no longer in trouble with the police or at risk of being kicked out of school. They particularly valued having someone who listened to them and the help that had been provided to their parents to address the problems at home. 83 per cent of the children exiting the Triple R programme have had a significant reduction in their scored risk factors around criminality. Many have progressed in further ETE and have become positive contributors within their local communities (which have witnessed reductions in antisocial behaviour).

**Case study:** Enthusiasm Trust

The CAFÉ project works with families in which an adult is involved with Probation, to reduce reoffending; prevent their children from also becoming involved in offending; and improve outcomes for children and young people. Families are assigned a CAFÉ support worker from whom they receive intensive support and help to access external services. Families are usually referred because their support needs are such that they cannot be met by mainstream services. Support workers provide assistance with a range of problems: managing finances, preparing CVs and job applications, applying for the assisted prison visits scheme, parenting problems; and securing safe and stable accommodation.

**Case study:** Children and Families Enterprise Project (CAFÉ), St Giles Trust
1.8 Letting other services ‘off the hook’

Whilst the existence of YOTs and their involvement in prevention has served to ensure that young people at risk receive at least some help, it is evident that young people are less, as opposed to more, likely to get the support they require from other services. This has also been reported in the literature.\(^{112}\) As Chard writes:

> ‘Because of involvement of the YOT, it may be tempting for CSC [children’s social care] to underplay the level of need or risk for children with the criminal justice system working on the basis that a multi-disciplinary team is already involved. Where this happens, the effect is to set even higher thresholds for access to services for this group. Consequently this group are likely to be put at higher risk of harm or of poor outcomes and if their needs are not being met, they may also be more likely to re-offend’.\(^{113}\)

This problem is not confined to children’s services. Witnesses reported that schools use the existence of YOTs as a way of relinquishing responsibility for ‘problem’ children. The evaluation of the Youth Inclusion Programme (YIP, a YOT prevention programme), for example, found that authorised absences from school increased by 29 per cent amongst the 50 YIP-involved children.\(^{114}\) YISP key workers have reported that services use the YISP as a dumping ground

---

\(^{111}\) European Institute of Social Services, Evaluation Report: Kent Probation & Kent County Council Children and Families Project (CAFÉ), Kent: European Institute of Social Services, Kent University

\(^{112}\) Allen R, From Punishment to Problem Solving, 2006, op. cit., p15

\(^{113}\) Chard A, 2010, op. cit., p8

\(^{114}\) Morgan Harris Burrows, op. cit., p11
for difficult cases and a means of disengaging from their families. Children’s services, CAMHS and teachers were found to be particularly detached from the YISP.\textsuperscript{115}

The problem is largely attributable to the funding and structure of YOTs. Local agencies, particularly children’s services, contribute a significant proportion of YOT budgets in addition to seconding their specialist staff (although this often does not happen).\textsuperscript{116} These arrangements are often assumed to indicate that the YOT can exclusively address the problems of offenders and children at risk. It has been argued that this represents a disinvestment in ‘social’ responses to youth crime.\textsuperscript{117} We explore this problem in detail in Chapter Seven.

As a result, youth crime prevention is often falling predominantly to YOTs. It is arguably neither appropriate nor effective for the youth justice system to deliver preventative interventions in virtual isolation to children who have not offended or who are at very low risk of reoffending following low level criminal conduct. For the reasons explained at the outset of this chapter, criminal justice interventions can be stigmatising and increase the likelihood of offending.\textsuperscript{118} Prevention work via the justice system itself is therefore likely to be net-widening and counter-productive. As Solomon and Garside argue:

‘If it [the government] had wanted to make a significant impact on youth crime, it would have also needed to invest in and support social programmes rather than task the YJB, whose primary purpose is to oversee work with children in the youth justice system, to fund projects’.\textsuperscript{119}

In 2004 the Audit Commission similarly proposed that: ‘Mainstream agencies, such as schools and health services, should take full responsibility for preventing offending by young people.’\textsuperscript{120} If the Government is truly committed to preventing youth crime then it must consider the validity of the net-widening argument. In doing so it must act accordingly and heed calls that other services undertake much more, if not all, youth crime prevention work.

\begin{quote}
‘I think every YOT here has experience of children and family services just closing the case and breathing a sigh of relief when YOT takes it on.’
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{YOT in evidence to the CSJ}
\end{flushright}


\textsuperscript{117} Solomon E and Garside R, 2008, op. cit., p26


\textsuperscript{119} Solomon E and Garside R, op. cit., p40

\textsuperscript{120} Audit Commission, 2004, op. cit., p6
1.9 Recommendations

Immediate term

- Given the evidence that contact with the criminal justice system can increase the likelihood of reoffending, we recommend that responsibility for the delivery of preventative services be removed from YOTs (though they would retain sole control of the budget in the short term until successful prevention can be delivered).

  YOT prevention funds should be used to commission services from the voluntary sector and mainstream children’s services (i.e. schools, CAMHS, children’s social care) based on the best available evidence of what works (outlined in this chapter and Annex A). Attention should be paid to commissioning prevention services that provide help to young people in the context of their families. In particular, we favour the delivery of prevention services by quality assured voluntary sector projects. The voluntary sector is generally better trusted, is often more able to reach the most disadvantaged than its public and private sector counterparts, and contact with it is less likely to be stigmatising. There must be robust monitoring and accountability structures in place to ensure that the preventative services delivered are of a high standard.

- There should be a duty on the local authority and its statutory partners to secure the sufficient provision of local early support services for children, young people and their families who are engaged in, or are likely to engage in criminal or antisocial behaviour. This would mirror the recommendation of the Munro Review to provide early help to children who are suffering or who are likely to suffer significant harm.\(^\text{121}\) The devolution of youth custody budgets to local services, which we explore in Chapter Seven, will also provide a financial incentive to invest further in youth crime prevention.

- As recommended in the recent CSJ report *No Excuses*, restorative approaches should be promoted in all secondary schools and research should be conducted with respect to its use in primary schools.\(^\text{122}\)

- Local authorities should conduct a needs analysis to prioritise the areas of risk in their community and identify the schools most needing SSP support (as recommended in *No Excuses*).\(^\text{123}\)

- We reiterate the guidance specifying that YOT Managers should sit on the Local Safeguarding Children’s Boards (LSCB) in addition to the Directors of Children’s Services.\(^\text{124}\)

Medium term

- In the medium term we recommend that the budget for youth crime prevention be removed from YOT control. Instead, we suggest that the local authority, in consultation with the Police and Crime Commissioner and local voluntary sector organisations, should commission youth crime prevention services. We strongly recommend that the money is only used to commission services from the voluntary sector and mainstream children’s services, based on the best available evidence of what works.

---

122 Centre for Social Justice, *No Excuses*, op. cit., p.120
123 Ibid, p.121
124 Department for Children, Schools and Families, *Working Together to Safeguard Children: A guide to inter-agency working to safeguard and promote the welfare of children*, op. cit., 2010
This review reiterates the recommendations made by previous CSJ reports with regards to prevention. These include:

- Re-focussing Children’s Sure Start Centres on families – Family Hubs;
- Access to relationship and parenting support for all couples – preferably delivered by third sector organisations;
- An enhanced role for health visitors in the delivery of both targeted and universal services – monitoring and providing advice on the physical development of the child, and providing support for the emotional health of the whole family;\(^\text{125}\)
- Reviewing and amending local youth provision to ensure that it is meeting the needs of local young people, e.g. that it is open at the evening and weekends when young people are more likely to access it. Furthermore, funding effective grassroots charities to deliver detached youth work;\(^\text{126}\) and


\(^{126}\) Centre for Social Justice, Breakthrough Britain: Dying to Belong, London: Centre for Social Justice, 2009
Introduction of an electronic education passport model to travel with pupils throughout their education to help mainstream schools, PRUs and other alternative providers to develop an informed understanding of each pupil's circumstances and needs.
2.1 Introduction

Most criminal justice systems impose a proportion of penalties outside of court as a means of ensuring that finite resources are prioritised on the offences perceived to be of greater seriousness. In England and Wales, priority decisions are made on the basis of proportionality. That is, the level of criminal justice intervention must be proportionate to the seriousness of the offence and/or the culpability of the offender. In practice, ‘adherence to this principle means that the more serious the offence, the more onerous the sanction, and the greater the procedural safeguards to ensure that justice (ensuring that the defendant is not wrongly convicted, etc) is done’. While ‘…minor offences, either because they involved little harm or because the perpetrators are for whatever reason not deemed seriously culpable (for example, young or first time offenders), become candidates for diversion from the system or, if brought within its ambit, are dealt with leniently following a simplified, relatively non-stigmatic procedure’.2

On this basis out-of-court penalties, when appropriately deployed, can be an effective means of delivering fast, fair and cost-effective justice for victims and offenders. The use of out-of-court disposals is especially important for young people. There is now a strong body of evidence indicating that contact with the criminal justice system can exacerbate delinquency. The negative effect is particularly potent in relation to young people. They are at a critical point in the formation of their identities and thus more prone to influence. The negative consequences of system contact increase as young people are drawn further into it.3 There is also indication that diversion and custody rates are connected: that is, high use of diversion is associated with lower numbers in custody.4 Given that the majority of young people grow out of delinquent behaviour of their own accord, these links suggest it is prudent to respond to minor and first time offences committed by children and young people outside of court whenever possible.5

---

2 Ibid, p8
4 Nacro, Youth Crime briefing – Out of court: making the most of diversion for young people, London: Nacro, 2005, p3
5 Bateman T, “Living with Final Warnings: Making the Best of a Bad Job?” Youth Justice, Volume 2, No 3, 2002, p134
The use of out-of-court sanctions, however, has raised a number of concerns, including the suggestion that this is a largely ‘justice-free zone’, without the safeguards and accountability that characterise judicial decision making.\(^6\) There is arguably a lower test of certainty applied by police officers and the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) when imposing out-of-court penalties (contrary to the ‘basic principle of criminal law that people should only be convicted if guilt is proven “beyond reasonable doubt”’). While some commentators think this acceptable,\(^7\) others argue that ‘no matter how minor the offence or sanction, a criminal conviction puts a stain on a citizen’s character and reputation and should not be imposed without a high degree of certainty of their guilt’.\(^8\) It is also argued that the standard of proof is actually a lesser consideration because the use of out-of-court penalties relies on admission from the person in question. There is, however, likely to be questions about the reliability of admissions made by young people. Furthermore, there are important questions about the proportionality, accountability, fairness and efficacy of such decisions, which affect the lives of both offenders and victims. These issues have become increasingly salient in recent years following the enormous growth in the use of out-of-court sanctions.\(^9\)

2.2 The out-of-court framework – defining diversion

‘Diversion’ encompasses two types of disposals in the out-of-court sphere:

1. Those non-criminal interventions largely used to respond to crime committed by those offenders not yet within the ambit of the youth justice system so as to prevent their entry into it. These diversionary measures, which may or may not follow arrest by the police, include informal warnings, restorative and (individual or family-based) supportive responses following assessment by means of custody suite triage or Youth Justice Liaison or Bureau arrangements.

2. Those used generally to respond to crime committed by those offenders already within the ambit of the system to prevent their being taken to court. These include: penalty notices for disorder (PND), reprimands, final warnings and youth conditional cautions (YCC) (pilot). The latter three appear on enhanced criminal records disclosures (i.e. for sensitive posts – see Chapter Eight for further explanation). PNDs are ‘not disclosed routinely, but may be as part of an enhanced criminal records check if deemed relevant to the application by the Chief Officer of Police’.\(^10\)

Both types of disposals seek to divert children from elements of the youth justice system and ‘diversion’ is commonly used to describe both. Use of the term can be misleading.

---


\(^{7}\) Halpem, for example, proposes that lower penalties should require a lesser standard of proof: Halpem D, The Hidden Wealth of Nations, Cambridge: Polity, 2010, p69


however. Only the first category of responses (which may occasionally be used for children previously criminalised) is truly diversionary for these do not appear on criminal record disclosures.

The CSJ considers that a new vocabulary is required to distinguish between the types of out-of-court action. We will differentiate between the two by using the terms ‘diversion from criminal justice’ and ‘court diversion’.

2.3 History and recent developments

2.3.1 Radical non-interventionism: the era of court diversion

During the 1980s, diversion was embraced enthusiastically by youth justice practitioners and the police in response to the powerful philosophy of minimum necessary intervention.\textsuperscript{11} By 1990, two-thirds of 14-16 year-old boys and nearly 90 per cent of girls who committed offences were formally cautioned.\textsuperscript{12} Informal (non-criminal) cautioning was also encouraged, but little is known even today about the extent of its use.

2.3.2 Three strikes and you’re out

During the 1990s, however, there was a good deal of evidence that youth cautions were being used inconsistently, inappropriately and excessively: such practice was said to be bringing the system into disrepute.\textsuperscript{13} The incoming Labour Government radically changed the system of youth cautions through the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (CDA). A ‘three strikes and you’re out’ policy was in effect adopted. This allowed a reprimand for a first offence (if relatively minor), a final warning for a second, and prosecution for a third offence, no matter how trivial the subsequent offence.\textsuperscript{14}

Children who offended and were caught were much more likely to be prosecuted than was previously the case.\textsuperscript{15} Concern was expressed that the reforms were resulting in young people ‘entering court at a much younger age, arguably accelerating their progress through the system and contributing to the recent increase in the use of custody’.\textsuperscript{16} Too many minor offences were arguably taking up valuable court and YOT time.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid, p105
\textsuperscript{14} The reprimand and final warning were introduced and implemented in 2000; they can only be imposed for relatively minor offences to which the young person admitted guilt and are citable in court
\textsuperscript{17} Audit Commission, Youth Justice 2004: A review of the reformed youth justice system, London: Audit Commission, 2004, p20
2.3.3 Penalty Notices for Disorder (PNDs)

New Labour pressed ahead with additional measures which, while ‘diverting from court’, would nevertheless ensure that offenders could not offend with impunity. The PND was their principal innovation.

The PND originated from an idea, first raised by the Prime Minister in 2000, that ‘thugs’ might think twice about behaving disorderly if they had to pay an on-the-spot fine. The PND is a financial penalty, which can be issued on the street or following arrest, in response to low-level, nuisance and antisocial behaviour as well as low level criminality, such as retail theft and criminal damage up to £500. PNDs were rolled out across England and Wales in 2004 for those aged 16 and above. The penalty is either £50 or £80, depending on the offence, to be paid within 21 days. Unpaid fines are increased by one and half times and, if still not paid, registered with the court and enforced in the same way as any court-imposed fine. If the recipient denies the offence the case is referred to the court for a hearing.

PNDs do not involve a formal admission of guilt or the acquisition of a criminal record. They are, however, recorded on the Police National Computer (PNC) and can be cited on future occasions, for example in antisocial behaviour proceedings or in an enhanced criminal records check. In other words, the recipient of a PND acquires a ‘quasi-criminal record’. It seems unlikely that most 16 and 17 year-old recipients of PNDs and their parents appreciate the full implications of paying the fine. Payment seemingly carries no risk of a criminal record and there is little reason to think otherwise; the police are not required to advise recipients that they may wish to seek legal advice. It is, therefore, not surprising that only one per cent of PNDs are contested in the courts.

Questions have been raised as to whether PNDs constitute a form of justice by income, by enabling individuals with means to buy their way out of prosecution. There is a possibility, moreover, that PNDs save the system no money: 41 per cent of PNDs issued to juveniles are registered with the courts for enforcement action. What happens thereafter is unknown; court data does not distinguish between the enforcement of PNDs as opposed to court-imposed fines.

2.3.4 Offences brought to justice (OBTJ) targets

The New Labour Government committed itself to ‘closing the justice’ gap (reducing offenders’ impunity) and in 2002 introduced a numerical OBTJ target to which cautions (reprimands and final warnings in the case of under 18 year-olds), PNDs and warnings for possession of cannabis (not available for young offenders) as well as prosecutions contributed. The out-of-court penalties were included because they were intended to deliver visible, rapid and

---

18 It is a sanction-detection but does not count as a first time entrant into the justice system (but since 2009 government statistics on FTEs have included PNDs).
19 Roberts R and Garside R, op. cit., p1
21 Ibid, p22
effective justice, reduce the amount of time spent on paperwork, reduce the burden on the courts and potentially increase public confidence in the criminal justice system.\(^{22}\)

The police were initially rewarded equally for all types of OBTJs. As a consequence, unsurprisingly, many focused much of their attention on low-level offences relatively easy to detect and process: many of which were committed by young people, who tend to offend in groups in public places.\(^{23}\) Between 2003 and 2007, there was a dramatic increase in the number of ten to 17 year-olds entering the youth justice system.\(^{24}\) This was almost entirely accounted for by an increase in the use of out-of-court penalties as opposed to court convictions. It is now accepted that this increase involved substantial net-widening as a result of the OBTJ target, that is, the police were criminalising young people for misdemeanours that would not previously have led to a criminal justice response.\(^{25}\)

This net widening, which was of course consistent with the Government’s aim of ‘closing the justice gap’, disproportionately affected young people. Between 2002 and 2006 there was a 25 per cent increase in the number of OBTJs for under-18s compared with a ten per cent increase for adults. The increase for ten to 14 year-olds was 35 per cent compared to 24 per cent for 15-17 year-olds.\(^{26}\)

In April 2008 the OBTJ target was revised to focus on more serious offences and in June 2010 was abolished altogether.\(^{27}\) The number of out-of-court penalties declined significantly as did the number of first-time entrants (FTE) to the youth justice system.\(^{28}\) The connections were clear for all to see.

**Figure 2.1: Criminal sanctions imposed on young people aged 10-17, 1999-2009**


\(^{23}\) See for example, Ibid; Morgan R and Newburn T, 2007, op. cit., p1044


\(^{26}\) Farrington-Douglas and Durante, 2009, cited in Newburn T, op. cit. p99


\(^{28}\) First-time entrants (FTEs) are young people who have not previously come into contact with the youth justice system, who receive their first reprimand, final warning or court disposal
2.3.5 Youth conditional cautions, youth restorative disposals and triage

During its third term the Labour Government introduced further penalties to divert offenders from court and the YJB encouraged initiatives to divert young offenders from court or criminal justice.

In 2010 YCCs, introduced by the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, were piloted in five areas for 16-17 year-olds. The youth restorative disposal (YRD) was piloted in eight areas until 2009. The YRD evaluation found that it was popular with both victims, (victim satisfaction rates ranged from 86 to 89 per cent) and police officers, who welcomed the disposal as a more proportionate, valuable and time-effective response to misbehaviour.

In addition, two types of point of arrest diversion initiatives were introduced: police station-based ‘triage’ and ‘Youth Justice Liaison and Diversion’, piloted in 69 and six areas respectively.

Youth conditional cautions (YCC)
The YCC is available for young people who have previously had a reprimand and final warning or where the first offence is too serious to be dealt with by way of reprimand or final warning. The YCC has conditions attached to it, such as provisions to support rehabilitation, effect reparation or punishment and can also include a fine and/or an attendance requirement. Where the conditions attached to the YCC are complied with, the case is discharged and no further prosecution and/or proceedings for the offence(s) are commenced. Where they are not, the YCC can be withdrawn and the young person prosecuted.

Youth restorative disposal (YRD)
Use of the YRD can be decided on-the-spot or following arrest for minor offences for young people who have not previously received a reprimand or final warning. As its name suggests, the YRD involves a restorative justice response, such as action to make amends for the offence, facilitated by specially trained police officers and police community support officers. It does not count as a sanction detection or result in a criminal record.

Triage
Triage involves police station-based assessment with a view to diverting young people who have committed minor offences from the youth justice system. Young people who admit offences with a low gravity score of one or two, who have not previously been arrested or received a reprimand or final warning, may receive a restorative intervention or, if needs are identified, be offered a support package which may involve work with the family. Triage assessments initially involve specially trained police officers or custody suite-based YOT officers.

Youth Justice Liaison and Diversion (YJLD)
YJLD aims to identify, divert and provide early help to young people with mental health, learning, communication difficulties or other vulnerabilities. The pilot is funded by the Department of Health.
The Government is currently seeking to rationalise the out-of-court disposal framework of YRDs, reprimands, final warnings and YCCs with a simple system of informal restorative disposals, youth cautions (which may be issued on more than one occasion) and YCCs. Both the youth caution and youth conditional caution will be available for those who have previously been in court and convicted. There are also plans to expand both triage and Youth Justice Liaison and Diversion (YJLD) schemes.

In addition to these centrally coordinated diversion arrangements, a local innovation, the Swansea Bureau, was established jointly by the Swansea Youth Offending Service (SYOS) and South Wales Police (SWP) in 2009. It is now being extended to some other areas in Wales.

Case study: The Swansea Bureau

The Swansea Bureau aims to slow down youth justice decision-making with a view to reducing first time entry (FTE) into the youth justice system and devolve responsibility for tackling offending behaviour to the young persons concerned, their families and the local community. The model draws on the experience of the Northamptonshire Juvenile Liaison Bureau of the late ‘80s, the Scottish reporter system and police station-based triage schemes now operating in many areas, including South Wales.

If young people in the custody suite meet core criteria – first-time offenders admitting offences with a gravity score of 1-3 – they are bailed to participate in a Bureau clinic. The Bureau Co-ordinator gathers any relevant information from all the child-related agencies and talks to victims before meeting the child, after which a report is prepared for consideration by a closed meeting of the Bureau Panel. A provisional decision is made about appropriate action before the Bureau Clinic, comprising the Co-ordinator, a police sergeant and a community representative, meets with the child and their parents or carers. The aim is mutually to agree a course of action which might involve prosecution or a reprimand or final warning but may comprise a non-criminal intervention including a support package if required and agreed.

The SYOS enjoys a research partnership with Swansea University. The early results from the Bureau operation are promising. The number of FTEs are substantially down (by 44 per cent in 2009, compared to a reduction of 23 per cent in previous years) as are the overall number of reprimands and final. Non-criminal disposals, by contrast, have risen (from one in 2008/2009 to 121 in 2009/2010) though the overall number of interventions is down.36

---

35 Centre for Mental Health, Youth Justice Liaison and Diversion: A National Pilot Scheme, [accessed via: http://www.centreformentalhealth.org.uk/criminal_justice/youthjustice_pilots.aspx (06/10/11)]
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2.3.6 Police budget cuts

The Government has announced that police budgets are being reduced by 20 per cent between 2011 and 2015. These cuts, implemented by local police areas, represent both a threat and an opportunity as far as young peoples’ involvement in the youth justice system is concerned. Police officers with whom we have spoken have expressed concern that budget cuts will force the police to withdraw from innovative preventative and diversionary work, such as Safer Schools Partnerships (SSPs). Non police commentators fear that the police will ‘talk-up’ the crime problem so as to mobilise the public and the media against cuts to police budgets, as has been done previously. This could significantly heighten public fear of crime and encourage penal populist attitudes, particularly towards youth misbehaviour. On the other hand, given that formal disposals consume considerable police time and money, cuts to police budgets may incentivise the police to respond to minor offences through informal means. It could also improve efficiency by reducing bureaucracy, streamlining the police and increasing officer availability.

2.3.7 Police and Crime Commissioners

At the time of writing, the Government is planning to replace police authorities with directly elected Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs). If the legislation is passed PCCs will be implemented in November 2012. The reform is intended to make the police more accountable and strengthen their relationship with the local communities in which they work. The CSJ recommended the introduction of a similar model to PCCs in A Force to be Reckoned With. Nonetheless without strong leadership and reasoned consideration of the issues, there is a risk that their introduction could trigger increased criminalisation of young people. The fear is that PCC candidates will seek populist mandates regarding youth misbehaviour and subsequently pressure chief constables to use criminalising powers. There are, however, plans to protect against such politicisation of PCCs with ‘strict checks and balances’.

2.4 Our findings

Although there is increasing acknowledgement of the value of diversion at a strategic level we have received numerous examples of where this is not translating into practice on the frontline. Our evidence gathering has revealed that too often there is a ‘common sense deficit’
in the way the system responds to the misbehaviour of challenging young people resulting in their unnecessary criminalisation. Practitioners robotically follow processes without consideration of whether their actions are improving outcomes for young people and society. The following sections explore this problem in detail.

2.4.1 Proportionality, fairness and effectiveness

2.4.1.1 Proportionality
There is evidence that some serious offences are being dealt with inappropriately by means of out-of-court disposals and, conversely, that some misbehaviour is being formally sanctioned in court which would better be dealt with out-of-court.

Over half of the young people appearing in court for the first time and pleading guilty to a minor offence have not previously received a reprimand or final warning. Although some of these may not have admitted guilt when charged by the police, this is unlikely to account for most of them. This picture has been conferred by several research studies. One practitioner reported that 66 per cent of referral orders in their locality were imposed on young people who had not previously had a reprimand or final warning. We shall return to the issue of inappropriate prosecution below.

With respect to inappropriate use of out-of-court disposals, a recent thematic inspection undertaken jointly by the Constabulary and CPS inspectorates provides a good indication of current practice, albeit on the basis of a small sample size. The inspection focussed on adult disposals but it is likely that the findings apply equally to young people. The study found that one-third of the out-of-court disposals examined were applied inappropriately. This was most commonly because the disposal had been issued, contrary to guidance, to repeat offenders.

46 Cap Gemini, Ernst and Young, Referral Orders Final Report, cited in Audit Commission, Youth justice 2004 op. cit., pp19-20
47 See for example, Youth Justice Board, Final warning projects: the national evaluation of the Youth Justice Board’s final warning projects, Youth Justice Board, 2004; and Nacro, Youth Crime briefing – Reducing Custody: a systemic approach, London: Nacro, 2006
or for serious offences. The study also reported concerns about the accuracy and consistency of recording out-of-court disposals on the PNC, a phenomenon which 'may have contributed to incorrect judgements on disposals'. In addition, the inspectorates found that the rationale for the decision was rarely recorded; oversight of decision making did not extend to disposals issued on the street; and there was ‘a lack of quality assurance of the decisions made on out-of-court disposals’. In short, the report’s found that out-of-court disposals are in some cases used inappropriately and there is a lack of transparency and quality assurance with respect to their use.

2.4.1.2 Fairness

There is significant variation in use of out-of-court disposals. The Constabulary and CPS Inspectorates found that use of out-of-court disposals across the 43 police areas in England and Wales in 2009 ranged from 26-49 per cent of all OBTJs. This variation, the inspectors concluded, could not be fully explained by differences in local crime and offending patterns. ‘Postcode justice’ is unlikely to inspire public confidence. Moreover, it comprises inequitable criminalisation, which risks harming young people and society through reoffending.

We have received a great deal of evidence indicating substantial variation in the use of point of arrest diversion measures. We return to this issue in section 4.2 of this chapter. In addition, a number of practitioners raised questions about the quality of some diversion schemes due to inadequate or inaccessible local provision. In these circumstances diversion risks merely delaying first time entry into the system rather than changing behaviour.

2.4.1.3 Effectiveness and costs

Out-of-court disposals are typically advocated on the basis that they are an effective, cost-efficient, and swift means of delivering justice. This requires examination.

The Constabulary and CPS Inspectorates’ sample was too small and uncontrolled to provide any meaningful guide to the effectiveness, in terms of reoffending, of out-of-court penalties. However, the inspectorates were able to explore initial front-line police work savings resulting from out-of-court disposals. For example, a PND issued on the street takes the police three hours, 31 minutes (this pertains to paperwork and procedure; the process of issuing on the street is considerably quicker) compared to eight hours, 45 minutes for a charge. The restorative justice (RJ) disposal takes five hours one minute to administer, which, although low compared to a charge, is ‘surprisingly high’. However, given the value of RJ in terms of lower reconviction rates, use of the disposal is likely to produce savings in police time and money that would otherwise be used to deal with reoffending. It is also apparent that there are benefits to informal out-of-court disposals: a YRD takes between one to two hours (depending on whether it is a conference or street-determined YRD, respectively) compared to 11 hours for a reprimand.

---

49 Ibid, p5
51 Ibid, pp29-30
52 Rix A et al, 2011, op. cit., p5
The apparent upfront savings in police time, however, will count for little if out-of-court penalties have to be referred to the court for enforcement, as is the case with 41 per cent of PNDs.\textsuperscript{53} Indeed, given the initial net-widening impact of the new out-of-court penalties, the overall costs of the criminal justice system may well have increased, a possibility which the Ministry of Justice appears to have examined.

2.4.2 Sanction-detections and the legacy of the OBTJ targets

Though diversion measures have been encouraged in recent years and the OBTJ target was abolished in 2010, there remains a strong incentive to act formally against misbehaviour: This is due to the existence of a related performance measure, that of sanction-detections – the proportion of offences ‘cleared up’ by formal means.\textsuperscript{54}

Sanction-detection targets are a major obstacle to diversion from criminal justice schemes. Numerous diversion practitioners reported they are ‘constantly battling against them’. We were informed that they have become a firmly entrenched aspect of police culture in some areas which will likely persist even if the Home Office emphasis on sanction-detections is scaled back or removed. It was suggested to us, for example, that some police officers, especially those who have only ever served in the era of OBTJ targets and sanction-detection rates, do not feel comfortable exercising greater discretion with respect to diversion. One practitioner described the targets as like ‘Frankenstein, a monster that we have created and has now grown beyond control’. It was reported that some police officers are reluctant to divert young people from arrest: they perceive it to be ‘letting young people off the hook’. It is clear that the success of diversionary schemes is heavily dependent on the leadership of local police managers. Lorraine Khan from the Centre for Mental Health, who is overseeing the YJLD pilots, described her experience of the problem to the Working Group:

‘Many of the YOTs we’re in contact with are struggling with the legacy of police OBTJ targets. Even though the targets no longer apply nationally, some forces continue to pursue them at a local level. We’ve been told that sanction detections are encouraged because they’re linked to bonuses, police performance and pay structures. It takes strong leadership in the police at the top to reverse this culture of seeking more and more sanction detections’.

Police officers with whom we spoke agreed that the targets had been unhelpful. In their view, such a performance framework does not support the delivery of ‘what works’, such as diversion and RJ. They said that they would like to see a different suite of measurements which


\textsuperscript{54} A sanction detection is granted at the point of charge/caution whereas an OBTJ reflects the court outcome: A ‘sanction detection’ is an offence cleared up through charge, summons, caution, reprimand, final warning, PND or offences taken into consideration. Not all sanction detections will necessarily result in a subsequent conviction. For example, in cases detected by ‘charge/summons’, the Crown Prosecution Service may not take forward proceedings or the offender might be found not guilty at court. In contrast, an OBTJ is an offence reported to the police that is resolved by means of a conviction, reprimand, final warning, PND or offences taken into consideration. In addition, OBTJ count individual offenders, whereas a sanction detection counts crimes. So, for example, if a crime is recorded and as a result, three offenders are convicted, each for two offences, these count as a single recorded crime (and a single detection) but as six offences brought to justice. For further information see, Home Office, User Guide to Home Office Crime Statistics, 2011, p15 [accessed via: http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/crime-research/user-guide-crime-statistics/user-guide-crime-statistics?view=Binary (31/08/11)]
looked more positively at problem-solving instead of merely detecting. There was particular frustration that the targets curtailed efforts to increase the use of informal RJ responses to offending. One Superintendent told the review that:

‘We know that RJ cuts youth offending and reoffending rates. We know that it gives victims a much greater sense of satisfaction. Despite this, it feels sometimes that there is a stronger emphasis that the OBTJ targets and related targets, like sanction detections, are met. In recent times, that pressure on targets has led to hesitation about using restorative justice’.

Governments past and present have advocated greater use of informal RJ measures. Yet this aspiration has not been realised largely because informal RJ interventions have not contributed to sanction-detections.55 For this reason, many of the police officers who gave evidence to this review said that they would like to see RJ disposals counted as a sanction-detection.

2.4.3 Parenting by court?

Our observations of court sittings as well as our discussions with magistrates and YOTs indicate that many unsuitable cases, such as family disputes and minor playground altercations, are increasingly reaching the youth court. This is expensive, time consuming and criminogenic. Many observers think the phenomenon reflects the fact that schools and parents are defaulting on their responsibilities to the police and courts, using them to ‘parent’ minor misdemeanours that would have previously been dealt with effectively by families or schools. Further, that the police have often been willing to take up the slack because of police target incentives. There is evidence that some young people are being inappropriately labelled as a risk to children for involvement in minor incidents such as playground fights, which results in lifelong restrictions to jobs or volunteering positions with children and vulnerable adults.56

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real life examples of minor domestic and school incidents that reach court</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASE 1: Assault/Actual Bodily Harm (ABH) = playground fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE 2: Robbery = 13 year-old boy who took another boy’s school bag (bullying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE 3: Criminal damage = child in care who threw a trainer at a wall in his care home. It did not even damage the wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE 4: Assault – ABH = 14 year-old twins in court for pushing their mum. She didn’t want any contact with them and refused to have them home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE 5: Assault – ABH = 16 year-old girl who punched another 16 year-old over a boyfriend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE 6: Assault – ABH = 15 year-old boy who punched his mum’s new boyfriend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

55 See for example: Department for Constitutional Affairs 2006, op. cit, p42; and Ministry of Justice, 2011, op. cit., p9
56 Individuals (formerly known as Schedule 1 offenders) judged to be a risk to children are those who commit offences against those under 18 years of age, such as those that result in bodily injury to the victim, sexual assault and murder. Nacro, Youth Crime Briefing – Children and young people who commit schedule 1 offences, Nacro, 2003 [accessed via http://www.nacro.org.uk/data/files/nacro-2004-2012-435.pdf (26/01/11)]
Several of our witnesses commended SSPs, cited earlier in the report, for preventing school-related offences being criminalised. However, concerns were expressed that not all schools in need of such measures have been designated SSPs and some of those that have are in danger of losing that status as a result of cuts to police budgets. It was also argued that youth courts are failing to refer cases back to the police and CPS for a final warning, awarding an absolute discharge (which does not involve a penalty)\(^{57}\) in cases where arguably they should.

‘We recently had a case where a child had thrown a bowl of sugar puffs at his residential care worker, jumped out of the window and then re-entered through the window. This happened after a care worker had brought the child the cereal of his own preference, instead of what the child had asked for. The child was arrested for assault and burglary. Although the CPS threw the case out, he was still kept in police custody for the entire weekend.’

Eddie Isles, Manager, Swansea YOS, in evidence to the CSJ

2.4.3.1 Children in care
Several of our witnesses expressed particular concern that significant numbers of children in care are coming before the courts for ‘domestic’ offences. While only a minority (nine per cent) of children in care offend, they are, nonetheless, three times more likely than their non-looked after peers to be cautioned or convicted of an offence.\(^{58}\) This is partly attributable to the fact that many of the same risk factors for offending behaviour apply to being taken into care (for example, parental abuse and neglect). However, the CSJ report on children in care, Couldn’t Care Less, found that local authorities were often doing too little to address these needs, thereby increasing the likelihood of negative outcomes including offending.\(^{59}\)

There is also a strong indication that the response of the care system to misbehaviour, particularly in residential children’s homes, precipitates criminalisation. This issue has been highlighted consistently by witnesses to this review and in the relevant literature.\(^{60}\) Children’s homes often respond to challenging behaviour by calling the police, which increases the likelihood that cared for children will be prosecuted for behaviour that, had it been committed in a family home, would have been dealt with by parents. Once again the OBTJ and sanction-detection targets have incentivised the police to act formally in these circumstances. We understand that there is forthcoming guidance from the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) on appropriate police responses to incidents in children’s homes. Its aim is to prevent unnecessary criminalisation of such children.

---

57 Although both disposals could be cited in enhanced criminal record bureau checks
58 Centre for Social Justice, Breakthrough Britain: Couldn’t Care Less, London: Centre for Social Justice, 2008, pp.130-134
One youth court magistrate informed us that offences committed by young people in care homes against care workers, such as scoring a worker’s car, are particularly problematic. In order for the care worker to get compensation or collect insurance they need a crime number, so they press charges. In addition, research studies indicate that many care placements, particularly residential, lack many of the emotional and social support features (for example, warm, accepting and secure relationships, praise and recognition) that protect children against involvement in crime. This is a particular problem where there are frequent placement moves and a high turnover of placement or residential staff.61

‘The other day we had a case where a kid was given a referral order for throwing a plate in his children’s home. So for the rest of his life if he ever wants to work for children, he’s going to have a criminal record. If that young person hadn’t been in care then he wouldn’t have got into the criminal justice system.

We already know that kids in care have significantly poorer outcomes, around education for example… why do we then throw them into the youth justice system? What is really needed is for the incident to be dealt with in the home through means of restorative practices so the kid can understand the impact of his behaviour.’

YOT officer, in evidence to the CSJ

The implementation of restorative practices in children’s homes has been shown to be an effective means of reducing the number of children drawn into the justice system. In Norfolk, for example, the number of looked-after young people charged with criminal offences has dropped by 52 per cent over the past two years following the introduction of restorative practice in children’s homes.62 Such approaches and protocols are increasingly being implemented across England and Wales. This is to be welcomed, but the evidence submitted to us suggests that, due to high turnover rates, staff are often not aware of the protocols and have not received restorative training.63 Likewise, though the CPS issued a protocol five years ago to reduce the number of children in residential care prosecuted for minor offences, practitioners have informed us that some courts are still unaware of it, or act contrary to guidance.

63 The protocol specifies that a criminal justice disposal, whether a prosecution, reprimand or warning, should not be regarded as an automatic response to offending behaviour by a looked after child, irrespective of their criminal history... A criminal justice disposal will only be appropriate where it is clearly required by the public interest. For further detail see: Crown Prosecution Service, Youth Offenders: Legal Guidance [accessed via: http://www.cps.gov.uk/legalv_to_z/youth_offenders/#a21 (31/08/11)]
2.4.4 ‘No comment’

Diversion from court is contingent on young people admitting offences on arrest. Several witnesses have informed us that many minor offences reach court unnecessarily (where a guilty plea is then entered) because solicitors inappropriately encourage young people to make ‘no comment’ during police interviews. Such cases can be referred back to the police for a final warning or discharged from the court (by means of an absolute or conditional discharge). In practice this is rarely done. As a result, young people are needlessly prosecuted, which has the potential to exacerbate delinquency and harm future employment prospects.

2.4.5 Police training on engaging with young people

Numerous witnesses, including several policemen, reported to us that some police officers lack the ability to engage effectively with young people. We were informed that poor, and in some cases, antagonistic, police handling of interactions with young people, such as disrespectful and discourteous ‘stop and search’ techniques, can lead to inflamed confrontations. In the worst examples it can provoke a physical altercation and charges being brought against the young person for police assault. Inspector Marc Davis from the Metropolitan Police Service described the problem to the Working Group:

‘We’re not youth workers, we’re not trained to work with young people. There are a number of officers out there who don’t know how to talk to young people and who feel intimidated when talking to them’.

The problem of ‘negative, discriminatory and aggressive police behaviour’ was identified in the CSJ report on street gangs, Dying to Belong. The review concluded that such behaviour was hindering attempts to tackle gang culture and possibly even perpetuating it.

Practitioners also reported to us that the police often have little awareness of mental health and communication difficulties which are experienced by a large proportion of young people who offend. This prevents police from recognising their mental health and communication

---

64 To qualify for diversion from court the offence must also be relatively minor and the young person should not have received more than one of each of the available out-of-court disposals (i.e. PND, YRD, reprimand, final warning and YCC), unless there are exceptional circumstances
65 The court cannot issue a conditional discharge to a young person if they have received a final warning within the previous two years; see also Nacro, Out of court making the most of diversion for young people, London: Nacro, 2005, p4
needs. This can result in young people being drawn inappropriately into the youth justice system instead of receiving the treatment they require. Mental health and communication problems can be misunderstood as aggression, resulting in unnecessary confrontations between the police and young people. We have received anecdotal information that a significant proportion of police time is spent in contact with young people, possibly as much as 50 per cent.\(^{67}\) This would suggest that officers need specialist training on effective engagement.

Despite these concerns, there are examples of fantastic police officers successfully engaging and working with young people. A number of witnesses reported that PCSOs and Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNT) are often better at engaging with young people than many of their colleagues (similar positive feedback about these community policing initiatives was reported in *Dying to Belong*).\(^{68}\) This is likely because PCSOs do not have powers to arrest. They also police the same area on a daily basis, which better allows them to build up a mutually trusting relationship with young people in the community.

> ‘Professionals often have a hard time from young offenders who can be exceptionally challenging. It’s not surprising that I’m often told that the young people we work with are “bad not mad”. Awareness needs to be raised of the reality that young people do have mental health issues and they need to be addressed.’

Dr Charlie Alcock, CEO, MAC-UK, in evidence to the CSJ

\(^{67}\) Although we could not find data to corroborate this

\(^{68}\) Centre for Social Justice, 2009 op. cit., p117
We have come across some innovative projects which are helping to foster positive relations between young people and the police, and developing the understanding and engagement skills of the police. The Islington Youth Engagement Team (YET) is a partnership of police and youth workers who engage with young people and coordinate support from local agencies to reduce incidents of serious youth violence and gangs. The initiative is explained in detail below. We also commend the youth-led training being delivered to the police in Camden by the charity MAC-UK: here young people who have experienced mental health problems train police officers about mental health issues, effective communication with young people, and conflict resolution. The young people are employed to deliver the training by the local authority.

**Case study: Islington Youth Engagement Team**

The YET is an innovative partnership of police and youth workers who engage with young people and coordinate support from local agencies to reduce incidents of serious youth violence and gangs. It was established in October 2008, following three high-profile murders of under 18s in a 12 month period.

The overall objective of the YET is to:

- Prevent harm by young people to young people – concern is held equally for victims and perpetrators of serious violence. Often young people are both; and
- To support identified young people to desist from offending and safeguard them from victimisation.

The YET provides a combined approach of enforcement and engagement. It is made clear to the young person that their current path will most likely end in prison or serious harm. They are given the option to engage with support or feel the full force of the law if they fail to do so. A typical day involves undertaking home visits to young people and their parents and providing advice and assistance to access support from local agencies. The YET works closely with local authority partners: sharing information and working together to engage and safeguard young people.

The YET has been successful in establishing and improving the relationship between the police and young people and helping families to access support. In addition, serious youth violence and knife crime has fallen considerably. The following example illustrates the value of the YET:

The YET is currently working with Aaron (name changed to protect confidentiality) who has been the subject of repeated attempts by a local gang to ‘recruit’ him in his local area and at school. Though Aaron was adamant that he did not want to join the gang, threats were made to him and his behaviour began to change. His mother started to become concerned about what he was getting involved in and contacted the YET after noticing that he had a knife from the kitchen in his school bag. The YET subsequently visited the family and spoke with Aaron. The team introduced Aaron to a gang’s prevention worker who is now working with him on a regular basis; enrolled him in a local knife awareness programme; and introduced him to the Arsenal Football club where he has been allocated a coach and a mentor. The YET has also worked with the school and the school’s police officer to safeguard Aaron and other pupils whilst at school. There have been no further incidents and the team is continuing to monitor his progress.

---

2.4.6 Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE)

PACE and its accompanying codes of practice provide the ‘framework of police powers and safeguards around stop and search, arrest, detention, investigation, identification and interviewing detainees.’

We conclude that PACE provisions for juveniles are out of date. First, the Act continues to treat 17 year-olds as adults, ‘largely a historical legacy of the fact that, prior to the establishment of the youth court by the Criminal Justice Act 1991, those aged 17 years were processed as adults.’ To continue to do so will be contrary to proposals in the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill for all those aged 12 to 17 to be subject to the same bail and remand provisions.

Second, the extent that children and young people are kept in police stations overnight and not transferred to local authority accommodation is unclear. Evidence indicates that many children are detained in police cells overnight apparently in contravention of PACE and Children Act provision. Analysis by Nacro found that over a three month period in 2000, 85 per cent of the 1,022 young people aged ten to 16 years refused bail by the police were detained in police cells. A Freedom of Information request showed that over 50,000 children and young people (based on replies from half of police forces) were kept overnight in police cells in 2008 and 2009 (in England and Wales). There is, however, no regular and consistent monitoring at a local or national level. This is an important issue. Detention increases the likelihood that the court will remand the young person to custody. Where a child appears in court from the cells, normally accompanied by security guards, courts are less inclined to grant bail.

PACE provides that in the case of juveniles (currently under-17 year-olds for purposes of PACE) who are refused bail, the custody officer must seek their transfer to local authority accommodation.

In addition, the Children Act 1989, s.21, provides that local authorities have a statutory duty to provide accommodation to juveniles who are to be detained under s.38(6) of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Whereas this is an absolute duty in relation to non-secure accommodation, it is only ‘incumbent’ on the local authorities to have a reasonable system in place to respond to requests for secure accommodation.

Detention in police cells is permitted only if:

- It is ‘impracticable’ to transfer to local authority accommodation (i.e. extreme weather conditions or it is impossible to contact the local authority, despite repeated attempts).
- In the case of a young person aged 12 to 16, secure local authority accommodation is unavailable and a non-secure bed would not be adequate to protect the public from serious harm from him.”

---

70 Home Office, Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) and accompanying codes of practice, [accessed via: http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/police/powers/pace-codes/ (08/10/11)].
72 Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill, Section 74-85.
74 Nacro, 2008, op cit.
75 Although this figure includes young people who were on a properly monitored rest period.
79 Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, s.38(6).
On many occasions, police are reluctant to interview young people late at night and designate that they require a rest period overnight. When asked, local authorities are not able to respond to requests for either form of accommodation due to a combination of limited resources, the small numbers of children needing them and the consequential difficulty resourcing dedicated PACE beds. In addition, the current PACE provision does not acknowledge the significant decline in secure children’s homes over the past 12 years – from 30 to just ten. There are now areas, such as London, which do not have a secure children’s home or availability nearby. Until this fact is addressed, detention in police cells will be inevitable when secure accommodation is genuinely required. It is, however, ‘highly improbable’ that those in [police] custody all posed a risk of serious harm, or that transfer was impracticable in the sense required by the legislation. Evidence indicates a police reluctance for young people to be transferred and a tendency for the police to make unwarranted demands for secure beds due to misapplication of the ‘risk of serious harm’ criteria. In cases where young people are detained in police cells, the police rarely provide certification in court to explain why even though they have a statutory duty to do so.

2.5 Antisocial behaviour

Antisocial behaviour (ASB) is the public’s primary concern when it comes to local crime issues. Research commissioned by HM Inspectorate of Constabulary found that 63 per cent of people feel that ASB is a big problem in their area and 36 per cent take active steps to adapt their daily routine through fear of ASB. Perceptions of what comprises ASB are highly subjective. It is legally defined as behaviour causing ‘harassment, alarm or distress’. But this definition encompasses a broad range of behaviour, ranging from teenagers ‘hanging around’ on the streets to examples of vandalism more typically classified as crime. Though ASB can be used to describe the behaviour of both adults and under-18s, ‘there is no doubt that for many adults antisocial behaviour is synonymous with youth’.

2.5.1 The strengths and weaknesses of existing ASB measures

Over the past 15 years a multiplicity of measures have been introduced with which to address antisocial behaviour. These include the Antisocial Behaviour Order (ASBO), the Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC) and warning letters, the Individual Support Order (ISO) and the dispersal order. PNDs, parenting orders and contracts, and FIPs are also available for perpetrators of ASB (see Chapter One). At the time of writing the Government is consulting on proposals to reform these ASB measures.
2.5.1.1 ABCs and warning letters, ISOs and dispersal orders

ABCs and warning letters
ABCs and warning letters are the most common form of response to ASB. The former are informal voluntary agreements, which can be renewed every six months, between a person who has been involved in ASB, the police, and the local services whose role it is to prevent such behaviour. They are not legally binding but breach can result in an application for an ASBO or eviction proceedings. The evidence is that ABCs are not particularly effective for young people. One study of their use found that 61 per cent went on to receive a further ASB intervention. ABCs sometimes include conditions extremely difficult to comply with. Furthermore, contracts are often accompanied by little or no support to meet the conditions or address the underlying causes of the behaviour, thereby setting young people up to fail.

ISOs
ISOs are civil orders lasting for up to six months for ten to 17 year-olds subject to ASBOs and have been available since May 2004. They are designed to address the underlying causes and prevent the reoccurrence of the behaviour which led to the ASBO. Research from 2006 found that ISOs were little used; indeed most sentencers were unaware of their existence. In 2006, only 18 per cent of young people with relevant ASBOs (stand alone) received an ISO. Their uptake is being encouraged by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and YOTs. Our evidence indicates that they remain underused. Whilst research has not been carried out on their effectiveness, witnesses to our review reported that, where properly administered, ISOs are valuable: the support provided to address the causes of ASB counterbalances the prohibitions contained in the ASBO.

Dispersal orders
Dispersal orders were created in the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003. They give police and community support officers the power to disperse groups of two or more people within a designated area for 24 hours (though the dispersal zone can be designated for six months). To make an order the officer must have reasonable grounds to believe that their presence or behaviour has resulted, or is likely to result, in a member of the public being harassed, intimidated, alarmed or distressed. In addition, under-16s found unsupervised in a designated area between 9pm and 6am can be taken home by the police.

The main dispersal powers have been widely utilised in relation to young people (the power to take under-16s home has been little used). The orders carry the benefit of providing brief respite from the behaviour as well as a valuable opportunity to address the underlying causes of the misbehaviour and engage young people with the police, community and local agencies.

---

88 Pople L, op. cit., pp165-166
89 Ibid
91 Ibid
92 Pople L, op. cit., p162
94 Pople L, op. cit., pp167-169; People’s commentary is based on Crawford and Lister’s (2007) study on the use of dispersal orders
However, the evidence indicates that the powers often only serve to displace the behaviour to nearby areas (for example in one area neighbouring a ‘displacement zone’ crime rose by 148 per cent on the previous six months).\(^95\)

2.5.1.2 ASBOs

The ASBO, introduced by the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, is a civil order that can be imposed on an individual aged ten or over who has behaved antisocially to protect the public from further such behaviour. They ‘contain prohibitions considered necessary to prevent a repetition of a person’s antisocial behaviour’. They must run for a minimum of two years and can last indefinitely.\(^96\) Since 2009 there has been a legal requirement that ASBOs issued to under-18s be reviewed after the first year. Orders are issued in a magistrates’ court subsequent to an application by a relevant authority, such as the police. In addition to the stand alone ASBO, three other variants were introduced in 2002:

- **ASBOs in criminal proceedings:** made on conviction in criminal proceedings. They now account for the majority of ASBOs;
- **Interim ASBOs:** before a full hearing, the court can make an interim order. This can impose the same impositions as a full ASBO, and carry the same penalty for breach; and
- **Orders in the county court:** where the principal proceedings involve some form of ASB. These are rarely used with young people and are therefore not considered here.\(^97\)

Though it was expected that ASBOs would be issued principally to adults, between 2000 and 2010 under-18s were the recipients of 38 per cent of all orders made.\(^98\) The use of ASBOs has fallen by half since 2005.

Many objections to the ASBO have been raised. The very high breach rate (68 per cent) by young people has attracted particular criticism.\(^99\) Often to 17-year-olds breaching their ASBOs, 39 per cent receive a custodial sentence.\(^100\) Some of the prohibitions included in ASBOs are reportedly ‘unreasonable’, ‘undoable’ or so long in duration that breach is almost inevitable.

In so doing, the orders arguably facilitate entry into the youth justice system, including, most worryingly, custody, instead of providing a constructive response to behaviour.\(^101\) Evidence indicates that ASBOs are used disproportionately against the most vulnerable and troubled young people, such as those with mental health problems and learning difficulties.\(^102\) A Home Office review of ASBOs, for example, found that 60 per cent of those young people issued with an ASBO were experiencing mental distress, addiction or learning difficulties.\(^103\)

---

\(^95\) Ibid
\(^96\) Youth Justice Board, Antisocial behaviour orders – summary, London: Youth Justice Board, 2006
\(^97\) Ibid, p3
\(^99\) Ibid, p2
\(^100\) Home Office, Anti-social behaviour order statistics – England and Wales 2010, Table 1:2: Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs) proven at all courts to have been breached by type of sentence received, age group(1) and sex, 1 June 2000 to 31 December 2010(2). Of the 3,555 ten to 17-year-olds who breached their ASBO between June 2000 and December 2010, 1,384 received a custodial sentence [accessed via: http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/crime-research/asbo-stats-england-wales-2010/asbo10-xl?view=Binary (14/11/11)]
\(^101\) Pople L, op. cit., pp158-160
There is significant concern that the civil proceedings, by which ASBOs are issued, lack the full procedural safeguards (such as rigorous evidential requirements) that are required in criminal proceedings. Yet breach constitutes a criminal offence carrying a maximum penalty of five years in custody. This is a more severe penalty than is available for many criminal offences.\textsuperscript{104}

In addition, children on ASBOs are not afforded the same support to fulfil the conditions of their order as children on criminal orders; there is no statutory requirement to monitor or support progress of a child ASBO recipient, unless they have received an ISO.\textsuperscript{105}

Several of our witnesses have reported that ASBOs are often imposed before other measures, such as ABCs, have been considered or tried. Little or no early intervention work is carried out to address the underlying causes of ASB. One YOT informed us that in their areas individuals are paid by housing associations to start proceedings for ASBOs. A recent study, however, has reported that preventative work is increasingly being carried out before decisions to seek ASBOs are taken.\textsuperscript{106}

The ‘naming and shaming’ of child recipients of ASBOs (publicising their identity in the local and national press) has drawn criticism, most notably from the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child.\textsuperscript{107} Moreover, it can clearly hinder successful rehabilitation: we have heard of examples where young people have experienced difficulties gaining employment as a consequence of being ‘named and shamed’. Police officers have nevertheless informed us that distributing leaflets to local residents with the faces and details of the restrictions of young people on ASBOs is an effective way of policing the orders.

There is vast geographical variation in the usage of ASBOs, which cannot be accounted for by differences in population size and is unlikely to be due to discrepancies in the behaviour of young people. Such variation indicates troubling inconsistency in approach.\textsuperscript{108} The use of ASBOs in criminal proceedings, which now comprise the majority of those imposed, has also caused concern: the measure is seen by young people as a ‘double punishment’ increasing the risk of non-compliance.\textsuperscript{109}

The ASBO nonetheless has some advantages. Police officers report that they have empowered the police to respond to ASB, whereas they previously often felt helpless to address community concerns. The order can be more effective than other measures as it enables the imposition of tough and meaningful restrictions on behaviour. As one officer told us: ‘The order can stop a young person from seeing their best friend, thereby preventing them from doing the very thing they love doing most. This can have more impact on behaviour than any other penalty’. It is of note that ASBOs are highly supported by the public: polling conducted by Ipsos Mori in 2005 showed that 59 per cent of adults agreed that ASBOs were a good way of dealing with teenagers responsible for ASB. However, a similar proportion, 55 per cent, admitted that they knew little or nothing about ASBOs.\textsuperscript{110}

\textsuperscript{104} Although a House of Lords judgement in 2002 decreed that ASBO proceedings should be subject to the equivalent standard of proof as criminal law – that is, beyond reasonable doubt – other safeguards are still lacking, such as the right to question witnesses

\textsuperscript{105} Hart D, Into the Breach: the enforcement of statutory orders in the youth justice system, London: Prison Reform Trust, 2011, p33

\textsuperscript{106} Ibid, p29

\textsuperscript{107} See for example, Pople L, op. cit., p158

\textsuperscript{108} Ibid, p33

\textsuperscript{109} Youth Justice Board, 2006, op. cit., p9

\textsuperscript{110} Pople L, op. cit., p156
2.5.4 Innovative responses to antisocial behaviour

A particular shortcoming of the ASB framework is the lack of informal measures and provision of early help to address causes. We have come across several initiatives to address this problem. The YJLD pilot in Lewisham YOT is one such example. The scheme has extended its early intervention and diversion work to young people at risk of receiving, or who have received, a warning letter; ABC and ASBO. They report that such work is ‘crucial’ as there is often nothing for young people at this stage of the system. In addition the CSJ has encountered a number of examples of excellent restorative work being carried out in relation to ASB to prevent recourse to formal measures.

Neighbourhood Agreement Model – Wigan Youth Offending Team

When antisocial behaviour is causing significant distress to a community, the YOT wherever possible organises a restorative neighbourhood meeting instead of imposing an ABC or starting ASBO proceedings. The meeting is facilitated by the YOT and the police, and is attended by members of the community, including the persons responsible for the distress. It gives the opportunity for all to say how the behaviour has affected them and find a positive way forward through a neighbourhood agreement. The agreement sets out how members of the community can reasonably be expected to behave and may include an element of reparation. The agreement is not imposed on the ASB perpetrator but is an impartial agreement between all parties. It is signed by all in the presence of a police officer and is enforceable; the police and YOT officer return to the community every few months to ensure that it is being adhered to. The agreement effectively enables the community to police itself.

The YOT highlighted an example of the model’s success:

Community residents were angry and frightened because a halfway house for under-18 custody leavers had been established in their area and some of the young people were engaged in low level misbehaviour, such as rowdiness and drunkenness. The police were constantly being called...
2.6 Recommendations

Placing common sense at the heart of out-of-court responses to youth misbehaviour must be a priority. The professional judgement and expertise of practitioners should be encouraged and supported to ensure that decisions are made in the best interests of young people and society rather than on the basis of inflexible processes.

---

Case study: Children's Participation Project Wessex (Children's Society)

Children's Participation Project works in disadvantaged communities in Bath and North East Somerset to address low levels of ASB amongst young people and prevent its escalation. It is part of a national charity, The Children's Society. The project engages the whole community — both young people and elderly residents — to find a solution to low level ASB. Referrals to the project mainly come from the police and housing providers or are self-made. Project workers engage with young people and residents separately, before bringing them together in a restorative conference.

Workers get to know the young people through outreach work and engage them in positive and community-focussed activities such as washing cars or holding a community street party. Intensive one-to-one case work and mentoring is also undertaken to identify and address the root causes of ASB. In one case, for example, the project identified that one of the young people involved in ASB had a completely broken relationship with his mother and was being bullied at school. Accordingly, his case worker mediated with the young person and his mother, worked on developing coping strategies for the bullying, and set goals for attendance at school. As a result, the young person is now attending school regularly, his relationship with his mother is improving and his ASB has ceased.

In addition, an intergenerational worker engages with older residents to understand their concerns and reduce their fear of ASB. Strategies that they use to address fear of ASB include ‘stories and memories’ where older residents are asked to consider and describe how they behaved when they were younger. Often residents realise that they behaved in a similar way in their youth. They also encourage older residents to engage with the young people.

We spoke with members of the local council, the YOT manager and head of the neighbourhood safety team who told us that the project’s ‘superb’ work was a vital tool in addressing both the fear and reality of ASB. Calls about ASB and the perception of ASB have reduced dramatically in the communities they have been working with. The local YOT also said that the scheme had contributed to a reduction in crime and first time entrants into the youth justice. Thanks to the project’s work support agencies and communities are more likely to respond in a creative, responsive and less punitive way.
2.6.1 Improving Diversion

- We recommend that the new restorative justice (RJ) disposal for juveniles counts as a sanction-detection.

- Diversion schemes should be extended to all areas as soon as it is feasible to do so.

- Whilst we are strongly in favour of the RJ disposal and triage arrangements, sight should not be lost of the value of informal responses to low level antisocial behaviour and criminality, such as a verbal reprimand. We therefore reiterate the recommendation made in our report A Force to be Reckoned With that there should be a ‘commitment to intervene’ style of policing whereby every observed act of antisocial behaviour or crime, however minor, is met with an appropriate response to ensure that clear boundaries of what constitutes acceptable behaviour are reinforced continuously. Implicit in this proposal is that discretion is restored to officers to enable them to make decisions that will bring about the most positive outcome for young people, victims and society.111

- We encourage local authorities to implement restorative approaches in their children’s homes. They should ensure that all staff are adequately trained in such approaches, and aware of and understand the importance of protocols to reduce the involvement of looked after children in the youth justice system.

- We reiterate the recommendations made in our report Dying to Belong with respect to developing police youth engagement skills and improving relations between the police and young people:
  - At a local level youth-led police youth engagement training should be developed in partnership with the voluntary sector;112
  - Such training should be refreshed by means of regular workshops with young people and police officers. The exact content of the workshops should be decided at a local level. The workshop should be the product of collaboration between police and one or more grassroots youth projects. We recognise that there is a cost here both in money and time but our view is that these are costs worth meeting; and
  - Every Basic Command Unit (BCU) should have, as part of their policing strategy, partnerships with local youth projects working with at risk young people. Specifically, we suggest the establishment of youth advisory groups. These would provide an opportunity for young people to provide feedback to police, and for police to provide information (where appropriate) on initiatives and operations.
  - BCU’s may also want to consider police participation in local voluntary sector projects and provision of funding for joint initiatives.113
  - The CPS legal guidance concerning prosecution of looked after children should be reiterated.

---

111 Centre for Social Justice, Breakthrough Britain: A Force to be Reckoned With, London: Centre for Social Justice, 2009, pp103-109
112 Dying to Belong recommended that it should be put together by the National Policing Improvement Agency but we understand that the future of this body is uncertain
113 Centre for Social Justice, Dying to Belong, 2009, op. cit., pp177-188
2.6.2 PACE

- We recommend that the following duty outlined in the PACE Codes of practice be reiterated:
  - Where a young person is not transferred to local authority accommodation, the police custody officer must record the reasons and complete a certificate to be produced before the court with the juvenile, explaining why he or she was detained at the police station.

- We recommend that PACE provision relating to juveniles be reviewed and clarified to ensure proper application by local authorities and the police. The updated codes of practice should provide for 17 year-olds. It should also reflect the shortage of secure children’s homes and the consequential difficulties of transferring children to such accommodation.

2.6.3 Government reforms

- We welcome and endorse the Government’s proposals outlined in the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill to:
  - Promote the use of informal restorative disposals by the police;
  - Repeal PNDs for 16 and 17 year-olds; and
  - Replace the reprimand and final warning with a system of youth cautions and youth conditional cautions.

We particularly welcome the provision allowing the youth caution to be issued for minor offences committed by young offenders who have previously been convicted.

We note that under the Government proposals the YCC can be issued by the police instead of the CPS. This would significantly increase police powers without a great deal of accountability. Whilst we support this provision we think it would be sensible to put in place comparable increases in accountability to ensure that the new police powers are used appropriately.

- Accordingly, we call for an independent oversight of police use of the YCC. This could follow the Camden model, where an independent group scrutinises police Stop and Search practice, or oversight could be given to youth court magistrates.

2.6.4 Antisocial behaviour

- We recommend that there be greater focus on addressing the causes of ASB and more use made of graduated sanctions such as warnings and restorative justice. Formal ASB powers should only be used as a last resort.

- We propose that the ASBO replacement, whatever it may be, should be time limited for under-18s.

- We strongly recommend that the ‘naming and shaming’ presumption when children and young people are made subject to ASBOs is removed (unless exceptional circumstances apply, such as a serious public safety risk).
3.1 Sentencing – justice by geography?

It seems that children are sentenced differently depending on where they offend in England and Wales. These discrepancies are not explained by differences in offence patterns locally.\(^1\) In 2008/09 the custody rate in Newcastle was 1.6 per cent compared with 11.6 per cent in Liverpool, a matched area with a similar demographic.\(^2\) High and low custody areas have distinctive features. Low custody areas tend to make greater use of lower tier court penalties (i.e. discharges), lower use of community sentences and have higher average case gravity scores for community sentences (and thus a higher threshold for custody). The reverse is generally true in high custody areas.

Postcode sentencing calls into question the justice which the public look to the criminal courts to provide.

In the sections that follow we consider the factors that influence sentencing decisions and what might be done to achieve greater consistency.

3.1.1 The quality of local services

80 per cent of magistrates said that the effectiveness of local community programmes influenced their sentencing decisions.\(^3\)

Sentencers' perception of both the quality of local services and the ability of YOTs to deliver and enforce community sentences has a direct affect on sentencing. Areas that make low use of custody tend to have a higher regard for the quality of local services and greater

---

confidence in their ability to fully deliver and enforce community sentences. The opposite is true in high custody areas.4

Aside from sentencer perception, inadequate community provision, particularly lack of suitable accommodation, also increases the likelihood of custodial sentences.5 YOT managers estimate that a lack of suitable accommodation is a key factor in decisions to sentence to custody for over 800 young people each year, at an annual cost of at least £16 million.6

3.1.2 The relationship between the court and YOT: communication and confidence

The quality of communication and the nature of the relationship between courts and YOTs also influence the use of custody. The primary means of such exchange is the Court Users’ Group and the pre-sentence report. Other channels include: youth panel meetings; joint training events; YOT newsletters and bulletins; and informal contact between court and YOT staff.7

High custody rate areas tend to have a lower regard for the quality of information provided by YOTs about local provision and are less likely to rate the Court Users’ Group as an excellent or good forum for the provision of information about youth justice services.8 YOTs with specially designated YOT court officers (as opposed to generic YOT staff who attend court on an ad hoc basis) are more likely to build positive relationships with sentencers and other court staff.9

It is clear to the CSJ that many YOTs still do not communicate effectively with the courts they serve. One study reported that 25 per cent of magistrates consider their Court Users’ Group to be an unsatisfactory or poor forum for the provision of information about youth justice services.10 A striking number of our witnesses reported that sentencers are rarely provided with individual progress reports on the young people they sentence to community penalties, outcomes that many sentencers aspire to track. This is despite the fact that such reviews were championed by the 2008 Youth Crime Action Plan on the grounds that they would ‘increase feedback to sentencers, building their confidence in alternatives to custody’. Such reviews would also ‘strengthen monitoring of young offenders on community sentences, which may increase compliance and reduce offending’.11 Regular court reviews of those on community orders (or ongoing contact with imprisoned offenders) are currently operational in the North Liverpool Community Justice Court (NLCJC) (which originated from the Red Hook CJC in New York). The CSJ detailed the NLCJC in its report Order in the Courts.12

4 Ibid, pp29-42
5 Youth Justice Board, Fine art or science? Sentencers deciding between community penalties and custody for young people, London: Youth Justice Board, 2009, pp48-49
6 Cap Gemini, Ernst Young, Survey of the Housing Needs of Young Offenders, Youth Justice Board (unpublished) as cited in Audit Commission, op. cit., p91
7 See for example, Audit Commission, op. cit., p25; Bateman T and Stanley C, op. cit., pp44-45; and Youth Justice Board, 2009, p28
8 Bateman T and Stanley C, op. cit., pp44-45
9 See for example, Bateman T and Stanley C, op. cit., p47, and Youth Justice Board, 2009, op. cit., p67
10 Bateman T and Stanley C, op. cit., pp44-46
The value of sentencer reviews is evident from the evaluation of the dedicated drug court pilots. These involved reviews of drug-misusing offenders by the same panel of magistrates or district judge throughout their court order. The reported benefits included:

- Improved judiciary knowledge and understanding of individual offenders and how to work with them;
- Improved engagement due to the positive relationship with the judiciary;
- Improved self-esteem and confidence due to the structure and encouragement provided by the judiciary;
- Motivation – offenders took the threat of prison more seriously from a judiciary with which they had a positive relationship, which meant that they worked harder to comply with their orders;
- Accountability – reviews gave sentencers a degree of influence over how practitioners were addressing offenders’ needs; and
- Lower risk of breach associated with a continuous judiciary.\(^\text{13}\)

Regular reporting would be logistically complex and expensive to deliver. But more could be done by way of occasional reports to Court Users’ Groups.

### 3.1.4 Pre-sentence reports (PSR)

The PSR is a critical part of the sentencing process. Good PSRs make a sentence proposal to the court based on the nature and seriousness of the offence, the drivers of the offending, and the likelihood of further offending. They are the primary source of information about the personal circumstances of the young person, such as levels of parental support and family background.\(^\text{14}\) There is a direct link between the quality of PSRs and the rate of custody: sentencers in low custody areas have a substantially higher regard for the quality and content of PSRs than their counterparts in high custody areas.\(^\text{15}\)

Yet a recent joint inspectorates report recently judged that 75 per cent of youth PSRs reviewed were of inadequate quality. Deficiencies included: poor spelling, grammar and language (65 per cent of cases); not undertaking a home visit (82 per cent); not providing details of the young person’s response to previous sentences; and not addressing safeguarding and vulnerability issues (68 per cent). In some areas, information on parenting was not provided in any of the PSRs and, where it was, the need for parenting support was not given sufficient consideration. One report cited an example where parenting support was said to be unnecessary even though the young person’s mother was the victim of the offence.\(^\text{16}\)


\(^\text{14}\) Audit Commission, op. cit., p60

\(^\text{15}\) See for example, Bateman T and Stanley C, op. cit., p49; Youth Justice Board, 2009, op. cit., p64; and Youth Justice Board, 2000, as cited in Nacro, Youth Crime briefing Pre-sentence reports and the use of custody, London: Nacro, 2005, p4

There is little in the way of national training and guidance to aid effective PSR writing. The YJB toolkit, *Making It Count in Court*, provides some guidance and NACRO has developed a PSR good practice document. Most YOTs do not appear to have a gate-keeping strategy to check PSRs before they are submitted to the court; the inspectorates reported that 64 per cent of reports had not been quality assured. Evidence submitted to this review and other research indicate that where these types of procedures have been introduced, the standard of PSRs has improved dramatically and the custody rate fallen accordingly. The inspectorates have recommended that national training packages on PSR writing be devised.

### 3.2 Arrangements for young defendants in court

Children and young people in the youth justice system often have multiple needs, and are also inherently vulnerable by virtue of their age.

In recognition of this it is a clear principle of law that youth cases should wherever possible be heard in a youth court — ideally by a ‘bench’ of three youth court magistrates (the trained volunteers who undertake the majority of youth cases) or by a district judge (a full-time professional). The only exception to this standard is where a young person has committed a ‘grave crime’ or is being tried alongside an adult, in which case they are usually heard by a Crown Court judge in either the Crown Court or adult magistrates’ court.

18 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p59
20 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p59
21 Youth courts generally have a less formal layout and atmosphere than that of adult magistrates’ courts; the environment is intended to make the child or young person feel comfortable, rather than intimidated or threatened. Everyone may sit on the same level around a large table and the case should be conducted so as to encourage the active participation of the child or young person, and their family
Court hearings held on Saturday’s may also not be youth specialised.\(^{23}\) CPS representatives dealing with youth cases should be specialist youth prosecutors who have received youth specific training.\(^{24}\)

In addition, young defendants and their families are actively encouraged to participate in courtroom proceedings (unlike adult cases). Practice guidance to the Crown\(^{25}\) and youth court\(^{26}\) emphasises that courts should adapt their layout and conduct to facilitate the engagement of young defendants. This includes arranging courtrooms so that all participants are on the same level, sitting defendants next to their parents/guardians and ensuring that the hearing is conducted in language that the defendant can understand. Youth court magistrates have a statutory duty to follow this guidance.\(^{27}\) It is also clearly stated that young defendants should not be subjected to homilies or intimidated in court.\(^{28}\) District judges and youth magistrates are expected to complete training on how to engage with young defendants in court.

### 3.2.1 Youth specific training of court practitioners

#### 3.2.1.1 Magistrates and district judges

Youth court magistrates are required to attend a specialist youth training course of at least six hours before they can be authorised as youth magistrates, as well as further training within nine to 18 months of the initial course.\(^{29}\) District judges are expected to attend specialist youth training before they may practise in the youth court.\(^{30}\) Recent research shows that 95 per cent do so.\(^{31}\) However, both training courses include only minimal content on child welfare, child development, mental health problems or speech, language and learning needs.\(^{32}\)

Magistrates and district judges are also encouraged to attend further voluntary youth-specific training and take part in Court Users’ Group and/or youth panel meetings. Where sentencers are committed to ongoing training, greater use is made of community penalties, as opposed to custody.\(^{33}\) A few district judges in London are dedicated youth court judges. However, this is not so elsewhere and we have received evidence that in many parts of England and Wales, especially those with high custody rates, district judges who occasionally sit in the youth court are inadequately prepared to do so.
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24 Her Majesty’s Court Service and The Youth Justice Board, Making it Count in Court, Second Edition, op. cit., p25
28 Home Office and Lord Chancellor’s Department, 2001, op. cit., p7
30 See for example, Youth Justice Board, 2009, op. cit., p28 and Her Majesty’s Court Service, Youth Court, [accessed via: http://www.hmcourts-service.gov.uk/mbasouls/magistrates/youth.htm (23/02/11)]
31 Personal communication
32 See for example, Jacobson J and Talbot J, op. cit., p38
33 See for example, Youth Justice Board, 2009, op. cit., p28
3.2.2.2 Crown Court judges

Though it is generally recognised that sentencers dealing with young offenders should have youth specific training, the overwhelmingly majority of Crown Court judges have not. Furthermore, because they deal with so few youth cases they have very little experience of dealing with young people in court and often do not see the value in undertaking youth specific training. In 2003 the Home Office proposed that Crown Court judges should be specialised ('ticketed') to preside over youth cases through selection and training. Yet they remain untrained and ‘unticketed’.

In our polling 89 per cent said that children and young people who offend should always appear in front of a magistrate or judge with specific experience and training in dealing with young people.

3.2.2.3 Legal practitioners

Unlike the family proceedings court where legal practitioners representing children are required to have youth specific accreditation, those operating in youth courts are not. It is not surprising that we have received both strong oral evidence and witnessed practice to suggest that defence practitioners (solicitors, barristers or paralegals) who represent children and young people in court are often very newly qualified and lack awareness of the distinct vulnerabilities and needs of children who offend.

In CSJ polling 65 per cent of people said that defence practitioners should have specialist youth justice training before being allowed to appear in youth proceedings.

Such lack of training is particularly concerning in defence practitioners. They have to take instructions from young persons, as well as from their families and other professionals. Both our research and wider studies have shown that inexperienced defence practitioners who lack youth specific expertise are often unaware of alternatives to custody and of other support services that could be available for the young person; the issues concerning the mental capacity of child defendants; or relevant legislation. They are consequently unable to represent the child or young person effectively in court. This reduces the
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34 Ibid, p28
36 CSJ/YouGov polling of 1948 adults in England and Wales, May 2010
37 Hart D, Into the breach: the enforcement of statutory orders in the youth justice system, London: Prison Reform Trust, 2011, p60
38 See for example, Prison Reform Trust, Children: Innocent until proven guilty? London: Prison Reform Trust, 2009, p16; and Shauneen Lambe, Just for Kids Law, in evidence to the CSJ
39 CSJ/YouGov polling of 2084 British adults, September 2011
40 Youth Justice Board, Youth Justice System: Youth Court, [accessed via: http://www.yjb.gov.uk/en-gb/yip/courts/Youthcourt.htm (23/02/11)]
likelihood that the defendant will receive the services and sentence appropriate to address their offending. 41

Youth specialised training for legal practitioners has demonstrable value. Shauneen Lambe of Just for Kids Law, a registered charity which provides legal advice and representation to children and young people who find themselves in difficulty, reported to us that in 2010 they provided comprehensive youth justice specific training to legal practitioners in ten cities in England and Wales. The training involved former clients (as opposed to use of DVDs or the role plays that are so often employed). This provided practitioners: with insight into the youth court experience from the client’s point of view; helped to develop a real understanding of young peoples’ distinct capacities; and improved their ability to communicate with young people and thus represent them more effectively. Feedback from the training was overwhelmingly positive: 81 per cent of those present said the content of the course was new to them and 90 per cent said that they would change their practice as a result. A third said they would increase their contact with YOTs and support services, and almost two thirds said they would involve psychiatrists and psychologists more. 42

3.2.2 Engaging with young defendants in court

The engagement of young defendants together with their parents or guardians is fundamental to justice and defendants’ rights. Engagement can help sentencers to establish why young persons offend and what support they may need to stop offending. 43 It may also encourage the young person and their parents or guardians to take responsibility for and recognise the

Case study: Just for Kids Law (JfK Law) training

Training comprises modules on the following:

- ‘Lost in translation’ on youth language (i.e. ‘shank’ meaning a knife);
- Role play with former JfK Law clients;
- Legal provisions for young people who offend (i.e. PACE, court jurisdiction, intermediaries);
- Effective participation – how to deal with vulnerability, learning difficulties, learning disabilities and mental health problems (including fitness to plead);
- When to instruct a psychologist and/or psychiatrist and why;
- How to relate to and deal with young clients in the youth justice system, focussing on how best to interview and represent a child and help them engage in the process;
- The role of YOTs;
- The impact of new legislation;
- How to reduce young people being remanded in custody; and
- How to reduce custodial sentences and win appeals against custodial sentences.

The training is accredited by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) and is worth 4.5 continued professional development (CPD) points. 43
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41 Annabel Jackson Associates Ltd, PRT Out of Trouble Programme – Training of Defence Solicitors: Analysis of Feedback Forms, July 2010
42 Ibid, p6
44 Judicial Studies Board, Youth Court Induction Training Delegate Workbook, London: Judicial Studies Board, 2006, p12
consequences of their actions. Youn g people who are not properly engaged in the court process are less likely to respond to efforts to prevent reoffending subsequently. Increasing training sentencers on engaging with young defendants has been found, amongst other practices, to contribute in a fall in the use of custody and an increase in conditional and absolute discharges.

Youth court guidance advises that effective engagement can be achieved by ensuring that plain language is used and questions are at a level that the young person can understand. The court should also identify and understand any needs (such as communication and learning difficulties, and mental health problems) that are likely to affect the young defendant’s behaviour and understanding of what is said in court. Between 60 and 90 per cent of youth justice defendants have communication difficulties which often go unrecognised; 25 to 81 per cent have mental health problems; and 31 per cent have literacy levels akin to those expected of a seven year-old.

The most recent inspection of youth court practice reported that in the majority of courts magistrates try to explain to young defendants what is happening in court. An earlier inspection reported that young people said they understood what was being said in court. Research, however, has shown that young defendants often say they understand what is being said but do not; they are too embarrassed to admit it or want to ‘get out of there’ as quickly as possible.

The inspectorates have found that there is no evidence in courts of a screening process for young people to identify communication difficulties, or learning disabilities and difficulties.

‘Young people with communication difficulties often struggle to understand the meaning of plain criminal justice language such as “guilty” or “remand”.

Jane Mackenzie, England Policy Officer, Royal College for Speech and Language Therapists, in evidence to the CSJ

---

45 Ibid, p7
47 Allen C et al, Home Office Research Study 216: Evaluation of the Youth Court Demonstration Project, London: Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, Home Office, 2000, p64; other changes in court practices included altering the court layout and providing feedback to sentencers through the form of a newsletter
48 Judicial Studies Board, 2010, op. cit., p2
51 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p39
54 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p39
so as to provide their best evidence, are not presently available for young defendants (they are for child victims and witnesses). 55

Even where difficulties are identified, we have heard that many sentencers fail to appreciate just how little understanding young people with communication and learning difficulties have, and do not amend their use of language accordingly. This is largely due to the minimal training received. The result is that young defendants often do not understand the proceedings, cannot participate effectively and are unclear about what is going to happen to them. In a minority of cases this leads young people to resort to aggressive behaviour as a means of expressing themselves. It can leave them isolated and alienated from the court process. 56

3.2.3 Court layout

Seating young defendants with their parents and arranging all participants to sit on one level affects the culture of the youth court. Contrary to some expressed opinions, 57 court layout may be as important as the communications skills of participants (though both factors seem likely to reinforce each other). It generates a more open and less formal atmosphere.

| Young people from MAC- UK performing at the Roundhouse in Camden |

It is standard practice in many courts for young people remanded or detained in police custody to sit in a secure dock encompassed by a glass screen (if the court has one), regardless of whether their offence was violent. Whilst it may be necessary in a minority of cases to make use of secure docks to protect the court from violent behaviour or prevent escape, it seems excessive for the majority of cases and a prime example of where the norm
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55 Section 104 of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 provides for intermediaries for young defendants but the MoJ has deferred implementation of this; Royal College for Speech and Language Therapists, Registered Intermediaries briefing, England and Wales, December 2010, 2010 [accessed via: http://www.rcslt.org/about/docs/rcslt_registered_intermediary_faq__dec_10 (01/11/11)]
57 HM Inspectorate of Court Administration, op. cit., p17
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has been dictated by the exception. The security of the court has not been affected where informal layouts have been adopted.\textsuperscript{58}

Secure docks undoubtedly inhibit the engagement of young defendants in proceedings; we observed young people putting their ears to the slats in the screen to hear what was being said, suggesting that they had difficulty hearing. Similar difficulties were reported in the HMICA inspection.\textsuperscript{59} The fact that the secure dock effectively segregates the young person from the main court is also unlikely to promote participation.

3.2.3.1 Layout and engagement in the Crown Court

The CSJ is particularly concerned that despite guidelines issued to the Crown Court in 2000 to dispense with formalities for young defendants, there continues to be great variation both in the degree to which these are followed and who is regarded as young or immature (and whether formalities should accordingly be dispensed with).\textsuperscript{60} Even were the guidelines followed exactly, Crown courtrooms would continue to be highly intimidating places for children and young people (as a result of the large presence of adults, including spectators in the public gallery and a jury of 12 for trials), and lack of youth specialist trained judges and lawyers.\textsuperscript{61} Further, the evidence indicates that Crown Court judges sentence far more severely than magistrates in like for like cases; they 'imposed more than seven times as much custody in comparable cases'.\textsuperscript{62} For these reasons, we share the view of both Lord Auld and the more recent Salz Commission report that the Crown Court is a too intimidating and inappropriate an environment for either the trial or sentencing of young defendants.\textsuperscript{63}

3.2.4 Saturday courts

Convening a youth court (involving youth magistrates, youth trained CPS etc) for youth cases is commonly dispensed with on Saturday’s because youth trained practitioners are less likely to be available at the weekends. This means that young people who commit a crime and are subsequently detained on a Friday are often heard on Saturday by an adult court with no youth specific experience. This practice is one of the key drivers of custodial remands.\textsuperscript{64}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{59} HM Inspectorate of Court Administration, op. cit., p18
\item \textsuperscript{60} The Lord Chief Justice’s Practice Direction called on the Crown Court to take account of the age, maturity and development (emotional and intellectual) of young defendants. If the defendant is perceived to be too immature or young to understand and participate in formal proceedings, formalities should be dispensed with. Changes include the removal of wigs and gowns by those in the court; frequent breaks in proceedings; seating participants on the same level; seating young defendants with their parents or guardians; restricting attendance at the trial to a small number if necessary; and explaining proceedings to the young defendant. For further information please see, Lord Chief Justice, \textit{The Trial of Children and Young Persons in the Crown Court}, op. cit.
\item \textsuperscript{64} Gibbs P and Hickson S, 2009, op. cit., pp14-29
\end{itemize}
3.3 The involvement of the young person’s family in court

The family environment is generally a key factor in children’s offending behaviour. Their criminality is unlikely to be effectively addressed in isolation from family considerations. Parental attendance at court is therefore desirable if not essential. It gives the court an opportunity to encourage and provide support to parents to address their child’s behaviour (although, as we shall explore in Chapter Eight the youth court has limited means to achieve this). Parental attendance is moreover looked on favourably by sentencers and can, accordingly, mitigate against the use of custody.65

The attendance of at least one parent or guardian at court is expected with all under-18s (both parents is desirable) and is required with defendants aged ten to 15 years. The courts can adjourn to secure attendance and have powers (summons, warrants and letters) to require it. Courts can impose a parenting order where parenting is a significant factor in the young person’s offending. This can be made with or without parental attendance.66 In practice, however, these powers fail to address the entrenched problems faced by some of the families of those in the youth justice system. It is rare for both parents, especially fathers, to attend court.67 A recent thematic inspection found that in some courts young people regularly appeared without their parent.68 YOTs often make insufficient effort to get parents to attend court, but when they do attendance rates improve significantly. Nor is it the case that looked after children are always accompanied by either a social worker or a foster carer, a particularly troubling finding given the disproportionate representation of children in care in the justice system.

Where parents do attend court, YOT court staff generally prioritise the bureaucratic element of their job instead of spending time engaging with parents and young people to familiarise them with the court process.69 In addition, relatively little use is made of parenting orders.70 One study found that this was because sentencers “believed that parents would have made considerable efforts to modify their children’s behaviour and that it was unrealistic to expect them to exercise greater control over a teenager”.71 Although such orders are only likely to be required for a small minority of parents who refuse to engage with voluntary support, it appears that they are not currently being used for all such relevant cases. A number of practitioners have reported to us that even where parenting orders are made it is virtually impossible to breach parents who refuse to engage due to the bureaucracy involved in doing so. Whilst it is our view that breach should only be used as a last resort, it is important that such a sanction is available in these circumstances; without it the order is less meaningful.

---

65 Youth Justice Board, Fine art or science? 2009, op. cit., p50
67 Allen C et al, op. cit., p94
68 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p32
69 Ibid pp29-32
70 Home Office, Dataset asb-cdrp [accessed via: www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/non-personal-data/anti-social-behaviour/asb-cdrp/view=Binary (10/03/11)]
3.4 Remand

The detention (custodial remand) of young people between the point of arrest and sentence is enormously overused in England and Wales: in the past year 466 young people have been remanded in custody, yet around 75 per cent will subsequently be either acquitted or given a community sentence. The drivers of inappropriate custodial remand are explored in detail in the comprehensive Prison Reform Trust (PRT) report *Innocent until proven guilty*. The Government is giving this issue much attention and a number of proposals for reform are currently being considered. For these reasons, this review gives only a brief summation of the issues.

Aside from the shortcomings detailed in this and previous chapters, which are factors in the overuse of custodial remand, it is argued by the PRT that the key driver is inadequate investment in community alternatives. When a child is remanded into custody (into a YOI) or subject to a court-ordered secure remand (COSR (into an STC or SCH)), central government (via the YJB) pays for all or two-thirds of the cost respectively. The local authority pays for one-third of the cost of COSRs. Yet, when a child is given conditional bail (which includes supervision and support, and/or electronic tagging and/or an intensive supervision and surveillance order) or remanded to local authority accommodation (RLAA), the local authority foots the whole bill. Local authorities consequently have little financial incentive to invest in specialist accommodation or services for those on bail or RLAA. This can leave sentencers with few options other than a COSR or custodial remand. However, we have received evidence from a number of sources that some sentencers are actively seeking custodial remand as a means of providing a ‘short, sharp, shock’. This suggests there are important drivers beyond a lack of community alternatives.

73 Non-secure local authority accommodation (RLAA) may be a secure children’s home or a remand fostering placement. Notably, the local authority can choose to put RLAA children in a bed-and-breakfast or hostel, or even leave them with their parents, despite the court making a RLAA because they are concerned about the child’s home situation; in these circumstances, sentencers are likely to opt for a COSR instead. For further information, see Gibbs P and Hickson S, 2009, op. cit.
74 Gibbs P and Hickson S, 2009, op. cit.
The Government proposes incentivising ‘local authorities to invest in alternative strategies’ for young offenders. First, they are to be made financially responsible for all remands to youth detention. Second, the juvenile remand framework will be simplified by replacing the current framework (remand to non-secure local authority accommodation with and without conditions, court-ordered secure remand and custodial remand) with remand to local authority accommodation or ‘youth detention accommodation’. Third, a tighter set of conditions is proposed to restrict use of the latter order, namely that it must appear to the court that there is a real prospect of a custodial sentence. Fourth, all young people who are securely remanded will become ‘looked after’ by the local authority. Finally, 17 year-olds will no longer be treated as adults (as is currently the case) for these purposes.75

The CSJ welcomes this initiative to reduce custodial remands. However, it is essential that investment is made into the ‘right’ kind of community services and accommodation: that is, those that are able to provide intensive support and improve young peoples’ behaviour. Children’s homes are often not the best option. We are particularly impressed by remand fostering, detailed in Chapter Five.

3.5 Transportation to and from court

Case study: A 16 year-old boy’s experience of court to custody transport

[I] listened to ‘Adam’, a 16-yr old in his cell in a YOI. He told me he had been transported from court to prison in a ‘sweat box’ – a steel-locked van – in which adults as well as children were transported; he sat for many hours on a hard metal bench, his knees touching the wall in front; seat belts were not provided for risk of self harm; and because the van was not allowed to stop, he had to pee and defecate on the floor. Others in the van vomited through travel sickness. He described his humiliation at being strip-searched in front of several prison officers when he arrived.

Professor Sir Al Aynsley-Green, former Children’s Commissioner, in evidence to the CSJ

We have heard that children who offend and are remanded in custody are frequently detained in cramped and dirty cubicles in secure vehicles for long periods of time whilst they are transported from court to custody or vice versa.

Just 16 per cent of boys in YOIs said that they were allowed toilet breaks during their most recent secure journey; only 11 per cent were comfortable during their journey; and only 32 per cent were offered something to eat or drink.76 Conditions are often worse for girls: eight per cent of girls in YOIs spend more than four hours in a secure van compared to four per cent of boys; and one in four girls do not feel safe during their journeys. In one unit, none of the girls had been allowed a toilet break compared to 18 and 25 per cent in others.77

75 Ministry of Justice, 2011, op. cit., p10
77 Ibid, p74
Many of these girls will likely have had to endure the humiliating experience of urinating or defecating in a pot in full view of custody officers.

Children transported alongside adults experience worse still. Adult prisons have cut-off points in the evening for prisoner delivery. There are no such restrictions for juveniles. Adults, therefore, are prioritised by the escort companies with children being made subject to longer journeys than average, often reach their destinations late at night. This affects the ability of staff to properly settle them and address safeguarding issues. Witnesses to this review reported that late night arrivals sometimes result in inappropriate strip-searching practice, largely because the regular staff responsible for induction are off duty.

'It’s worrying, because if you think that a child may not be dealt with [in court] until four or five in the afternoon… one went up to Durham and got there at one in the morning, she’d never been away from home, she doesn’t even know where Durham is; the fear factor must have been terrifying.’

Area Manager, Wessex Youth Offending Team, in evidence to the CSJ

3.6 Recommendations

3.6.1 Immediate term

6.1.1 Youth specific training of court practitioners

- All defence lawyers appearing in youth and Crown Court proceedings should complete specialist youth training before they are allowed to practice. This could be achieved by means of a requirement (from the Bar Standards Council and Law Society) that all new defence practitioners complete a minimum of ten hours continuing professional development-accredited youth training. For experienced defence practitioners this would be reduced to a minimum of 5.5 hours training. This should be refreshed annually by ring fencing two hours CPD points for accredited training in this field.

- Crown Court judges should be ‘ticketed’ to deal with youth cases following successful completion of specialist youth training. Adoption of this recommendation would reflect the Home Office’s 2003 proposal to develop the specialisation of Crown Court judges in youth cases.

- We recommend that training for youth sentencers (lay magistrates and district judges) be developed beyond the current focus on sentencing aims, structure and options to include comprehensive understanding of the distinct vulnerabilities of children and young people.

78 HM Inspectorate of Probation et al, 2011, op. cit., p19
3.6.1.2 Pre-sentence reports

- A comprehensive national good practice document on PSR writing, such as an updated version of that completed by Nacro, should be disseminated to all YOTs.
- All practitioners writing PSRs should have to complete accredited training of a national standard on PSR writing.
- All PSRs should be quality assessed by a managerial gate-keeper within the YOT before going to court.

3.6.1.3 A whole-family approach

- We recommend that parenting orders are reviewed in order to: improve understanding of why they are little used; clarify their nature and role; and devise a means of simplifying the breach process.
- There should be joint training for family and youth magistrates.
- Every youth court should be linked with a number of voluntary sector organisations to which it can refer families in need of support. A similar approach is exemplified by the North Liverpool Community Justice Centre; it is in effect a 'one-stop-shop' where a range of community organisations to support victims and offenders are located on-site. A less cost intensive version of this approach was recently piloted in 40 magistrates' courts across England and Wales. Her Majesty's Court Service recommended the approach be implemented nationwide.
HMCS recently reported on its six month pilot of Problem Solving, implemented in January 2010, in 40 magistrates’ courts. HMCS Problem Solving aims to tackle the issues behind low-level offender behaviour (for example, addiction, unemployment or debt) and improve the availability of support for victims and witnesses by connecting courts to a network of external service providers who are able to assist with such issues. There are essentially three steps to this:

- **Identification** of appropriate cases for problem solving;
- **Direct judicial engagement** between the magistrate and the defendant to identify the underlying causes of offending behaviour; and
- **Referral** to a service provider to address the underlying issue(s) identified.

The approach is reported to be ‘a low cost, sustainable initiative that can simply be built into the core business of the court’. Additionally, the majority of those involved in the initiative — magistrates, legal advisors, defence solicitors and service providers — thought the HMCS Problem Solving approach was ‘worthwhile… because stakeholders felt it could potentially reduce reoffending and help some offenders avoid escalating to crimes that lead to more serious punishment’.  

3.6.1.4 Court layout

- There should be a presumption against the use of secure (closed, glassed-in) docks in court unless the young person is a violent offender judged at risk of behaving violently again.

3.6.2 Medium term

3.6.2.1 Youth specific training

- We suggest that sentencers visit youth custodial institutions and community services at least twice a year so as to ensure that their understanding of the content of sentences is kept up to date. Magistrates are neither required nor resourced to make such visits beyond their initial training and are unlikely to be so at present due to budget constraints. However if political priority was given to this it could be implemented in the immediate term.

Sentencers who sit in the youth court should do so regularly to ensure they have sufficient youth-specific experience.

- This will best be achieved if lay magistrates specialise in youth court sittings and also sit in the family court so as to promote welfare awareness.

- Youth court magistrates are currently required to sit in the adult court for two years before becoming eligible to sit in the youth court. This requirement should remain, but there should no longer be a requirement for them to continue sitting in the adult court once selected for the youth court.

---

51 per cent of people we polled said that youth courts should be presided over by magistrates who specialise in youth justice (as opposed to also sitting in the adult magistrates' court).

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

3.6.2.2 Youth-family court link

- We consider it essential that there be a connection between the youth and the family proceedings courts to enable a whole family approach to youth offending.

- We recommend that consideration be given to affording the youth court the power (under s.37 Children Act 1989)\(^{82}\) to order the local authority children’s service to investigate whether a child is at risk of suffering significant harm, and whether the local authority should intervene to safeguard and promote the child’s welfare (s.47 investigation under the Children Act). This power would be available in cases where there were welfare concerns.\(^{83}\) This recommendation is detailed further in Chapter Eight.

3.6.2.3 Remand

- We strongly recommend the use of remand fostering as an alternative to custodial remand. In areas where young people requiring such accommodation are few, the possibility of establishing provision by means of consortium should be explored.

3.6.2.4 Communication and confidence

- We propose bringing back offenders before the court at intervals during the sentence. At least one of the sentencers who imposed the original sentence should be present at the review. Reviews could be piloted for high-risk offenders, such as those subject to alternatives to custody, and if successful could be rolled out to all those on community orders, including those undertaking the community element of Detention and Training Orders. This recommendation reflects the Government proposal made in the Youth Crime Action Plan 2008 and in the CSJ’s report Order in the Courts.

---

\(^{82}\) At present this power only available to the family proceedings court

\(^{83}\) That is, concern that the child was or was likely to suffer significant harm, attributable to the standard of care given to the child at home or because the child is beyond parental control
78 per cent of people we polled support bringing young people back before the court at intervals during their sentence to ensure that it is proving effective.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

3.6.2.5 Court composition

- No judge should decide on guilt alone in trials. Where cases are presided over by district judges, they should be flanked by two youth court magistrates.

- All grave cases against under-18s should be removed from the Crown Court and instead be heard in the youth court, constituted by a Crown Court judge with specialist youth training and at least two experienced youth panel magistrates. This echoes the recommendation made by Lord Justice Auld in his major review of the criminal courts and the Salz Commission.

3.6.3 Long term

- We recommend that youth court and family court proceedings be integrated to enable a whole family approach to addressing youth offending. Further detail is provided in Chapter Eight.

84 Unless the charges are inseparably linked to those against adults
85 Lord Justice Auld, op. cit., p214
chapter four

Sentences in the community

4.1 The rationale for community sentences

A vital first step to discussing community orders is to understand their value relative to custodial sentences. As outlined in the following chapter, the evidence indicates that in some respects custodial sentences are of limited effectiveness, for example, they lead to higher reconviction rates compared to community sanctions.¹ For that reason, custodial sentences should be reserved for the critical few young offenders from whom the public require protection. Yet more appropriate use of custody is unlikely to be achieved unless there are credible, effective, professional and well resourced community sentence alternatives. This chapter reviews the current state of community sentences.

4.2 The context

Throughout this review YOT workers consistently criticised the youth justice system’s preoccupation with keeping records, meeting targets and complying with prescribed national guidance by the Governments of the 1990s and since. The failure of this top-down approach has been profound. It has: stifled the judgement and expertise of YOT staff; incentivised workers mechanistically to tick boxes rather than use their skills to ensure that the needs of young people are being met and a positive outcome achieved; and driven YOT workers to spend increasing amounts of their time behind desks and in front of computers, rather than build relationships with the young people and families they seek to help. This bureaucratisation has ‘deprofessionalised’ the YOT workforce.² Too often the right boxes have been ticked but

the behaviour of the young person has been left unchanged. ‘Practitioners have been too concerned with doing things right rather than doing the right thing.’

Yet in spite of this culture of managerialism there has been some excellent YOT work. This excellence is not sufficiently widespread, however, and exists in spite of the system rather than because of it. The Government has made clear its intention to move away from central prescription, instead favouring local solutions and increased discretion with more time spent working with young offenders. We understand from the YJB that a national trial of a revised, reduced set of national standards which allows for this will begin in April 2012. Subject to the outcome of this trial, it is intended that a final revised set of standards will be issued across England and Wales in April 2013. This development is welcome. But it is also clear that the ‘tick box’ culture is deeply entrenched in many areas. Robust action will, therefore, be necessary to engender change at a local level, but it is not yet clear what measures will be taken.

4.3 The importance of relationships

Throughout our review it has become clear that positive, stable relationships between young people and practitioners are fundamental to successful rehabilitation. The centrality of relationships is identified consistently in the literature and has been emphasised in an overwhelming number of the CSJ’s evidence hearings and visits. As one Secure Home Manager told us:

‘The major issue for the young people we work with is that they come from chaotic families that are unable to look after their children. They have only had negative experiences of relationships through abuse, neglect, and loss. They have attachment problems and a lack of self esteem. No one cares about them, they don’t care about themselves and accordingly, they don’t care about anyone else. Positive emotional attachments are fundamental to rehabilitation. That is what the system should be focussing on’.

Given that broken relationships are so often at the heart of offending behaviour it is not perhaps surprising that they should also be an integral part of the solution.

‘Results of the analysis show that long-term improvements which many young people experience appear to be due to three main things about Fairbridge. The most important factor appears to be the quality of relationships that young people experience in Fairbridge, most notably a mutually trusting and respectful relationship with a staff member.’

– Fairbridge

‘Essential to success was the quality of the relationship between a young person and an adviser teacher or key worker who could provide continuity of support and guidance to help them find a new direction and purpose.’

– Ofsted

‘The relationships which had developed between young people and carers, and between young people and one or more members of the Intensive Fostering team, were also viewed as an important ingredient in the process of change for over half of the young people.’

– Intensive Fostering

It is clear that the most successful relationships are those that provide one point of continuous support, are formed over time, are stable and build mutual trust. Young people particularly value workers who: they can speak openly without fear of punishment to; will listen without judging; can relate to their situation; provide advice and support; and are not perceived to be enforcement or authority figures. Such relationships can instill self-belief, confidence, develop motivation to change, facilitate engagement with programmes and, ultimately, reduce offending.

In spite of this evidence, our review has concluded that in many areas the centrality of YOT worker relationships with young people and their families has become entirely neglected. This is largely a consequence of the preoccupation with completing paperwork. However, there

---

6 Ofsted, Transition through detention and custody: Arrangements for learning and skills for young people in custodial or secure settings, Manchester: Ofsted, 2010, p6
8 See for example, Cooper K et al, Keeping Young People Engaged: Improving education, training and employment opportunities for serious and persistent young offenders, London: Youth Justice Board, 2007, pp8-177; and Ofsted, 2010, op. cit.
9 See for example, Batchelor S and McNeill F, op. cit., p166; Cooper K et al, op. cit., p179; and Youth Justice Board, An Evaluation of Resettlement and Aftercare Provision, London: Youth Justice Board, 2010, p26
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has also developed a misguided tendency to fixate on the power of programmes to transform young peoples’ behaviour; the notion that the programme is only ever as good as the person delivering it has, in many cases, been disregarded. There are typically a series of practitioners involved with young offenders moving in and out of their lives. This is highly counterproductive. It serves to reinforce the inconsistency of many young offenders’ relationships with adults.

Youth offending will not be properly addressed until this shortfall is rectified.

4.3.1 The importance of voluntary support

Our visits have convinced us that there are often benefits to providing one-to-one support to young people in addition to that of their YOT case worker. YOT managers reported that more
intensive support is often required to effect change in a young person than is possible through a one or two hour weekly YOT supervision. In addition, voluntary relationships with young people are often able to achieve more than statutory supervision. Relational support is commonly facilitated by voluntary sector organisations by means of mentoring or one-to-one support workers.

We have encountered a number of innovative examples where voluntary sector organisations are working with statutory services to ensure that youth-justice-involved young people receive wrap-around support to meet their needs.

Case study: The ‘team around the worker’ – MAC-UK

The project (cited in Chapter One) works closely with other agencies in the community to support young people. Uniquely, this is achieved by means of a ‘team around the [MAC] key worker’ as opposed to a team around the young person. Other agencies pool their resources to the key worker and impart their expertise to that worker by means of supervision and training in specific techniques. The rationale behind MAC-UK’s approach is that young people can be better helped through a trusting relationship with one practitioner instead of multiple agency and worker involvement. This is achieved by means of Adolescent Mentalisation-based Integrative Therapy (AMBIT), an approach which has been developed over the past five years by mental health professionals based at the Anna Freud Centre in London. The approach is designed to provide evidence-based help to very hard to reach young people who have needs in multiple spheres of their lives, such as mental health, substance misuse, education, welfare and offending. At present, a number of teams have been trained in the approach nationwide.10

The support provided to young people in the youth justice system by the charity, Midlands-based Youth Support Services in partnership with the local YOS’s is another example of such practice.

Case study: Youth Support Services (YSS)

YSS is a medium sized charity working in the West Midlands with young people, adults and families at risk of social exclusion. The charity works closely with Worcestershire and Herefordshire YOS, Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin YOS, and West Mercia Probation Trust. Over the last ten years the charity has delivered significant elements of service provision either through being directly commissioned by these agencies or through joint business development activity that has secured funding through bids and grants to deliver a range of projects. These agencies have taken the view that working with offenders does not necessarily need to be undertaken directly by the public sector in isolation and that it is often better undertaken in partnership with voluntary sector organisations within the community.

At present seven YSS staff are co-located and/or seconded with YOS staff and have access to each other’s information systems. Seven staff are currently seconded from West Mercia Probation Trust into YSS. In addition, YSS has been appointed as West Mercia Probation Trust’s ‘preferred partner’. This means that YSS can be commissioned by the Trust to deliver any services across West Mercia if required but more importantly gives YSS a remit to develop the capacity of the voluntary sector to provide offender based services and to take the lead on service user voice. By working in this way YSS is building trust and breaking down the cultural barriers and professional silos that can exist between

10 Anna Freud Centre, AMBIT [accessed via: http://www.annafreud.org/pages/ambit.html (05/10/11)]
4.4 Sentencing

4.4.1 First tier penalties

Courts have a number of first tier measures available for responding to low level offences such as vandalism and graffiti. These include:

- **Absolute discharge:** involves no further action beyond the prosecution finding of guilt and prosecution;
- **Conditional discharge:** similar to the above, but the discharge is conditional on no further offence being committed during a period of time specified by the court (of not more than three years); and

YSS currently delivers the following schemes to specifically prevent youth offending:

- **Volunteer Mentoring** for young people in the youth justice system or at risk of being involved in the criminal justice system. YSS offers a range of projects including prevention mentoring, mentoring as part of court orders or mentoring support on release from custody. Young people see their mentor once or twice a week following a personalised SMART action plan. Volunteer mentors have one-to-one and group support as well as supervision;
- **Intensive Supervision and Surveillance:** formerly a YJB funded West Mercia Intensive Supervision and Surveillance Programme (ISSP) consortium between YSS and the two YOS’s providing 25 hours supervision per week per young person;
- **Specified Activities** as part of a Youth Rehabilitation Order;
- **Volunteer Appropriate Adult Service** (seven days a week 9am – 9pm) for young people detained in police custody;
- **Worcestershire and Herefordshire Junior Attendance Centre:** which is based at the YSS vocational training centre in Worcester and provides vocational skills and positive activity programmes in partnership with the Officer In Charge;
- **Bail Information** (at court Monday to Saturday) and **Bail Supervision and Support programmes** for young people at risk of being remanded to custody;
- **Divert** (formerly the Shropshire YISP) – a tailor-made youth prevention project offering intensive one-to-one support, parenting support, mentoring and outreach group work (commissioned by Shropshire County Council);
- **T2A (Transition 2 Adulthood) West Mercia:** a project that supports young people in their transition between the local YOS’s and West Mercia Probation Trust (part of a national pilot project). YSS also works with the police, local services and other voluntary sector organisations to support young peoples’ needs whilst transitioning; and
- **AIM:** YSS’s work intensively with the family members of adult offenders to aid rehabilitation and prevent children’s involvement in offending or reoffending. YSS is co-delivering this support with the local Family Intervention Project. YSS delivers this project in partnership with West Mercia Probation Trust.

A cohort of young people involved with T2A West Mercia are being tracked over a 12 month period to monitor reconviction. At the six month stage none of the young people had been reconvicted. YSS anticipates that the final evaluation will provide further evidence of the project’s success.

agencies and the voluntary sector. In so doing it is helping to realise a model of truly integrated service delivery which is fundamental to achieving the best outcomes for young people in the criminal justice system and the wider community.
Reparation order: requires the young person to make reparation to either the victim or the community at large. Reparation should be in kind rather than financial.\(^{11}\) It can be imposed on any child or young person aged ten to 17. The order requires the young person to work for no more than 24 hours within three months of the start of the sentence.\(^{12}\)

Absolute discharges are a useful means of responding to low level offences that cannot be diverted from court (for example, a minor offence committed by a child in residential home who has exhausted the out-of-court framework). The conditional discharge is a potentially valuable means of responding to: minor offences committed by those on community sentences and following completion of community or custodial sentences; and offences not dealt with prior to sentence. The reparation order is a useful form of restorative justice (RJ).

The Working Group is concerned that, despite their utility, these penalties are little used: in 2009/10 they comprised 2,175; 7,367 and 3,606 respectively of all 57,357 first-tier disposals.\(^{13}\) We have received evidence that many magistrates do not have the confidence to use the absolute discharge. The conditional discharge is underused as a result of the sentencing restrictions, which prohibits their use for first time guilty pleas in court and within two years of receipt of a final warning (unless there are ‘exceptional circumstances’).\(^{14}\) Though there are proposals to make the conditional discharge available for first-time guilty pleas in court this would not address the final warning issue. It is unclear as to why the reparation order is so underused.


\(^{12}\) First tier penalties include the absolute discharge, conditional discharge, reparation order, referral order, bind over, deferred sentence, fine and compensation order.


\(^{14}\) The Crime and Disorder Act 1998
4.4.1.2 Referral orders

What is a referral order?

A referral order is given to a young person who pleads guilty to an offence when it is their first time in court. Exceptions are made if the offence is so serious that the court decides a custodial sentence is absolutely necessary or the offence is relatively minor, in which case an alternative such as an absolute discharge may be given.

Guidance issued in 2009 now also allows sentencers to use referral orders for second time court appearances. In exceptional circumstances, young people may receive a second referral order after their first.

When a young person is given a referral order, they are required to attend a youth offender panel (YOP), made up of two volunteers from the local community and a panel adviser from a YOT. The panel, with the young person, their parents/carers and the victim (where appropriate), agree a contract lasting between three and 12 months (although the court sets the length of the order). The contract will include reparation as well as interventions to address the causes of the offending behaviour.

The evidence is that the quality of referral orders varies across YOTs due to the availability and quality of programmes such as reparation. There is concern amongst sentencers that YOP members lack the skills or training to deal with serious offenders. The Audit Commission found that many panels were not convened within the required 15 (now 20) working days following sentencing, and some were taking more than two months to meet. A more recent survey of 64 sentencers in 16 YOTs found that these concerns about delays remain. Nonetheless, young people and their parents have reported that they have a significantly higher level of understanding of the referral order process and a greater opportunity to participate than in the Youth Court. YOP members are also more representative of the local population in which they work than magistrates: they tend to be younger, female and from ethnic minorities.

Many of the magistrates we received evidence from said they lacked confidence in the referral order because: they know little of the specifics of panel practice; frequently hear negative reports about the way in which they are conducted; and are concerned that some panel members are insufficiently trained. Their lack of confidence is compounded by what is typically limited communication between magistrates and YOP members. Some sentencers told us that such is their lack of confidence that they sometimes feel they have little choice but to sentence young people in court for the first time to custody. Nevertheless, the magistrates with whom we spoke were optimistic about the introduction of a more rigorous referral

16 Youth Justice Board, Fine art or science? Sentencers deciding between community penalties and custody for young people Youth Justice Board, 2009, p71
18 Youth Justice Board, Fine art or science? 2009, op. cit., pp64-70
20 Audit Commission, 2004, op. cit., p24
order comprising intensive professional support. As Ken Melsom, former Vice Chairman of the Magistrates’ Association Youth Courts told us:

‘Communication is a key issue – magistrates don’t know what goes on in referral order panels; there are no progress reports; magistrates can’t sit in; and YOTs give general presentations but don’t give details (although the latter point is acceptable). When referral orders first came in there was a steering group which magistrates sat on and gave us more of a handle on what went on in the panel. We are encouraging magistrates to get closer to YOTs and communicate better but still haven’t got into referral panels themselves so magistrates generally still lack confidence in referral orders.

...We want to encourage retired former magistrates to join the panel, but we have documented situations where they are told that they are either too experienced or do not have the right type of experience! This doesn’t instill confidence in members of referral panels from the magistracy. We hear stories of young people not attending YOP meetings and having to wait a long time for the initial panel meeting so that the order can actually start.’

The MoJ plans to increase the training given to YOP members, but it is likely that this will do little to allay the above concerns.

Reparation is the essence of referral orders, and this may take the form of RJ. The involvement of victims, either directly or indirectly, is implicit. Evaluations of the referral order indicate that success rates (in terms of young people successfully completing their contract) were significantly higher where the victim attended (80 per cent) as opposed to where they did not (63 per cent).22

The most recent data (albeit from 2001) indicates that victim participation in referral orders is generally low: victims contribute to panels (i.e. by means of a statement) in only 26 per cent of cases and attend in only 13 per cent. Further, there continues to be significant variation in the levels of victim participation between panels. Victim participation is higher where significant time and effort is invested in contacting victims and preparing both them and offenders ahead of panel meetings.23 Yet we were informed that many YOTs make little effort to involve victims, often doing no more than sending them a letter. National standards require only that the victim be contacted, not that they be involved.24 In other words, the default setting of many YOTs is to ensure that only the minimum standard, not excellence, is reached. Pressure on YOT budgets may mean that even fewer resources are invested in securing victim involvement in the future. We have also been informed that the current target to convene referral order panels within 20 days of sentence prevents many victims from being involved because they are not yet ready to engage.

---

23 Ibid, pp41-43
24 Youth Justice Board, 2010, op. cit., p69
Where YOTs have invested in personnel dedicated to achieving victim involvement they have achieved high levels of participation. The Working Group considers there to be particular merit in partnerships between YOTs and the voluntary sector to bring about increased victim participation. Such organisations are often better trusted than the statutory agencies and well placed to meet the needs of victims of crime.

**Case study: Victim Support: Essex YOS partnership, Ingatestone**

Since March 2010, Essex YOS (Harlow, Basildon, Chelmsford and Colchester YOTs) have referred all victims of lower end crimes to three caseworkers at Victim Support. Victims of more serious crimes continue to be supported in-house by each YOT’s dedicated RJ worker.

The Victim Support caseworkers are solely responsible for all aspects of victim involvement: contacting and supporting victims, explaining the RJ process and accompanying or representing victims at panel meetings.

The caseworkers are professionals employed by Victim Support, not volunteers. They completed three weeks of intensive training prior to beginning their roles, which covered all areas of the criminal justice system, the youth justice process and victim casework. The training was delivered jointly by Victim Support and YOT trainers.

At the end of the project’s first year, the Victim Support caseworkers supported 180 victims to participate in the RJ process. A third of victims attended a face-to-face meeting with the offender.

This standalone project is funded for two years by Essex County Council, following a tendering process, who contributes an average of £120,000 per annum.

In addition, we are particularly impressed with the model in Wigan:

**Case study: Wigan YOT – A Restorative Justice Service**

RJ is firmly embedded at every step of Wigan YOT’s response to offending, from the earliest stages of system involvement through to resettlement. All staff have received three to four days of accredited training in RJ from the International Institute of Restorative Practices. All case managers are trained to deliver their own restorative conferences.

The YOT has a linked RJ worker both for each of the residential children’s units and the high schools in the area, with the aim of reducing offending by looked after children and developing restorative options within the schools, respectively. The YOT also undertakes joint training with the police and staff in both local authority and privately run residential children’s home. RJ is used to respond to antisocial behaviour both to prevent escalation to formal ASB disposals and alongside them. In addition, Family Group Conferences used with YISP cases can include an RJ element. The YIP is heavily involved in community reparation work.

All victims of youth crime are offered a home visit by the YOT in order to offer restorative interventions. These include RJ conferences, letters of apology as well as direct and indirect reparation. Case managers undertake the victim contact and facilitate any restorative work themselves for all YRD’s, final warnings and referral orders. With respect to the latter, victims are offered the opportunity to complete a victim impact statement and attend Referral Order Panel Meetings at either the same time or prior to the young person attending the panel.
4.4.2 Restorative justice

When undertaken systematically (facilitated by trained coordinators with good preparation of both victims and offenders) RJ can produce high levels of victim satisfaction and reduce the frequency of reoffending. We share the view of the Salz Commission that RJ is likely to offer a more demanding and effective alternative to conventional sentences. The CSJ is a strong advocate of RJ and recommended in previous reports on prison, police and sentencing reform that greater use be made of it. We proposed that RJ conferencing should be available for inclusion in sentences. The youth restorative conferencing service in Northern Ireland has frequently been cited as a model of best practice. Members of the Working Group visited Northern Ireland in 2011 to observe conferences and speak with staff and service users.

The CSJ was particularly impressed with several elements of the model, which we think would be valuable to England and Wales:

Northern Ireland Youth Conferencing model

A youth conference is an informal meeting which primarily brings together the young person who committed the crime and the victim of the crime (or a proxy) as well as a representative of the community where possible. A youth conference coordinator and a diversionary police officer (who is specially youth trained) also attend. The purpose of a conference is to devise a plan (which is a statutory order following ratification by the court) that will specify how the young person will make amends for their offence and how the causes of their offending will be addressed. A conference can take place pre-court or post-court. To qualify for a diversionary conference the young person must admit guilt and consent to the conference. Sentencers are required by law to refer young people who are found guilty to court-ordered conferences.

- Victims participate in 69 per cent of conferences (of these, 47 per cent were victim representatives, 40 per cent personal victims and 13 per cent were representatives attending where there was no identifiable victim);

---


The conference coordinator role is clearly valued highly by both victims, young people and their families. They build positive and trusting relationships with both parties to encourage their engagement in the process (notably, they play a key role in encouraging the parents of young offenders to attend); they prepare both the victim and young offender for the conference so that they know what to expect; they ensure the young person is engaged in the plan after the conference; and they update the victim on the offender’s progress;

Sentencers have the power to amend, reject or ratify the plans agreed in conferences and consequently have a high level of confidence in the process;

Substantial training for conference coordinators: to practice they must complete an intensive accredited nine day course. Once accredited and practising as a conference coordinator the individual must complete a diploma in restorative practice either at undergraduate or post-graduate level depending on their level of higher education;

Participatory nature of conferences: compared with traditional judicial models. And, importantly, youth conferences are not adversarial unlike our existing youth court model; and

Unbiased: unlike some forms of RJ, the process is not overly biased towards the needs of the victim – it is balanced between the victim, the offender and the community.

4.4.3 The Youth Rehabilitation Order (YRO)

The YRO was heralded by the previous Government ‘as a far-reaching departure that would allow courts to tailor sentencing to the individual circumstances of young defendants.’ This claim has not yet been borne out in practice. First, as many of the YRO requirements were previously available as stand-alone orders or as conditions of supervision, the new order is not quite the radical reform first claimed. Second, the innovative elements included in the menu of requirements, such as intensive fostering, are more often than not absent because there are not the resources available to support them in the community. The YRO is, as

---
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one magistrate put it to us, ‘the same thing under a different name’. Third, professionals reported that having to impose a new YRO each time a new offence is committed as opposed to amending the current YRO is adding unnecessary paperwork to the already heavy bureaucratic burden on YOTs.

What is the Youth Rehabilitation Order?

The YRO is the standard community sentence used for the majority of young people who offend (i.e. those for whom a referral order is not available) which came into effect on 30 November 2009. It comprises a menu of requirements and interventions that can be chosen so as to tailor the sentence to the needs of the young person subject to it. A YRO can be given on multiple occasions, but a young person can only be subject to one YRO at a time. If a new offence has been committed the old order has to be revoked and the young person sentenced to new YRO with additional requirement. A YRO can last for up to three years.

The menu of YRO possible requirements comprises:

- Activity
- Curfew
- Exclusion
- Local Authority Residence
- Education
- Mental Health Treatment
- Unpaid Work (16/17 years)
- Drug Testing
- Intoxicating Substance Misuse
- Supervision
- Electronic Monitoring
- Prohibited Activity Drug Treatment
- Residence
- Programme Requirement
- Attendance Centre Requirement
- Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (based on the current ISSP)
- Intensive Fostering
- Residence
- Programme Requirement
- Attendance Centre Requirement
- Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (based on the current ISSP)
- Intensive Fostering

There is some indication, however, that the YRO could help keep young people out of custody by flattening the sentencing tariff: that is, providing one sentence that can be imposed on multiple occasions in proportion to the offender’s circumstances as opposed to, under the previous system, a ladder of sentences further escalated after each offence, no matter how serious.

‘The particular issue at the moment is that there are lots of options on the menu, but many are not available. For example, you can’t offer an intensive fostering condition to a Youth Rehabilitation Order, because of lack of funding, and you cannot make an education requirement if you do not have prior permission of the local authority, to make the education element available. This delays matters and is absolute, total nonsense.’

Ken Melsom, youth court magistrate (former Vice Chairman of the Magistrates’ Association Youth Courts Committee), in evidence to the CSJ

31 Verbal evidence submitted to the CSJ
4.4.4 The Scaled Approach

What is the Scaled Approach?

The Scaled Approach is a new model of working in which the intensity of YOT supervision in the community is correlated to the young person’s assessed risk of reoffending and risk of serious harm to others. In so doing, the approach aims to ensure that the greatest resources are focussed on those considered most likely to reoffend and most dangerous.

The level of intervention – standard, enhanced or intensive – is determined by the young person’s Asset assessment score. The final judgement informs the YOT’s proposal to the court (the pre-sentence report) or the referral order panel regarding the length and intensity of the sentence. The approach only applies to the referral order; youth rehabilitation order and the community element of Detention and Training Orders.

Closely linked to the YRO is ‘the scaled approach’ implemented in November 2009. Though many practitioners and commentators have welcomed the general principle of the approach – focussing resources and support on the most needy and serious cases – the model has also been the subject of a great deal of criticism.33 As a result the YJB reviewed the framework and in Spring 2011 proposed a number of modifications, including enhancing the scope for professional judgment and discretion.34 It is unclear when and how these modifications will be promulgated, and thus the concerns outlined below remain.

4.4.4.1 It is inappropriate

A purely risk based approach is an inappropriate and insufficient response to youth offending. Childhood and adolescence is a period of profound neural and social development, during which the ‘likelihood of impulsivity, sensation-seeking and risk-taking behaviours is raised’.35 Young people are much less able than adults to make what might be termed sensible judgments. Capacity to reason is also limited until at least late adolescence or early adulthood. This means that children and adolescents are less likely to understand the processes of the system and their possible consequences.36

4.4.4.2 It is unjust

The Scaled Approach is in tension with sentencing principles and international rights legislation that the sentence should be proportionate to the seriousness of the crime.37 Seriousness is the ‘starting point’ in sentencing guidelines with the decision of the court being informed by a PSR recommendation regarding the level of compulsory intervention. Yet PSRs are informed by Asset (the risk assessment tool employed in the youth justice system) which focusses on the risk of reoffending. In practice, therefore, the approach encourages penalisation of young people for what they might do as opposed to the seriousness of the offence at hand. The

33 See for example, Bateman T, 2011, op. cit.
34 Youth Justice Board, Assessment and planning interventions: review and redesign project, unpublished
36 Ibid, pp87-88
potential for inequitable outcomes is clear, particularly with respect to children who have committed the same offence but judged to be at differing risk of reoffending.38

This implicitly discriminates against the most disadvantaged young people. Those judged to be at the highest risk of offending, and consequently made subject to the most intensive community sentences with the greatest potential for breach (i.e. the highest number of supervision sessions), are generally those with the most chaotic and troubled lives, and the least family support to help them comply.39 The table below illustrates the potential for disparity: a young person on a standard YRO can breach 30 per cent of their appointments before triggering breach action, whereas a young person on an intensive YRO can attend more than 90 per cent and still be breached.40 While the YJB is proposing to reduce the minimum contact requirement for those in the intensive banding to 30, it seems likely that the potential for discrimination will remain.41

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset level of risk</th>
<th>Contacts required in first three months</th>
<th>Proportion of appointments that can be missed before breach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Proportion of required contacts that can be missed without breach being triggered42

Sources: Youth Justice Board, Youth Justice: the Scaled Approach: A framework for assessment and interventions, Youth Justice Board, 2010; Youth Justice Board, National Standards for Youth Justice Services, Youth Justice Board, 2010

4.4.4.3 Is Asset an asset?

Doubts about the mechanistic application of the Scaled Approach are closely related to the use of Asset as the key determinant of the intervention level. Asset is a valid indicator of likelihood of reoffending but is nonetheless only an indicator with an estimated one in three cases proving to be ‘false positives’ (do not reoffend when predicted to do so) or ‘false negatives’ (reoffend when not predicted to).43 That is, use of Asset risks both unnecessarily stigmatising young people and missing opportunities for early intervention. The predictive capacity of Asset is not as great as is often assumed. The tool predicts future risk of offending for individual children on the basis of aggregated data drawn from diverse groups of young people (broad age ranges, different genders and ethnic backgrounds).44 It is for this reason that Asset is currently under review.45 Thus, though the model was intended to facilitate a more tailored approach to young peoples’ needs, it has arguably further de-personalised responses to offending by grouping young people into general categories of risk.

---

38 Bateman T, 2011, op. cit, pp173-178
40 Bateman T, 2011, op. cit, p180
41 Youth Justice Board, unpublished, op. cit
42 Bateman T, 2011, op. cit
43 Standing Committee on Youth Justice, 2009, op. cit, p97-8
45 Youth Justice Board, in evidence to the CSJ
4.4.4.4 Undermining professional judgement and relationships

Practitioners told the CSJ that the model’s heavy reliance on Asset to indicate the appropriate level of intervention has stifled practitioner thinking. It has encouraged a passive mindset in which practitioners are required to follow processes and guidelines, instead of using their judgement and building relationships with young people and their families.

‘It’s the nature of the relationship between the worker and the family that matters: good workers will see that family very frequently if they are able to, regardless of whether the national standards say I must ‘tick’ three times a week, four times a week because it’s the scaled approach. The focus on the arbitrary scale on an asset takes away from the workers understanding that this about a young person and their family – that’s the important piece of work, not the ticks and risk factors that indicate this number of times you’ve got to see the person...that’s what we’ve got to get back.’

London YOT worker, in evidence to the CSJ

Supporters of Asset argue that the tool is intended to complement professional judgement, not replace it.46 They maintain that current moves to increase YOT practitioners’ discretion reflects this. However, guidance that variation from the levels of intervention prescribed by the Asset and the Scaled Approach should ‘be signed off’ by the manager calls into question the commitment to enhancing practitioner judgement.

---


Recent event MAC-UK held at Tate Britain, where young people ran music production sessions for guests.
4.4.5 Alternatives to custody

4.4.5.1 Intensive Supervision and Surveillance

What is Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (ISS)?

ISS consists of intensive supervision, which contains five core elements to address the underlying causes of offending – education, training and employment, family support, RJ, offending behaviour work, interpersonal skills, and surveillance – usually through means of electronic monitoring and curfew.

ISS can be imposed as a condition of bail where the young person is at risk of remand into custody; as a requirement attached to a YRO (only if the offence is punishable with imprisonment; the offence is so serious that but for ISS a custodial sentence would be appropriate; or the young person is a persistent offender); and a condition of a Notice of Supervision on release from custody.

ISS usually runs for six months although a 12 month option is also available.

ISS, formerly termed ISSP, is the principal alternative to custody for young people, the frequency or seriousness of whose offending places them on the cusp of custody. The programme has been systematically evaluated and shown to improve some of the factors (family and personal relationships, attitudes to offending and motivation to change) associated with offending. In addition, analysis of reconviction data before and after commencement of ISS found that both frequency and seriousness of recorded offending decreased significantly after ISS (by 39 per cent and 13 per cent after two years respectively). 47

However, frequency and seriousness reduced by similar levels in comparison groups (those eligible for ISS but subject to other interventions such as a DTO). The benefits gained in ISS were also found to decrease over time. In addition, analysis indicates that while ISS operates as a diversion from custody it has, to some extent, replaced less intensive community sentences. This is commonly known as ‘net widening’ (offenders are subjected to increased levels of intervention which they might not have previously received). 48

The study also found that ISS staff were concerned that the quality of ISS (and thus its ability to meet the needs of young people) was often ‘critically undermined by a lack of access to key resources’; there were difficulties providing a comprehensive ISS package in more than 25 per cent of cases. External resources were often particularly sparse in relation to mental health, substance misuse and accommodation. Consequently staff felt that external services needed to be ‘more forthcoming in their support of young people on ISS’. 49 These concerns were echoed by those who gave evidence to this review. Practitioners reported finding it difficult to access adequate educational provision and it is clear that the quality of ISS

---

47 Youth Justice Board, 2004, op. cit., p33
49 Ibid, pp29-104
programmes varies significantly across the country. Nonetheless some ISS schemes include particularly innovative elements, such as the intensive dance programme run by the charity, Dance United.

**Case study: Dance United**

Dance United runs intensive dance-led interventions for young people aged 13-19 at risk of or involved with offending and/or who have disengaged from education and learning. Its flagship Academy programme was set up in Bradford, West Yorkshire in 2006. Further Academies have since been established in Wessex and London.

The Academy comprises 12 weeks of high-quality professional contemporary dance training and two public performances, which aim to increase participants’ confidence, commitment, motivation, communication, coping skills, self-discipline and sense of achievement. During the programme, young people work towards an OCN qualification. They attend the programme for six hours a day, five days a week. Staff work with young people to address underlying needs that are linked to negative behaviour. In addition, each young person is matched with a mentor who provides relational support and practical help to apply for employment, training and education.

The Academy begins with a three-week intensive performance project, which culminates in a professionally staged theatre production. Following the performance, the young people use their new-found skills to help deliver dance workshops to primary school children. In the final part of the programme, young people continue developing their dance techniques and new choreography whilst also attending workshops from employers, training providers, colleges and dance academies. The charity has links with a range of employers and training providers to help young people move onto positive opportunities following the programme. This culminates in a final performance, the ‘Graduation’, to an invited audience of family and friends where the young people showcase all they have achieved.

Less than 33 per cent of young offenders who have had significant engagement with the programme (from 2006 to 2009) have subsequently re-offended. This compares to overall recidivism rates of 70 per cent for those on a community sentence and 50 per cent for less serious offenders. 80 per cent of those who graduate from the programme have returned to education, training and employment. These ‘hard’ outcomes are underpinned by measurable increases in participants’ capacity to learn and the development of a range of key life skills.

4.4.5.2 Intensive Fostering

Intensive Fostering (IF) is the other principal alternative to custody. In practice, however, it is rarely available due to limited funding. The three IF pilots were evaluated in 2006/7. Young people in IF were found to have lower rates of reconviction and to have achieved better outcomes than those in comparison groups (to IF or ISS) in the year after sentence or release from custody: 48 per cent of the IF group were reconvicted (including breach) compared with 79 per cent of those in the comparison group. Those in the latter were also convicted for five times as many offences and for more serious offences than the IF group. In addition, 70 per cent of those in IF were engaged in education or training compared to 30 per cent of members of the comparison group living in the community. 51
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50 Ibid, pp10-13
51 The study comprised interviews with IF staff, young people, carers and birth parents, as well as outcome data on the IF group (23 young people) and comparison groups (24 young people, of whom 20 were on DTOs and four were on ISS); Youth Justice Board, 2010, op. cit
Interviews conducted with families indicated that family therapy had been difficult to realise during the placement: parents had either been unwilling to receive therapy, resulting in the withdrawal of the therapist, or parents had engaged, but appeared to be disappointed with its quality. Concerns about lack of family support were most pronounced after the IF placement had concluded. Some families reported they had not received adequate aftercare support from the IF team, which should have been provided for three months following completion of the foster care placement. Families also reported that they received too little support from the YOT team after the aftercare period had ended.

Progress made by the IF group was not sustained following conclusion of the placement. In the year after programme completion the reconviction rates for IF and control groups were almost identical (74 and 75 per cent respectively). This indicates that the provision of long term support following placements – whether in the community or custody – is fundamental.
to maintaining progress. Since the pilot evaluation was conducted, aftercare provision has reportedly been improved.\(^{52}\)

### 4.5 Breach – are children being set up to fail?

#### What is breach?

Breach proceedings are initiated in response to a young person’s non-compliance with some or all conditions of their order. For example, they may have failed to attend or have been late to appointments, not observed a curfew, or stayed at a different address during supervision from that listed.

The National Standards which guide YOT practice recommend that two warnings be given for unacceptable violations of an order before breach action is commenced in the courts. Formal breach can be initiated for first or second violations if they are particularly serious. YOT Managers are able to stop a breach case going to court, known as ‘staying’ a breach, in exceptional cases.

If the breach is formally proved at court, sentencers may formally breach the young person but allow them to continue their order; or they may revoke it and issue a new order (either community or custody). They may also issue another sentence for the breach offence additionally.\(^{53}\)

In England and Wales approximately one in ten youth custodial places are taken up by children whose primary offence is breach of their antisocial behaviour or criminal justice order.\(^{54}\) Indeed there are more children in custody for breach than for domestic burglary.\(^{55}\) In many cases, the child’s original offence did not warrant a custodial sentence.

We do not deny the necessity of custody in response to persistent, willful non-compliance in cases where all other options have been exhausted. Yet given the failings of custody (the 72 per cent reconviction rate)\(^{56}\) and the considerable cost (between £69,600 and £193,600 per place per annum)\(^{57}\) it is legitimate to question whether breach, and particularly the ensuing use of custody, is currently used appropriately. The evidence we have received indicates that it is not.

Many children who breach their sentence conditions and end up in custody as a result, do not willfully do so. It is often, instead, a result of their chaotic lives and lack of family.\(^{58}\) Anecdotal evidence suggests that children in care are particularly at risk of breach (though we could find no data to confirm this). Furthermore, the lives of some young people are so bleak that they have no reason to comply; they neither have hopes for the future nor any family to worry about letting down.\(^{59}\) Custody does not concern them; it is a norm in their lives.
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It is clear that central guidance and the practices of some YOTs sentencers increased the likelihood of unnecessary breach and ensuing use of custody. Several of our witnesses reported that the previous Government’s emphasis on enforcement and consistent practice, embodied in the ‘three strikes and you’re out’ approach to non-compliance, was counterproductive for young people who genuinely struggled to comply. When adhered to rigidly, with limited scope for (and thus little exercised) practitioner discretion, the standards failed and penalised the most disadvantaged young offenders. The very problems that the community sentence was originally put in place to address were neglected; enforcement and breach operated as a fast track into custody instead of the alternative to it.

A minority of YOTs have innovatively worked round the minimal scope for professional discretion represented by the national standards. For example, a number have introduced breach panels chaired by the YOT manager, which has the ability to ‘stay’ a breach if it is triggered. More often than not, however, practitioner decisions are driven by concerns that they will be deemed culpable if something happens and they have not taken breach action. Compliance becomes misguided viewed as an end in itself rather than a means to an end. The case study that follows, related to the CSJ by Dr Di Hart, illustrates the reality of this culture.

**Case study: 14 year-old boy**

He had really started to make progress in custody – he was modelling himself on the ‘good’ boys rather than the ‘bad’. He had started to believe in himself. His mum had moved in with a new boyfriend and so he had to sleep on the settee, yet his YOT worker said she would have to breach him if he stayed there as it wasn’t the address she had recorded for him. She wouldn’t engage with the reality of his life. When he was released from custody, she said he would have to visit the YOT immediately. He wanted to see his little brother before he went there, yet his worker said that if he did she would have to breach him. On release, the YOT worker gave him a list of his appointments. He lost it but he thought he could remember; He turned up on the wrong day and she breached him. He went straight back into custody. She will have followed every procedure and hit every national standard, but she hadn’t got the point of what it is was she was meant to be doing, which was getting alongside him, and focussing on his optimism and his strengths and helping him to stop offending.

A second consequence of the focus on enforcement has been the neglect, in many areas, of the centrality of providing for young people to achieve compliance. Practical and emotional support is plainly necessary for those young people living chaotic lives without their own support structures. Having a YOT worker who believes in and cares for them engenders commitment and motivation to comply, as well as self-belief that they can. Many young people described their YOT workers as doing the minimum necessary (sending them no more than a list of appointments, for example) and ‘catching them out’ rather than providing support. Elsewhere, however, YOT workers facilitated compliance by arranging transport, texting reminders for appointments and rewarding compliance.

---

60 National Standards for Youth Justice Services issued in 2000 and 2004 gave YOT practitioners the scope to exercise their discretion in response to non-compliance: instances of non-compliance (e.g. failure to attend an appointment) could be excused provided that the young person had an acceptable reason.
Sentences may also increase the likelihood of young people being unduly breached and consequently sent to custody. A recent study of breach practice reported that YOT managers claimed they ‘were rarely challenged in court either about the work that they had done to support the child’s compliance or the recommendations.’ The same study reported that many of the orders imposed were lengthy and intense, which overwhelmed young people to such an extent that they would give up. In other words, there was a sense that young people were inadvertently being set up to fail. Further, though most sentencers are reluctant to use custody for breach cases, some are not using it as a last resort. One magistrate who gave evidence reported that ‘some youth sentencers go into “adult punitive autopilot” in response to breach and forget they’re sentencing young people’. The provision of more youth specific training would help address this.

‘One of the things that I have been struck by whilst doing a project on breach is that children are held to account by means of breach. But how are YOT workers held to account for the efforts that they have made?’

Dr Di Hart, Principal Officer, Youth Justice and Welfare, National Children’s Bureau, in evidence to the CSJ

4.6 Recommendations

Conditional discharge

- We welcome the Government’s intention to make the conditional discharge available for first-time guilty pleas in court. However, we suggest the removal of the caveat that conditional discharges be available only for offenders who have not received two or more youth cautions in the previous two years.

61 Hart D, op. cit., p27
62 Ibid, p27-29
In the immediate term we recommend that use of the conditional discharge be widened so that it may be imposed throughout the sentencing framework as opposed to exceptional circumstances only. We suggest that the maximum length of conditional discharges should be limited to one year, instead of the current three years. Such changes would increase the flexibility of the sentencing tariff and help prevent young people being needlessly escalated up the sentencing ladder.

Referral order

We endorse the Government’s proposals to ‘make the referral order a more restorative disposal by increasing the training that is given YOP panel members’. However, we think more needs to be done to make the order into a robust, restorative disposal. We would like to see a restorative conferencing model, akin to that of Northern Ireland, in place.

In the immediate term we recommend that the following changes be made to the referral order:

- Given the potential benefits, for victims and young people, of victim involvement we would like to see a higher proportion of victims involved in referral order programmes with greater support provided to them throughout the process. We suggest that the voluntary sector is particularly well placed to assist with the task of engaging victim involvement;
- The current target to convene referral order panels within 20 days of sentence prevents many victims being involved. We suggest that greater flexibility be adopted to solicit increased victim-engagement;
- We recommend that the referral order be renamed the ‘restorative order’ so as to reflect that objective; and
- We recommend that contracts drawn up by panels are referred to the youth court for approval. Sentencers should be able to amend, reject or ratify the contract, as is practised in Northern Ireland. This would increase sentencer confidence in the order, which, to date, remains limited.

In the medium term we recommend that the order be altered further so as to resemble the restorative youth conference model in Northern Ireland.

We recommend that a role similar to the conference coordinators in Northern Ireland be established and that referral order panels be phased out. Coordinators would focus on building relationships with victims, families and young defendants and supporting them through the process. Coordinators could be drawn from existing panel members, YOT officers or voluntary sector professionals. They would require a high standard of training in restorative justice techniques, such as that completed by coordinators in Northern Ireland.

Thereafter the order should be available as a YRO requirement as soon as is feasible.

The Scaled Approach

- We are firmly in favour of much increased practitioner discretion with respect to determining the intensity of community intervention. Sentencing should always be proportionate to the seriousness of the offence committed.
Youth Rehabilitation Order

- We consider the existence of stable and supportive relationships between the young person and practitioner to be fundamental to preventing reoffending. We recommend in the immediate term that every YRO comprises a comprehensive programme focussing on monitoring and compliance, as well as supporting and building relationships with the young person and their family. We think the voluntary sector best placed to assist with the support task.

- Whether the support is provided by the statutory or voluntary sector, there must be robust monitoring and accountability structures in place to ensure that support networks are of a high standard.

- In the immediate term legislation should be amended to allow additional requirements to be added to a YRO in response to a new offence. At present, if a young person on a YRO has committed a new offence, the YRO has to be revoked and the young person sentenced to a new YRO with additional requirements.

Breach

Immediate term

- The CSJ advocates the following good practice in relation to breach: practical support mechanisms to enable compliance (i.e. reminders of appointments via text), and carrots (opportunities to engage in positive activities) as well as sticks (i.e. breach proceedings).

- Given that inflexible national guidelines have contributed to the increased rates of breach, we propose that the revised national standards give practitioners the discretion to judge what comprises an acceptable number of missed appointments. Practitioners should take into account any welfare considerations underlying non-compliance, the distance travelled by the young person up to the point of non-compliance and the overall likelihood of the young person completing the order.

- At breach hearings we recommend that YOTs be required to explain in court what they have done to facilitate compliance with the order.

- We recommend that at the point of sentencing YOTs should be required to specify what support they will give the young person to comply with the sentence.

- We recommend that obligatory joint youth specialist training for defence practitioners and sentencers (see recommendations in Chapter Three) include a module on appropriate responses to breach cases.

- We recommend that a more flexible conditional discharge (see earlier recommendation) be available for responding to breaches of orders: it could be imposed so as to provide young people with an opportunity to demonstrate compliance.
Participation

Evidence indicates that participation – giving young people a voice and influence in the youth justice system – can increase the likelihood of successful rehabilitation. Participation helps young people to understand the processes and procedures they are involved in and encourages them to play a part in planning the interventions they are subject to. In so doing, participation can increase engagement and compliance with orders, and develop young people’s self-belief and motivation to change.63

We recommend that young people subject to community sentences and their families be given the opportunity to share their views of the YOT and to make suggestions as to how it might be improved. This can be achieved by a number of means, such as youth forums, involving young people in decision making (such as recruitment of staff) and ‘meet the manager’ meetings.64

---
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Of the children and young people in custody:

- Around half are imprisoned for non-violent crimes;¹
- Approximately a fifth are imprisoned for breach;²
- The average length of time spent in custody on a DTO, the most common sentence, is 109 days; nearly four months;³
- 80 per cent have experienced five or more factors of disadvantage;⁴
- One in three girls and one in 20 boys in YOIs report having been sexually abused;⁵
- 90 per cent of boys and 75 per cent of girls in YOIs have been excluded from school at some stage;⁶
- 42 per cent of boys and 55 per cent of girls were aged 14 or younger when they last attended school;⁷
- Nearly half have literacy and numeracy levels below those of the average 11 year-old, and over a quarter equivalent to those of the average seven year-old or younger;²
- Before coming into custody, 16 per cent were getting drunk every day;²
- Almost one in ten were regular crack users;⁸
- 27 per cent of young men and 55 per cent of young women said they had spent some time in local authority care;⁹
- 76 per cent have an absent father and 33 per cent an absent mother;¹⁰
- 39 per cent have been on the child protection register or experienced neglect or abuse at some stage;¹¹
- 28 per cent have witnessed domestic violence;¹²
- 51 per cent are living in a deprived household (i.e. dependent on benefits) and/or unsuitable accommodation (i.e. overcrowded, lacks basic amenities); and¹³
- 18 per cent have a father or step-father involved in criminality;¹⁴

³ Ibid, p31
⁸ Galahad SMS, Substance misuse services in the secure estate — summary, London: Youth Justice Board, 2009, p8
⁹ This data refers to a survey of 15-18 year-olds. Summerfield A, 2011 op. cit. p9
¹¹ Ibid
¹² Ibid
¹³ Ibid
¹⁴ Ibid
5.1 Young people in custody

Most of the children and young people in custody in England and Wales are not violent offenders. Three-fifths of all children sentenced to custody in the latter half of 2008 were convicted of offences that usually result in non-custodial sentences. Further analysis of a smaller sample of children in custody during the same period found that only one-fifth were assessed as posing a ‘high’ or ‘very high’ risk of causing serious harm to others.

‘To a large extent there are young people in custody that shouldn’t be in there, they are in there for volume crimes, breach, breaching ASBO. If there were the necessary resources in the community then these young people would never have to be sent to custody.’

YOT manager, in evidence to the CSJ

At least 70 per cent of children in custody were assessed as repeat offenders – that is, ‘it is the persistence of their offending, rather than the seriousness of the specific offences for which they were sentenced, which would seem to explain the use of custody in many or most instances’. Their offending is typically driven by a combination of disadvantage: abuse, neglect, domestic violence, educational exclusion and fragmented families. This is not an excuse for their behaviour, but it does help to explain it. Their incarceration is too often a reflection of the inadequacy of services in the community, which have failed to address the root causes of their behaviour. Custody becomes much more likely as a result.

5.2 Which children should be in custody?

There are broadly two categories of children and young people in custody: a minority of dangerous offenders, from whom the public, undeniably, requires protection; and a majority of less serious or non-violent repeat offenders, for whom the use of custody is questionable.

The CSJ is not complacent about the considerable harm that the repeat offending of some children and young people inflict on the communities around them. There are nonetheless doubts that a custodial sentence, following which over seven out of ten young people reoffend, comprises the most effective sentencing option. A key consideration about custody is whether it assists in building a society in which there are fewer victims. Effectiveness, however, is by no means the only consideration. Justice for victims and punishment remain key rationales and are accordingly explored below.

The CSJ believes that youth custody should be reserved only for the ‘critical few’: the most serious or violent young offenders and those who are so prolific that custody is the place that

15 Ibid, p20
16 Ibid, pp28-30
can best safeguard potential victims and meet these young people’s needs. Custody should not be used as a ‘backstop’ for the non-violent and repeat offending children who do not need to be there.

5.3 The rationale for custody

5.3.1 Incapacitation

Many people have argued that prison reduces crime because it takes criminals out of circulation. This is said to be shown by the fact that crime has fallen ‘in tandem’ with the increase in the prison population in England and Wales. Custody is also ‘represented as a sure-fire way of protecting the public from dangerous criminals’. Both these arguments are flawed. First, the reduction in crime, to which many refer, has been experienced by most developed countries with both high and low custody rates around the world since the mid-1990s. The declining crime levels in England and Wales are part of a broader global crime trend. Second, incarcerating larger numbers of criminals is ultimately ineffective: the majority reoffend on release. It follows that custodial sentences only protect the public from criminality and risk only while a minority of offenders are detained, not thereafter.

Most active offenders are not in custody and offenders typically commit a large number of offences before they are caught. Society would have to make very high use of incarceration indeed to effect even a marginal reduction in the incidence of crime: the Home Office has calculated that a one per cent increase in imprisonment would reduce crime by approximately 0.15 percent. The costs of such levels of incarceration are acknowledged to be prohibitive. The length of sentences would also need to be increased by enormous and financially impracticable proportions to produce substantial reductions in convictions. Smith contends that even these estimates probably overstate the reductions in crime brought about by incapacitation, ‘because crimes that prisoners would have committed had they been at large are not always prevented by locking them up. Someone else may step in to commit the crime instead’ (e.g. other people stepping in to handle the distribution of drugs).

5.3.2 Deterrence

Custody might plausibly act as a deterrent to offending in one of two ways: general deterrence, whereby the presence and use of custody may discourage potential offenders from committing crimes, and individual deterrence, whereby the experience of custody may deter convicted offenders from reoffending for fear of further incarceration.

---

17 The Daily Mail, Mr Clarke and the Lib Dems are wrong Prison DOES work – and I helped prove it, 30 June 2010 [accessed via: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-1290758/Mr-Clarke-Lib-Dems-wrong-Prison-DOES-work-I-helped-prove-it.html#axzz15j4KQzn (21/07/11)]
19 Ibid, pp2-8
22 Smith D, 2010, op. cit., pp9-10
5.3.2.1 Is it severity or certainty that deters?

The existence of a functioning criminal justice system, including the penalties meted out under its auspices, is part of the socialisation process: citizens learn what is meant by right and wrong, law abiding and law breaking behaviour. Yet, the deterrent impact of particular sentences is a much more uncertain business. The evidence is inconclusive because most empirical studies of deterrence can neither reliably distinguish between the effect of severity and certainty of sanctions, nor between deterrence and incapacitation.23 Major reviews of the issue have concluded that although there is some evidence of the deterrent effect of sanction severity, there is considerably stronger evidence of the link between the certainty of detection, sanction and crime rates. One review argued strongly that it is time to accept the null hypothesis that sentence severity has no influence on the crime rate.24 This is important given the frequently expressed tabloid press view that increases in the severity of sanctions, particularly custodial sentences, amplifies their general deterrent effect.

In terms of individual deterrence effects, the evidence strongly indicates that custody generally increases offending, that it is criminogenic in effect. Custody ‘can be seen as a learning environment in which people absorb a criminal culture, including the attitudes, ways, means and social contacts needed to offend successfully in the future’.25 In addition, custody labels people as ‘bad and deviant’. This is likely to be particularly harmful for young offenders, who are typically vulnerable and at a ‘critical turning point’ in the formation of their identities.26 In a major review of the evidence from the small number of good quality studies on the effects of imprisonment, Nagin et al concluded that ‘experimental studies point more toward a criminogenic rather than preventive effect of custodial sanctions’.27

23 Ibid, pp7-12
26 Ibid
Furthermore, the evidence does not support the use of particularly punitive custodial regimes. For example, juvenile boot camps, which use tough military-style discipline to ‘correct’ young offenders, have been found to have no impact on recidivism compared with control groups.  

Likewise, Scared Straight, a prison tour programme, which aims to deter young people from offending by exposing them to prison life and lectures from rapists and murderers, has been found to increase the likelihood of offending.

5.3.2.2 A badge of honour?

Even assuming that it is the certainty of sanction that has the strongest deterrent impact, it is clear that other important factors have an influence, such as the stigma attached to the sanction, and the perceptions and knowledge of the potential offender. For example, a sanction such as custody, which is intended to ‘stigmatise and degrade’ the offender loses its deterrent power if it is used so widely that it becomes the norm. This is particularly so in minority ethnic neighbourhoods where custody is commonplace: imprisonment can become a rite of passage.

5.3.2.3 Scared to leave

Some witnesses to this review reported that many children and young people feel safer in custody than they do in the community and are scared to leave custody. Custody can be a place that ‘meets all the needs’ of the most chaotic and troubled children: it provides them with all that they do not have in the community – accommodation, regular meals and structure. The secure home or YOI is not a deterrent, but a place of asylum. This might suggest that more custodial places are needed. We take the opposite view. The fact that some children feel safer in custody than at home is a sad indictment of some of society’s families, parenting and community services, not an invitation to make greater use of custody.

5.3.3 Punishment and public attitudes

Whatever the effects of imprisonment, punishment remains an important aspect of any criminal justice system and a key rationale for custody. The desire to see crime punished is a deep-seated emotion. Public attitudes, however, are far from uniformly punitive. Custody may generally be perceived to be the ultimate punishment because it is the ‘most familiar punishment in the public mind’. But there is little indication that the public particularly wants tough responses to crime; above all people want effective responses. For those who want proportionate penalties for wrongdoing that are both more demanding and effective there are alternatives, such as restorative justice (see Chapter Four).

---


5.3.4 Rehabilitation

Nevertheless, custodial establishments do have the potential to change lives. The elements central to an effective custodial regime include:

- An ethos that promotes rehabilitation;
- Good educational and work activities;
- Promotion of healthy peer group interactions;
- Provision of opportunities to develop self-esteem and responsibility;
- Assistance with resisting drugs; and
- Assistance with maintaining and promoting links with families. 34

Most youth custodial regimes in England and Wales, however, comprise few of the above features. Any progress made in custody often stops at the prison gate due to inadequate resettlement support: 72 per cent of young prisoners are reconvicted within one year and this figure has remained fairly constant over the past ten years. 35 Provision would likely not be so poor were there fewer children and young people in custody and fewer, as a result, to support on release (the obstacles to successful resettlement are explored in the subsequent chapter). Custody is enormously expensive, costing between £69,600 and £193,600 per place per annum. 36 For these reasons, even the rehabilitation argument cannot justify custody for anymore than the ‘critical few’ young people who are either dangerous or so seriously prolific that all attempts to address their behaviour in the community have failed.

64 per cent of adults in Britain believe that addressing the causes of a young person’s offending and/or antisocial behaviour is more effective than punishment alone.

CfJ/YouGov polling, May 2011

35 Ministry of Justice, 2011, op. cit., p26
5.4 Custodial sentencing

Sentences available in England and Wales for those aged under 18

Detention and Training Order (DTO)
The DTO can be for a term of four to 24 months, half of which is served in detention, and half in the community under the supervision of a probation officer, social worker or a member of a YOT. It is available for young offenders who have been convicted of an offence punishable by imprisonment in the case of someone aged 21 or over. This is the most common form of custodial sentence given to young people: in 2009/10 it accounted for 92 per cent of all sentences imposed.

Section 90/91
Section 90
For convictions of murder the mandatory life sentence applies under the Powers of the Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000, s.90. The court sets a minimum term (also known as the tariff) to be spent in custody, after which the young person can apply to the Parole Board for release. Once released, the young person is subject to a supervisory licence for an indefinite period.

Section 91
If a young person is convicted of an offence for which an adult could receive at least 14 years in custody, they may be sentenced under the Powers of the Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000, s.91. The length of the sentence can be anywhere up to the adult maximum for the same offence, which for certain offences may be life. The young person will be released automatically at the halfway point and could be released up to a maximum of 135 days early on a Home Detention Curfew, if they meet the eligibility criteria and pass a risk assessment. Once released, the young person will be subject to a supervisory licence until their sentence expires, if the sentence is 12 months or more; or a Notice of Supervision for a minimum of three months, if their sentence is less than 12 months.

Section 226/228 (created by the Criminal Justice Act 2003)
The below sentences are available for young people deemed dangerous, but whose offences are not so serious that they would qualify for a life sentence under section 90 or 91.

Section 228: extended sentence for certain violent or sexual offences
This sentence is available for young people who have committed certain violent or sexual offences, and who are considered ‘dangerous’ by the court. The sentence comprises a period in custody followed by an extended licence period. Under the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, this sentence must result in a minimum of two years in custody (save some exceptions). However, since those subject to such sentences must be released at the halfway point of their custodial term, the notional period is at least four years.

Section 226: detention for public protection
This sentence enables the courts to imprison for an indefinite period those convicted of violent and sexual offences who are deemed dangerous. It can be ordered if the court feels that a section 228 sentence is insufficient for the purposes of protecting the public. The court orders a minimum custodial period, after which release is at the discretion of the Parole Board. Once released the young person can be supervised indefinitely. However, an application may be made after ten years to remove the licence restrictions if the young person’s behaviour and progress warrants it.
5.4.1 Short sentences

Short custodial sentences were an issue of significant concern for many of the practitioners with whom we spoke.\(^{40}\) Juvenile secure estate (JSE) practitioners reported that short periods gave them too little scope to address the root causes of offending behaviour that had become entrenched over many years. Many YOTs reported that short sentences tend to do more harm than good because the time spent in custody is often unproductive and further disrupts education and family life in the community. Many suggested that rigorous community orders could offer a more effective alternative.

‘Four to six month DTOs are very concerning. Being placed in custody even if only for two weeks disrupts their schooling; they are often excluded once they go into custody. More often than not they reoffend when they return.’

YOT manager, in evidence to the CSJ

Concerns about short sentences are also evident in the literature. A number of studies have found that JSE services, such as healthcare, are limited in what they can achieve with those on short sentences because their problems are too complex and entrenched.\(^{41}\) Ofsted reported that most institutions had a range of short courses to cater to the needs of young people on short sentences. However, in one YOI the curriculum was designed for those with 12 week sentences, which meant that those on short sentences could not gain accreditation.\(^{42}\)

‘We aren’t going to reverse these kids’ problems in 90 days. Many children would have needed more like double or treble their sentence to give us a chance of addressing their needs.’

Manager, Secure Children’s Home, in evidence to the CSJ

---

\(^{40}\) The matter of short custodial sentences only pertains to the detention and training order


\(^{42}\) Ofsted, Transition through detention and custody: Arrangements for learning and skills for young people in custodial or secure settings, Manchester: Ofsted, 2010, pp16-18
5.4.2 Detention for Public Protection (DPP)

The Detention for Public Protection (DPP) sentence is available for young people identified as dangerous but whose offences do not carry a life sentence. It is indeterminate in nature. There are 31 children currently detained on this basis. The sentence has drawn much criticism. First, the indefinite length of the sentence can be highly distressing and difficult for children to comprehend. Second, only a small proportion (four per cent) of DPP prisoners have so far been released due to a combination of failings. Release decisions, a form of quasi-sentencing, are made by the Parole Board behind closed doors, without the accountability and transparency that would characterise judicial decision making. Moreover, the large majority of DPP young prisoners would have received a determinate sentence if they had been sentenced prior to the implementation of the Criminal Justice Act 2003.

The DPP arguably contravenes the provisions of the international human rights convention (to which the UK is a signatory) that children should only be in prison for the shortest appropriate period of time and that sentences should be proportionate to the seriousness of the offence. In addition, research indicates that children on indeterminate sentences are significantly disadvantaged in comparison to adults. There are very few offending behaviour programmes available in the JSE (which must be completed to secure release), making release doubly difficult to attain. Furthermore, separating children from their families and making them indeterminately subject to an institutional environment in their formative years is likely to impair their development and potentially increase offending. This raises questions about the rationality of the DPP – to protect the public – if in practice it increases the risk the offender poses to society in the longer term.

5.5 The juvenile secure estate (JSE)

Children who receive a custodial sentence are detained in one of three types of establishments. Together they comprise the JSE:

---

45 This figure relates to adults as data is not available on DPPs but the proportion is likely similar
46 These include long delays for parole hearings; the tendency of the Parole Board to make risk-averse decisions (somewhat understandably); the limited availability of offending behaviour programmes, particularly in the juvenile secure estate; the limited ability of such programmes to address the underlying contextual causes of offending; and the inherent difficulty in demonstrating reduced risk; Jacobson J and Hough M, Unjust Deserts: imprisonment for public protection, London: Prison Reform Trust, 2010
Table 5.1: Types of juvenile custodial establishments in England and Wales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secure Children’s Homes (SCH)</th>
<th>Secure Training Centres (STC)</th>
<th>Young Offender Institutions (YOI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male YOIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 -17 year-olds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of beds per establishment (smallest to largest)</td>
<td>8-38</td>
<td>53-87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population at October 2011\textsuperscript{52}</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff: Child ratio\textsuperscript{Max: Min:}</td>
<td>6:8</td>
<td>3:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff: Child ratio\textsuperscript{Max: Min:}</td>
<td>4:9</td>
<td>3:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of time out of room per day</td>
<td>14 hours</td>
<td>14 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training required of staff</td>
<td>Care staff must be qualified to a minimum level three NVQ health and social care, and, from September 2010, a Children and Young Peoples Workforce Diploma. Since April 2011 all new staff must hold a level three Children and Young Peoples Workforce Diploma, or be working towards it within three months of employment.</td>
<td>Care staff are required to have four GCSEs on appointment and undertake a nine-week employer provided training course. Managerial staff are required to have a social work qualification\textsuperscript{53}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime</td>
<td>30 hours of education and key worker to meet individual offending behaviour and emotional needs</td>
<td>25 hours per week of education; one hour per day of crime avoidance; 24 hours per week of basic domestic skills training; and 24 hours per week of social education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspected by</td>
<td>Ofsted</td>
<td>Ofsted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed by</td>
<td>Local Authorities, although they can be operated by the voluntary or private sectors</td>
<td>Currently operated by the private sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual cost per person</td>
<td>£200,000</td>
<td>£160,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{52} Ministry of Justice, Monthly data and analysis custody report – October 2011 [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/statistics-and-data/youth-justice/custody-data.htm (05/01/12)]

\textsuperscript{53} Phoenix J, ‘In search of a youth justice pedagogy? A commentary’, Journal of Children’s Services, Volume 6, 2011, p126

5.6 The state of existing practice in the JSE

5.6.1 Achievements to be applauded

The CSJ acknowledges that there have been improvements with respect to practice in the JSE since responsibility for commissioning was transferred from the Home Office to the YJB in April 2000. Last year the Government launched a consultation on the Strategy for the Secure Estate for Children and Young People, which contains promising proposals. These include:

- Recognition that engagement with families should be a ‘staple part’ of the work of secure establishments;
- Extension of the use of release on temporary licence (ROTL) by developing a number of satellite sites to aid release;
- Exploration of the possibility of s.34 to place young people with particularly complex needs outside of the JSE;
- Enhancing training for secure estate staff, underpinned by a vision for the JSE workforce to be recruited specifically for and committed to working with children and young people; and
- Creating ‘a more coherent inspection regime and joined up approach across all types of accommodation in the secure estate for children and young people’.

A particularly significant development has been the fall, by over a third, in the average monthly population of children under 18 in custody in England and Wales during the last three years. This presents both opportunities and challenges to the current and future governments. Progress has been made with regards to the below:

5.6.1.1 A distinct secure estate for young people

The youth justice system is significantly closer to fulfilling the YJB’s commitment to develop a distinct secure estate for under 18 year-olds: currently only ten per cent of juvenile secure places are commissioned in split-site YOIs (in which young people are co-located with 18-21 year-olds on the same land but in separate housing units) compared to 71 per cent in April 2000.

5.6.1.2 The establishment of specialist provision in YOIs

YOIs for juveniles now have a more distinct focus on young people. For example, specialist units (the Keppel Unit at Wetherby YOI and the Willow Unit at Hindley YOI) have an open design to provide intensive support to those who for various reasons have difficulty engaging with the normal YOI regime. The units differ from the standard YOI regime in several ways: they have a less institutional feel, with open spaces and more natural light; staffing ratios are

---

58 Developments with respect to resettlement are explored in the subsequent chapter
59 Ministry of Justice, Secure Estate, 2011, op. cit., p15
higher (1:6 compared to 1:10); the staff receive specialist training on how to identify and work with those with complex needs, and young people receive extensive mental health support. The MoJ proposes developing similar units elsewhere.

5.6.2 Shortcomings to be addressed

Whilst the CSJ welcomes these developments, other areas of practice continue to be wholly neglected, and excellence remains insufficiently widespread. The sections below explore the areas of practice where there is still much work to be done.

5.6.2.1. Joined up care?

It is vital that the potential to change lives in custody is maximised and that any progress made is built on following release. Too often, however, this process is disconnected. The following statement by one YOT manager in evidence to the CSJ illustrates the problem: ‘custody is just an interruption to the services that will be going on before and after; they will always be coming back to the community’.

The inadequacy of Asset

Asset is a key source of information about young people entering custody. Yet numerous studies have reported that Asset does not help institutions determine how best to manage the needs of young prisoners. This is because the tool is principally focussed on criminogenic risk. Comprehensive information on need (mental health problems, or details about past and current learning and attainment) is not provided. Practitioners repeatedly reported this problem to us. Furthermore, Asset is being used to determine the secure placement needs of young people, despite being an inappropriate tool for this purpose. The YJB is addressing this issue by rolling out a new suite of ‘admission to custody’ forms that provide much more specific information concerning needs. There are also plans to fine-tune Asset.

Poor information sharing

The information received by secure institutions is often out-of-date, incomplete or absent, despite these defects being highlighted as a problem in reviews dating back to 2001. The introduction of eAsset has reportedly done little to improve the situation, though the
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63 Ministry of Justice, Custody: Placing young people in custody [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/youth-justice/placing-young-people-in-custody/index.htm (26/07/11)]; The risk that a young person might be harmed in some way, either through their own behaviour or because of the actions or omissions of others
64 Personal communication
65 See for example, Ofsted, op. cit., p11; Office of the Children’s Commissioner, op. cit., p42; and Hobbs and Hook Consulting, Research into Effective Practice with Young People in Secure Facilities: Report to the Youth Justice Board. London: Youth Justice Board, 2001, p17
66 Ministry of Justice, Information sharing and technology: eAsset sentence management system [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/youth-justice/information-sharing-and-technology/easset-sentence-management-system.htm (accessed July 26, 2011)]; eAsset is an electronic sentence management system that collates all the separate sentence planning processes and information on the young person into one system. It can be constantly updated throughout the young person’s stay in custody, by both the custodial establishment, and by the YOT following sentence reviews. Information comprised in the database includes Asset, young person case notes, and incident reports.
Sharing of information has allegedly improved.\textsuperscript{67} Inadequacies relating to sharing information about mental health needs and education are detailed below.

Some practitioners in secure establishments reported feeling overwhelmed by the number of documents received; it was said to be as confusing and problematic to have lots of documents to sift through as receiving inadequate information. Information sharing is also problematic at the resettlement stage.\textsuperscript{68}

Inconsistent or incompatible data systems have been identified as the main obstacle to effective information sharing.\textsuperscript{69} However, studies have consistently highlighted that joined up care is contingent on strong working relationships between the custodial institution and the services responsible for delivery in the community.\textsuperscript{70} This was emphasised by many of the practitioners with whom we spoke. Relationships are often poor and have not been improved by a focus on technological solutions to bridge the divide.

An imbalance of services between custody and the community

Whilst there is much variation in the quality of services in custody, it is clear that custodial facilities are often able to offer services and care to young people who offend that are not available in the community. As Alison Smailes, team manager for North West Hampshire YOT told us:

‘Sadly, we have found that children from secure children’s homes have done exceptionally well in those units but the problem comes when they come out because there is no middle ground between being in there and having all of that support and being placed directly back in the place you were before’.

Another YOT manager commented: ‘It is absurd that so much education provision can be provided in custody and yet they often return to only one hour back in the community’. Numerous studies have highlighted the same problem:

‘Needs were temporarily lower for those in custody due to the level of supervision provided. There was evidence to suggest that some services were more readily available in secure facilities.’\textsuperscript{71}

‘The primary obstacle to a seamless transition between custody and community was an imbalance of resources between the two halves of the DTO. It was argued that local authorities [services] were often unable to provide the same level of services as the institutions, with the result that YOTs were unable to fully capitalise on the progress made inside.’\textsuperscript{72}
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5.6.2.2 Education

For most young people in custody the classroom has negative associations. Custody presents an opportunity for reengagement and improving educational attainment.

Many witnesses told us that the standard of education in the JSE has improved. A recent Ofsted study reported there to be a good range of education and accredited vocational training opportunities on offer in the 23 juvenile secure establishments it visited. It is clear, however, that weaknesses remain and the quality of provision varies. Less than half of sentenced young people (aged 15-18) surveyed in YOIs say that they have done something in prison to make them less likely to offend in the future.

Information sharing

Many young people arrive without personal educational plans. This often leads to reassessment of the young person’s needs, repetition of earlier learning and delays to starting education. Obtaining statements of educational need (SEN) is also widely reported to be problematic: one SCH informed us that they only receive 50 per cent of statements and have to ‘fight’ for the remainder.

Poverty of aspiration

‘In the past I have heard teachers, social workers and other professionals say about emotionally and behaviourally disordered (EBD) children, “They don’t really need an education; their other needs are so much greater”. I view this as utter nonsense for the vast majority of EBD young people. They not only need education; they need educational success, and I have rarely, if ever, come across a child who didn’t want to succeed, to be considered worth the effort, to be seen as like other ‘normal’ children. They don’t want to be different; they don’t want to be a ‘hard man’ and they do want to succeed…’

Steve Osmond, Head of Education, Barton Moss SCH, submitted as written evidence to the CSJ

We heard from practitioners that there is often a lack of higher level courses in custody due in part to low expectations of what young people can achieve educationally. Ofsted has reported that much accreditation offered in YOIs is at a low level. Literacy and numeracy sessions are often at a low level compared to young peoples’ previous attainment. The
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Prisons Inspectorate has similarly observed that accreditation at higher levels is limited in juvenile YOIs. A recent study reported there to be a ‘lack of ambition and leadership, and low aspirations on behalf of young people’ with respect to education in secure facilities.

**Reduced educational provision in YOIs**

In recent years the number of education hours in YOIs funded by the YJB has reduced from 25 to 15 a week. YOIs are expected to provide purposeful activity to ‘top-up’ the provision. Practitioners expressed concern that YOIs are likely to struggle to provide additional activity in the current economic climate. The Prisons Inspectorate recently reported that the impact of the changes in funding arrangements is variable:

> ‘Generally, it meant that young people spent either a morning or an afternoon in education or vocational training. There was great variation in the way that establishments made up the balance of ten hours a week with activity delivered by prison staff, but some young people spent much of the time unoccupied or carrying out domestic tasks on their wing.’

By providing only a few hours of education and purposeful activity a day, the transformative potential of custodial sentences is significantly diminished.

**Disrupted education**

Transfers between institutions disrupt educational engagement. Ofsted has reported that young people transferred between establishments are often unable to complete programmes or progress to courses at a higher level because the subjects and qualifications offered differ. Even where this was is not a problem, transfer of information between establishments concerning previous courses undertaken and accreditation gained often ‘lacked detail and frequently failed to identify what level of accreditation had been achieved… the effective transfer of information often depended too heavily on strong commitment from individuals rather than on a clear, well-planned system’. This shortcoming serves to frustrate and de-motivate the young people.

**5.6.2.3 Physical and mental health**

Though it is clear that mental health provision has improved significantly in YOIs following receipt of additional funding from the Department of Health, nonetheless it is suggested that ‘YOIs were only scratching the surface of the true extent of mental health and multiple needs’. There is significant variation in the availability and quality of mental health provision throughout the JSE. Disparities in provision are largely explained by variation in the way services are commissioned in different facilities, and the fact that SCHs and STCs receive no extra funding.
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Poor information sharing between the community and custody remains a key barrier to addressing mental health needs in custody. A number of secure institutions reported that they almost never receive copies of the Asset mental health screening tools, SIFA and SQUIFA. This is corroborated by the evidence, though YOTs are ‘adamant’ that such information is routinely shared.

In some institutions relevant health information on young people is not shared between staff. Furthermore, mental healthcare staff are sometimes seen as a separate entity as opposed to part of the mainstream service; mental health is considered a matter only for mental health professionals. Khan has reported that:

“Support for young people’s mental health and emotional well-being still tended to be addressed in a separate silo, using separate assessment processes and fragmented interventions, with no recognition that substance misuse or mental health or educational difficulties were likely to be inter-related and required a coordinated, integrated approach with other teams within the unit.”

There is a lack of mental health training amongst frontline staff. One study found that primary health workers in secure settings, such as nurses and GPs, often lacked the skills and competence necessary to identify emerging mental health needs. Most mental health workers ‘agreed that they were better at reacting to clear cut needs and had limited capacity for early identification and preventive work’. Another study reported that: ‘There were significant differences in the quantity and quality of supervision and training and in the input for front line staff on understanding and dealing with children with complex needs’.
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Secure institutions frequently identify young people with speech and language needs, but these needs are not ‘being addressed through any systematic commissioning process.’

Instead, facilities adapt services or have a member of staff with experience of speech and language needs by chance. The Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists explained to the Working Group the fundamental nature of such services:

> ‘It’s very difficult for young people to engage with education or rehabilitation if they have communication difficulties. They cannot benefit from interventions if they have these kinds of difficulties. Over 60 per cent of young offenders don’t have sufficient verbal skills to cope with the regime and/or to benefit from the education or rehabilitation programmes because of their poor language and literacy skills. Over three quarters of those taking part in enhanced thinking skills programmes, neither have the listening and speaking skills that these programmes demand, nor the concentration and understanding of the vocabulary used’. 

Where speech and language therapists are in place, they not only work closely with young people but are heavily involved in training other staff so that they develop the skills necessary to deliver interventions in a form accessible to young people. Currently, only a small number youth custodial establishments have access to speech and language therapists. The case study below demonstrates their value.

**Case study: The transformative effect of speech and language therapy in custody**

In Red Bank SCH five out of seven young people had been assessed as having behavioural difficulties. On two to three occasions everyday staff were having to restrain young people due to these difficulties. With the help of a speech and language specialist who provided communication training to the staff, incidents of restraint were reduced to two occasions per week.

Andy Copp, Manager of Red Bank SCH said that ‘SLT had a positive impact on whole regime at Red Bank. When SLT was first employed I was very unclear about the role that they would play. But I cannot over-estimate their valuable role in working with the young people and training staff’.

5.6.2.4 Recruitment and training of prison officers in YOIs

We recognise that there are many committed prison officers in juvenile YOIs who are doing their best in challenging circumstances. However, numerous practitioners expressed concern that they are not specifically recruited and adequately trained to work with young people. While staff are expected to complete the juvenile specific awareness programme (JASP) a third of staff in YOIs still have not done so. Until recently, staff were recruited as general prison officers to work in the prison service estate, which mainly comprises adult facilities. Juvenile YOIs are consequently staffed, at least partly, by officers who neither want to work with children nor understand their distinct needs. Given the centrality of relationships to successful rehabilitation, this is a significant failing.

---
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JASP comprises modules on safeguarding, mental health, substance misuse, vulnerability assessment, resettlement and training planning, and managing difficult behaviour, totaling seven days training. Numerous witnesses to this review believe the programme to be inadequate. Dame Sue Street indicates in her review that the JASP offers insufficient training to develop a workforce that is equipped to meet the needs of young people. She highlights the eight-week training programme provided to the specially recruited staff in the Keppel Unit as a model that has proven very successful and could be further extended across the JSE. Concerns about JASP have been reported elsewhere:

‘It was felt not to address key issues of child and adolescent development, attachment and experiences of maltreatment and their link to behavioural and emotional problems, the extent of the mental health, learning and communication challenges faced by children and young people in the youth justice system, and how secure care staff might contribute to young people’s emotional well-being in a manner consistent with a comprehensive CAMHS approach’.

Significant steps have recently been taken to address these shortcomings. In 2010 a juvenile-specific element was introduced to the Job Simulation Assessment Centre, a stage of the prison officer recruitment process; all new applicants must pass the element to work in the juvenile prison estate. Like the adult simulation, the juvenile element tests competencies such as ‘showing understanding’, ‘respecting others’, and ‘acting with integrity’. The difference is that the juvenile element is based on young people’s issues and the role player is briefed to act as a young person to test the candidate in the juvenile YOI environment.

‘The (youth specialised) training didn’t translate to reality; it goes in one ear and out of the other side. There’s no understanding of youth work, and very much an emphasis on control. But I’m not convinced that training is the key anyway…

The real problem is that there are staff who don’t want to work there [juvenile YOIs] and are not interested in working with young people. The prison officers I’ve worked with often resent working in juvenile YOIs. There was very much a culture of us and them among prison officers – and if prison officers befriended or advocated for the young people other prison officers would bully them.’

Prison officer who had recently stopped worked in a juvenile YOI, in evidence to the CSJ
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The JASP has been reviewed: NOMS is working with the Children’s Workforce Development Council to develop a new young person-specific course to replace JASP. The new course will include training on attachment, speech, language and communication needs, as well as the links between behavioural problems and mental health difficulties. It will begin in April 2012. NOMS is also planning to offer the option of completing further youth specialist modules thereafter. These developments are to be commended. However, there is still a considerable distance to go before juvenile YOIs are staffed by a dedicated and specialised workforce.

Though the majority of our witnesses highlighted the inadequacies of recruitment and training of prison officers in YOIs, the CSJ recognises that there is also the wider issue about whether the staff training arrangements across the secure estate are adequate. There is a ‘high degree of variability in the type and level of training and qualifications required’ in the three different types of secure facility, as detailed in the table on page 118. There is little justification for this. Though the three types of secure institution cater for different age groups and young offender characteristics, all are children and should be cared for by equally trained and qualified staff.

5.6.2.5 Culture
The more effective custodial regimes are those that provide young people with a positive and caring regime in which to engage in rehabilitation and change their lives. Environments that are open with a less institutional feel are considered more conducive to good emotional well-being, which can in turn aid rehabilitation. One example is the custodial model in Missouri of small, (i.e. 40 young people) therapeutic and ‘home-like’ secure facilities: these produced substantially lower reconviction rates than larger alternatives.

---
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Many of those with whom we spoke commented on the contrast between the culture and standards of care in the three types of secure facility. There was said to be significant variation in the balance between care and control. The difference was felt to be particularly pronounced between YOIs and the rest of the secure estate (the STCs and SCHs). However, it is clear from the visits conducted by the CSJ that there is both excellence and mediocrity in all three types of institution. This review does not support the often promulgated mantra that all YOIs are bad, and all STCs and SCHs good. We do, however, think there is an argument for saying that all establishments that care for children and young people should be subject to the same governance framework and that this should be that which applies to any other child in the care of the state.

‘Rather than trying to make prisons suitable for children, it’s about developing safe, secure placements where the few children who have committed serious and violent crimes can be held. When detained, children must have the opportunity to grow up in a tolerably healthy way. Vulnerable children are particularly impressionable and, if you surround them with a prison, they are going to come out with the identity of a former child prisoner. And that gives us immense problems as a society.’

Juliet Lyon, Chief Executive, Prison Reform Trust, in evidence to the CSJ

YOIs: a culture of control?

Despite the significant improvements in juvenile YOIs it is apparent from our evidence gathering that a default setting of control still prevails. One juvenile YOI Governing Governor reported there to be a lack of clarity of what is expected of juvenile YOIs with respect to the balance between care and control. The former Children’s Commissioner, Professor Sir Al Aynsley-Green described his experiences of one YOI to the Working Group:

‘I saw an unkempt, poorly maintained estate, with no effort to humanise its appearance or atmosphere. Adam slept with his head three feet away from an open, filthy, stinking lavatory; he had not been allowed any cleaning materials. His few belongings were in a black bin bag under his bed, the paintwork of his cell discoloured and peeling. He had no access to fresh air through the secured window… He spent hours locked in his cell, told me he had no personalised education plan and refused to make any complaints for perceived fear of being victimised by prison officers’.

Our witnesses told us that of the three types of institution in the JSE, YOIs are generally the least safe and offer the least scope for rehabilitation. Concern was expressed about the length of segregation allowed in YOIs: the YJB contracts allow a young person to be segregated for a maximum of three hours in SCHs and STCs whereas the service specification for YOIs...
permits segregation for several weeks. Almost a third of young men and over a fifth of young women in juvenile YOIs report feeling unsafe and a substantial minority have been victimised by other young people. 15 per cent of young men and 11 per cent of young women report being victimised by staff. Few YOIs for young men are able to provide the stipulated ten hours each day out of cell. Young women fare better.
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They put me in segregation for a week after getting into a fight. It felt like months. It was the loneliest place; it was my hardest time in prison. All you have is a bed and a toilet; there is nothing to do. If you’re good you’re allowed out of the cell for an hour to eat with the prison officer; otherwise you’re just locked up for 23 hours a day. You sleep to pass the time, it makes you feel kind of broken mentally.’

15 year-old boy recently released from a YOI, in evidence to the CSJ

Our witnesses consistently reported that the low staffing ratio (10-15:1) in YOIs are a key determinant of their safety and security problems. One Governing Governor commented that improved staffing ratios was number one on their wish list of reforms. Institutional size is said to be another important determinant of culture. A recent review of mental health provision and emotional wellbeing found that ‘smaller units allowed staff to develop closer and more supportive relationships, and fostered a more caring environment; larger facilities were expected to function as institutions’. It is clear, however, that there is variation in the culture and practices of juvenile YOIs. One witness reported ‘sharp contrasts’ in the culture of YOIs between ‘deeply punitive’ YOI regimes, which were ‘very alienating and isolating’ and those that had a more caring approach. Leadership and staff training appear to be key factors in such variation.

Nevertheless our evidence about YOIs raises questions about the rationality of the extensive decommissioning of places in SCHs that has taken place over the past 12 years – from 30 to ten. The recent secure estate consultation indicates that further reduction of the SCH resource (and decommissioning of STCs places) is likely to occur. We particularly criticise the decision to decommission places in the newly built Aycliffe SCH following major investment in its development. Its design and facilities are second to none in England and Wales. We have received evidence that part of the reason for the closure of SCHs is that
they are not being adequately used for court-ordered secure remands even though this should be the priority placement. Instead STCs are often used for this purpose. Yet it is our understanding that STCs are only intended to accommodate such placements in special cases (and with the consent of the Secretary of State), where the SCHs are full or cannot manage the young person.109 In so doing, there are also fewer STC places for sentenced young people (for which they were established), resulting in a greater number being placed in YOIs. Three of the four STC contracts are due to be renewed in 2013, which will provide opportunity to further consider this issue.

It is clear from our evidence gathering that there is significant variation in practice between the different types of custodial institutions. Some establishments, for example, allow dressing gowns to be worn during strip searches, others require the young person to be entirely naked.110 It was evident during one visit that strip searching was taking place without any form of privacy. This is wholly inappropriate. The practice of strip searching can be very distressing. It is likely to be all the more so for young people who have experienced sexual abuse, who comprise a significant minority of those in custody. Some institutions too often rely on physical procedures such as segregation to manage risk and pay too little attention to the role that good relationships between staff and young people can play.111 We have also found there to be very patchy use of restorative approaches to manage conflicts between young people in custody, though one YOI is making wide use of RJ for this purpose.112 RJ can be an effective non-physical means to diffuse conflict.113 We also note the addition of rolled razor wire and internal prison fencing to some of SCHs we visited, which some witnesses argued gave the impression of ‘mini-prisons’ rather than secure therapeutic homes.

The MoJ is currently carrying out a major study (Relative Effectiveness within the Secure Estate) of the regimes, interventions and experiences of young people in the three categories of secure institution.114 It is notoriously difficult accurately to compare outcomes given the differences in the populations catered for, but the RESE study ‘will attempt to make within-establishment comparisons and identify the key variable(s) in influencing recidivism separately for each type of establishment’.

---
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5.6.2.6 Mobility

Many of our witnesses have emphasised the importance of allowing young people in custody to attend college or accommodation interviews and family meetings in the community. They facilitate the realisation of resettlement plans and can help young people make a gradual transition to the community. They can also ease the concerns of education and training providers: interviews allow them to meet with and assess the suitability of young people prior to employing them. For these reasons the 2008 Youth Crime Action Plan recommended that the use of day release be increased. Temporary release exists in the form of ROTL in YOIs, and ‘mobility’ in STCs and SCHs. Mobility entails being accompanied by a member of staff, whereas ROTL, in its standard form, is unaccompanied. In practice, however, both forms of day release almost always involve the young person being accompanied.

‘We [the placements team] authorise ROTL and mobility. Practice is quite patchy, some places use it a lot, others not really. But it’s very important that young people have that, particularly if on a long term sentence – to go and see where they are going to live, go to visit their new school – it is a very important part of the process of rehabilitation and resettlement.’

Peter Minchin, Head of Placements, YJB, in evidence to the CSJ

Despite the benefits of temporary release it is damagingly under used in the JSE. The Prisons Inspectorate recently reported that the use of ROTL is improving but the number of young people to which it is granted remains low. Practitioners reported that the main obstacle has been the risk-averse culture in some secure establishments and the MoJ: the fear that day release could attract criticism from the mass media and public. The overly bureaucratic and time-consuming process of applying for day release also operates as a disincentive. It is therefore encouraging that the Government’s consultation paper on the strategy for the JSE includes a proposal to make more use of ROTL.

---
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5.6.2.7 Distinct groups

Children in care and care leavers

In the CSJ report Couldn’t Care Less we found that children in care and care leavers were often inadequately supported by children’s social care teams during their time in custody and following release. Evidence received by this review suggests that there have been few improvements in the three years since the publication of that report. An expert who had conducted numerous visits to secure units told us that staff often did not know whether children were looked after or care leavers, and were unaware of the support that this group is entitled to, which, he said, ‘was almost capitalised on by some local authorities’. This is confirmed in the literature. One study noted that YOI staff were ‘generally unaware of the details of the looked after children system’.

‘One of the things that I think is most shocking is that three or four years ago there was a great plan to have a social worker in each YOI (many of the children and young people in prisons were looked-after children) but Directors of Children’s Services refused to meet the very tiny costs involved. That seems to me to be about that dissonance between the people who are actually responsible for that child and what happens to them next.’

Dame Anne Owers, former Chief Inspector of Prisons, in evidence to the CSJ

In 2005 social work posts were introduced to YOIs, initially funded by the YJB in response to concerns that the rights of looked after children in custody were being neglected. The evaluation of the YOI posts found there to be a clear need for them, in large part because the workers played a fundamental role in identifying children in care, and ensuring that they received the services to which they were entitled to from their home local authority.

In 2009 attempts were made to transfer responsibility for funding these posts to local authorities, but no formula has been agreed with the consequence that many social workers have left YOIs. In early 2011 the MoJ announced that it would provide funding for the posts for three years. This is welcome but a long-term solution must be found.

Black and minority ethnic children

Black and minority ethnic (BME) children are significantly over-represented in custody. Black young people account for 14 per cent of the custodial population compared to three per cent of the general ten to 17 population. Furthermore, there is evidence that Black young people often end up in prison for offences that, had they been committed by a white person, would have resulted in a non-custodial or shorter custodial sentence. The decline in the
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juvenile custody population earlier referred to have notably not applied equally to BME children and young people. This discrepancy requires urgent attention.

Gangs
The presence of gangs in the JSE is not within the scope of this review. However, this report would not be complete without acknowledging their existence and the resultant challenges.

Although there is an absence of centrally held data on the prevalence of gangs in the JSE it is clear that they are an increasingly salient problem. Gang-involved young people have distinct risks and require tailored support (e.g. to be kept apart from gang rivals). They also present unique risks to other young people (e.g. recruitment). A joint inspectorates review of the management of gangs in YOIs has found that a distinct approach to gangs in the JSE is currently lacking. The key findings were:

- Approaches to address gangs in the JSE were fragmented across YOIs and there was little coordination from the centre;
- There was a ‘dearth’ of centrally-led strategic guidance and training for prisons concerning how to address gangs;
- No aggregated data on young people with gang affiliations or gang-related offending and their movements were held through the secure estate;
- There was a general lack of recognition in YOIs of the involvement of under-18s in gang culture and ‘a belief that young men tended to exaggerate their involvement in gangs’;
- Where gang affiliations were identified, institutions kept apart the young people affected as opposed to attempting to resolve the issues;
- Poor intelligence sharing between YOIs, YOTs, the police and other agencies; and
- A lack of understanding of gang-related safeguarding concerns and arrangements to address them.

5.7 Recommendations

5.7.1 Custodial sentencing

**Immediate term**

- We recommend that a higher custody threshold is set by the Sentencing Council so that only the very serious and most prolific young offenders are sentenced to custody.
- We recommend that the minimum period in custody be raised to six months, as part of a 12 month DTO. This proposal clearly risks increasing the numbers of young people serving six months sentences in custody. Accordingly, we recommend that the change to sentence length not take place until the custody threshold has been raised. These recommendations, adopted

---

5.7.2 Custodial regimes

**Joined up care – information sharing**

- In the immediate term there should be a requirement that within 48 hours of reception every juvenile facility should receive a single file on the young person in custody. This should include: the most recent Asset from the YOT; the most recent core assessment or care plan from children’s services; the most up-to-date health record, including mental health assessments; and the most up-to-date intelligence on the child from the police.

- We endorse the Ofsted recommendation that a statutory education plan be in place for every young person in the youth justice system. This requirement should be introduced in the immediate term. This should accompany them as they move through the system (both in the community and custody) to ensure greater continuity in their education by agencies and institutions.

**Restorative justice**

- We propose that in the immediate term restorative practices are expanded and embedded within the Juvenile Secure Estate.

**Mobility**

- In the immediate term we recommend that the use of mobility/ROTL in the juvenile secure estate be increased to allow young people to make a gradual transition to the community – i.e. attend work placements, college interviews, family meetings and accommodation interviews – subject to their meeting the eligibility criteria and passing the risk assessment.

---

61 per cent of those we polled said that short custodial sentences (below six months) should be replaced with tougher non-custodial sentences.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

---

together, would prevent the imposition of very short, highly destabilising and unproductive custodial sentences. They echo the proposal made by the Independent Commission on youth crime and antisocial behaviour.

**Long term**

- We recommend that the DTO be reformed so as to be a genuinely seamless sentence. The sentence should comprise three stages: a period in full security (minimum of six months); a period in a halfway house (preferably in the young person’s home community and nearby to the custodial facility to achieve continuity); and a final community supervision element on release from the latter. This reform would, however, be impracticable in the context of the current juvenile secure estate and sentencing framework. We recommend implementation following the development of smaller, localised facilities and sufficient numbers of local halfway houses to meet need.

---

61 per cent of those we polled said that short custodial sentences (below six months) should be replaced with tougher non-custodial sentences.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011
Mental health provision

- In the immediate term we recommend that speech and language therapy provision be introduced in all YOIs.
- In the medium term the NHS should ensure that all juvenile secure facilities have adequate access to a range of specialist therapeutic services provided by psychiatrists, psychologists, learning disabilities staff, art and drama therapists, and substance misuse workers.

Participation

- We recommend that all facilities in the juvenile secure estate be required to have participative arrangements (for example, youth forums and regular meetings with senior staff) in place in the immediate term, enabling young people to provide feedback on how the custodial regime could be improved. Participation can improve engagement, raise self-esteem and increase motivation to change. It also helps to develop services that better meet offenders’ needs and reduce reoffending.

Accountability

- We recommend that consideration be given in the long term to facilitating judicial review of youth custodial sentences. The purpose of such reviews would be to ensure that institutions were meeting the needs of young people and to monitor the young person’s progress. Special attention should be paid to educational and health provision, and young people’s engagement to ensure the sentence is fulfilling its full rehabilitative potential. Sentencers should be able to refer to the inspectorate or other independent oversight body if the support provided by the custodial institution is found unsatisfactory. This would better hold custodial institutions to account for the services they provide; improve sentencers' knowledge and understanding of custody; and help engender the engagement of the young person. This recommendation is currently impracticable and should be taken forward as smaller, localised facilities are developed.

67 per cent of those we polled support temporary release to aid young people’s rehabilitation

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

5.7.3 Training of juvenile secure estate staff

We recommend that the recruitment of prison officers in juvenile YOIs be further strengthened so as to achieve a truly distinct and dedicated juvenile specific workforce.

Prison officer training

- We recommend that in the immediate term a recruitment procedure, similar to that in place at the Keppel Unit, where all officers undertake an application and selection process, is implemented in all juvenile YOIs;

5.7.4 Local authority responsibility to children in custody

In the long term only officers recruited via this process should be working in the JSE.

We would like to see prison officers completing a mandatory, recognised professional refresher training every two years in children and young people issues. This would be akin to training to maintain social worker accreditation.

**Juvenile secure estate staff training**

In the immediate term a minimum standard of youth training for all staff working throughout the JSE models should be introduced. Training should be underpinned and rooted in the principle that children in custody are:

- Children first and foremost – in law and maturation;
- Staff have a duty of care and responsibility to balance the best interests of the individual child and the safety and the well being of others in the establishment.

Training should include:

- Recognising and understanding that their own behaviour and responses will affect how children and young people behave;
- A basic understanding of child development and how a child’s development is affected by their life experiences;
- Understanding the limitations of children’s cognitive abilities – their ability to hear, interpret and act upon information given;
- Mental health, learning disability, and speech and language disability awareness;
- How to develop positive relationships and the importance of this;
- The use of language, tone of voice and body language, and its impact on children; and
- Understanding the main causes of behavioural problems in children.

5.7.5 Configuration of the secure estate

In the immediate term legislation should be amended so that children accommodated under the 1989 Children Act s.20 immediately prior to receiving a custodial sentence continue to receive services throughout their sentence as if they were still so accommodated. This should include their case remaining open to a children and families social worker, care reviews and planning held comparable to those for a looked after child (LAC) and an assessment of their needs on release, including a further period of s.20 accommodation.

We welcome the Government’s intention to give all remanded children LAC status. However, it must be a priority to bestow LAC status on all sentenced children in the secure estate as soon as it is feasible. It is illogical to grant LAC status only to the under-18 remand population: it implies that all remanded children are vulnerable while those sentenced are not. This is clearly incorrect.

In the immediate term s.34 of the Offender Management Act should be implemented so that young people with complex needs can be accommodated outside of the JSE.
5.7.6 Governance of the juvenile secure estate

- In the medium term we propose that independent living units, otherwise known as ‘step-down units’ from custody are introduced where possible. Such units help to ease young peoples’ transition back to the community. We recommend that such units be jointly commissioned by the JSE and partners.

- In the long term we would like to see a greater number of smaller local custody facilities.

- In the medium term YOIs should be taken out of prison service management and run by a separate agency. The agency could run them directly or commission the private or voluntary sectors to do so.

- In the long term there should be a single JSE with single standards and regulations based on Children Act principles. The estate should be commissioned by a single agency from the voluntary, private or public sectors.

- If all sentenced children become looked after, local authorities are likely to want a strong role in JSE commissioning. Governance models accordingly need to be explored that would give local authorities such a role. We suggest that the option be considered of an elected commissioning board of local authority representatives.
chapter six

Resettlement

‘My experience is that sometimes our system is almost the antithesis of one that prevents offending. If you were to think about what we would need to do to ensure future offending on release, you would find that we are doing a lot of it already. For example, not finding accommodation for young people until the last minute, releasing them on Fridays when the office is most likely to close early and not telling other agencies they are being released.’

Tom Jefford, Manager, Cambridge YOT, in evidence to the CSJ

6.1 The importance of resettlement

Nine in ten young people in custody do not want to reoffend on release. 1 Yet, 74 per cent are reconvicted within one year. 2 This shocking reconviction rate is the consequence of a toxic combination of inadequate resettlement support and the dysfunctional circumstances to which many young people return. Providing resettlement support is essential if we are to prevent young prisoners from becoming prolific, life-long adult offenders. It is crucial if victims and communities are to see the reductions in crime they desire. Achieving effective resettlement would save our spending vast sums of money on the costs associated with crime, repeated stays in custody, benefits payouts, damage to property, and most importantly, losing the positive contribution to society that persistent offenders might otherwise make. 3

---


The likely savings have been calculated. RESET, a national project led by Catch 22 providing resettlement support to young people leaving custody between 2005 and 2007 calculated that annual savings of £80 million could be achieved if the scheme was rolled out nationally. Frontier Economics’ evaluation of the St Giles Trust’s ‘Through the Gates’ project – which provides resettlement support for adult prison leavers – found a benefits-to-costs ratio of at least ten to one.

6.2 Current resettlement provision

Resettlement services are one of the most under-resourced aspects of the youth justice system. There have been incremental improvements to provision in recent years (see Figure 6.2) but, as we will show, the system remains woefully inadequate in many parts of England and Wales.

This seems likely to continue for the foreseeable future. Ring-fenced funding for Integrated Resettlement Support (IRS) was absorbed into the main YJB YOT grant this year. A number of YOTs have told us that as a result they have been unable to maintain a dedicated and separate resettlement worker, which we have heard to be invaluable. Only limited funding will be provided to some resettlement consortia and until local authorities become responsible for the costs of custody there will be little incentive for significant investment in resettlement in future.

---
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Figure 6.2: A recent history of resettlement policy

- **2003-present: Keeping Young People Engaged**
  - Partnership programme between YJB and Connexions to provide support to YOTs to deliver education, training and employment (ETE) services to at least 90 per cent of young offenders, especially to those on DTOs and ISSPs.

- **2004-09: Resettlement and Aftercare Provision (RAP) schemes**
  - Ran in 59 YOT areas.
  - Particularly targeted at young people with substance abuse, and mental-health related resettlement needs.

- **2008: Youth Crime Action Plan**
  - £6 million made available to develop IRS.

  - 107 schemes in operation in YOTs across England and Wales.
  - Targeted at all young people in custody (although not generally those on remand).
  - Funds could be used to fund an IRS worker to provide dedicated resettlement support (in addition to the case worker) in preparation for release and thereafter. Or IRS could be used to buy-in or provide additional support such as mentors, accommodation, and ETE.

- **2009: Resettlement Consortia**
  - In London, the North West, South West, Wessex and West Yorkshire, the IRS is supplemented by resettlement consortia. They aim to develop strategic relationships between local services and custodial institutions to better to integrate working to provide young people with enhanced resettlement support.
  - In addition to this, the YJB is supporting a halfway house in the South West, set up by the Making the Change charity. This will be able to accommodate up to eight young men leaving Ashfield YOI and will be staffed by Ashfield workers.

- **2009: The Daedalus Programme**
  - A specialist resettlement provision known as the Heron Unit has been developed in Feltham YOI to provide intensive support to young people. The programme is open to young people aged 15-17 with a demonstrable willingness to change who are from one of the London boroughs. The programme is the product of partnership between the London Criminal Justice Board, the London Development Agency and Greater London Assembly. Young people are assigned resettlement brokers from the voluntary sector, who provide intensive one-to-one support to the young people whilst in custody and following their release.7

- **Wales** is also piloting resettlement support panels (RSPs) in addition to the IRS. These will operate like the YISP model: an individual support plan will be developed for young people, which will be owned and resourced by a range of agencies.

---

6.2.1 Resettlement – what works?

There is a wealth of evidence surrounding effective resettlement practice for adult prison leavers, but comparatively little research concerning ‘what works’ for the younger age group that is the focus of this report. Yet the lessons about what works with adults almost certainly applies equally to children and young people. Young people leaving custody have much the same problems as adults – the absence of trusting relationships, a safe and stable place to live, and something meaningful to do. Indeed these deficits are arguably more acute and debilitating for young offenders. It is expected that young people will live at home so if their parents refuse to accommodate them, there is little or no accommodation market catering to them. Moreover, young people lack experience of dealing with the agencies and institutions to access support. It is clear from the evidence we have taken that in far too many cases the basic needs of young people leaving custody go unmet. The bare essentials need to be put in place before ‘add-ons’ are even considered.

Although the recipe for successful resettlement is understood making these key elements a reality is hard to achieve. As one practitioner told us, ‘resettlement is very easy to write and very hard to do’. It is clear from our evidence that resettlement is rarely effectively realised without strong working relationships between the individuals and services responsible for delivery. This fact is consistently highlighted across the literature. Yet, too often, such links are not in place.

6.3 A stable and positive relationship

6.3.1 Fragmented and inadequate family work

As family problems are often the root cause of youth offending, they are also a crucial part of the solution. Where a young person’s relationship with their family is strong and stable they are more likely to achieve a positive resettlement outcome. Studies have found that:

- Prisoners who receive visits from their family or partner are 39 per cent less likely to reoffend;
- 90 per cent of young offenders receiving visits from family or partners have accommodation arranged, compared with 75 per cent of those not receiving visits; and
- 40 per cent of those with at least one visit per month in custody have ETE arranged, compared with just 16 per cent of those without visits.

Involving families in a young person’s mental health treatment during and post custody is also identified as critical to successful rehabilitation.
Secure facilities have a critical role to play in helping to maintain and nurture links and including the family in rehabilitation efforts. In spite of this, many of the institutions we visited reported that their capacity to work with and maintain links with the families of young people in custody was limited or non-existent. Research studies during the last decade have consistently identified this failure, yet little has been done to address it.\textsuperscript{13} A recent review summarised the position thus:

‘Family work in secure settings in England and Wales tends to be restricted to parents attending reviews, awards ceremonies or ‘fun days’ organised by family liaison officers. Family liaison officers are frequently secure care officers, who reported to this study that the work could be de-prioritised in favour of core duties’.\textsuperscript{14}

The Prisons Inspectorate reported that there is little activity by YOIs to increase the attendance of families at review meetings in custody (families attend approximately 50 per cent) and few routinely monitor whether young people are receiving regular family visits. In YOIs almost a third of young men and nearly half of young women said they had never been visited or had not been so in the last month.\textsuperscript{15} However, in one young women’s unit excellent pre- and post-release family support is provided by a community links worker.\textsuperscript{16} Some SCHs are also able to offer ‘enhanced and prolonged family visits’. Moreover some family work is carried out by resettlement workers ‘in the form of conciliation and practical support in preparation for release’.\textsuperscript{17}

Virtually all the secure establishments with whom we spoke recognised the importance of family work but struggled to put such work into practice. The main obstacle was said to be the significant distances which many young people are detained from home. A quarter of boys and half of girls in custody are held over 50 miles from home and only a third of young prisoners think it easy for their families to visit.\textsuperscript{18} Similar obstacles are reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{19}Whilst the CSJ welcomes the decline in the number of young people in custody

\textsuperscript{14} Khan L, op. cit., p61
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid, p61
\textsuperscript{18} Youth Justice Board, 2007, as cited in Smith, 2010, op. cit., p5
\textsuperscript{19} Hobbs and Hook Consulting, op. cit., p23
we are concerned that the resultant decommissioning of juvenile secure facilities may further reduce capacity to work with families.

Effective work can be carried out with young people in custody and their families separately. One example is multi-dimensional treatment foster care, known as Intensive Fostering in England and Wales.\textsuperscript{20} There has been some suggestion that this would be an ‘appropriate model for family work’ with young people in the secure estate, though no such programme is currently available to those in custody. In addition, the family-focused programmes cited in the previous chapter such as Multi-systemic Therapy and Family Functional Therapy ‘are rarely made available to support resettlement’. They should be.\textsuperscript{21}

6.3.2 In-reach and outreach

‘You need a professional making significant contact and building a relationship with the young person whilst in custody at least two to three months prior to release. What tends to happen is YOTs adhere to the YJB standards and attend visits once a month – to attend review meetings – rather than build a relationship with the young person.

You need to have a two-way route: in-reach from the community and outreach from the custodial establishment. But the relationships developed in custody with custodial professionals are severed. We tried to pilot a scheme where workers visit young people for three months or so once a week for a month following release and then reduce contact. It was just to provide some normality so as to ease them out of custody, and emotional support and understanding, which is essential for these kids, most of whom come from chaotic families that are unable to look after their children. If no one cares about them, then they are not going to care about themselves and they certainly won’t care about anyone else.’

Secure Children’s Home manager, in evidence to the CSJ

Young people often also experience inconsistent relationships with youth justice practitioners: there is often inadequate ‘in-reach’ into custody by YOT workers and limited capacity for ‘outreach’ in the community by secure staff.

\textsuperscript{20} For further detail see Chapter Four
\textsuperscript{21} Khan L, op. cit., pp60-61
YOTs are failing to attend obligatory sentence review meetings in custody and when they do attend they spend little time with the young people. Ofsted has reported that 22 per cent of young people in custody had not received any visits from their YOT worker. ‘When they did attend, in too many cases the youth offending team workers had not established an effective working relationship with the child or young person and did not have the knowledge they needed to inform the process.’22 This issue has also been reported in other recent research.23 Failure to attend review meetings and spend more substantial time with young people results in poor preparation for release and consequential uncertainty, which can trigger deterioration in the young person’s behaviour. Such practice fails to reflect the evidence, detailed elsewhere in this review, of the critical role that a good quality relationship between a young person and practitioner plays in successful rehabilitation.

In addition, practitioners reported that, too often, custody was treated by local services as a form of respite care, as opposed to an opportunity to transform. Secure institutions frequently expressed frustration that there was not more engagement by YOTs to prepare young people for release.

We have nevertheless come across exemplary examples of YOT staff maintaining a high level of involvement with young people in custody and working relentlessly to broker provision in the community in the face of significant reluctance from other partners. In-reach is often hindered by the enormous amount of time (most of it spent travelling) and money that visiting a young person in custody often demands. There is some indication that some YOT managers refuse to resource distant visits.24

Custodial staff often develop close relationships with the young people in their care and gain a unique understanding of their needs. Yet secure staff reported that they struggled to maintain the relationship or contribute to the young person’s care following release. This problem is highlighted in the literature.25 A recent study reported that:

‘In all the establishments visited, staff commented on their inability to be involved in any follow up. At the most some individual staff were able to attend the eight-week community meeting for young people on DTOs. A number of young people talked to us about the relationships they built up with staff while in custody and also expressed regret that they were unable to keep in contact after release.’26

This was the cause of much frustration and regret. Moreover, it is illogical to let such relationships fall by the wayside given what we know about the transformative influence of continuous support within young peoples’ otherwise chaotic lives. Practitioners reported that the central

22 Ofsted, Transition through detention and custody: Arrangements for learning and skills for young people in custodial or secure settings, Manchester: Ofsted, 2010, p12
23 Office of the Children’s Commissioner, ‘I think I must have been born bad’: Emotional wellbeing and mental health of children and young people in the youth justice system, 2011, pp53-54 (accessed via: http://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/content/publications/content_503_20057111)
26 Office of the Children’s Commissioner, op. cit., pp53-54
obstacle to undertaking outreach work was a lack of resources to cover either the travel involved or the additional custodial staff needed to stand in for those away. We were particularly impressed with one secure unit that had implemented a scheme where custodial staff visited young people for three months after their release to ease their transition to the community. Although the scheme was reportedly successful, it had had to end: the secure unit did not have the resources to take custodial staff off shift. Nonetheless, the scheme provides valuable lessons.

6.3.3 One-to-one voluntary support

As a consequence of the problems identified above many young people in custody do not have the stable and positive relationship with adults that are fundamental to successful rehabilitation.

One-to-one voluntary support, such as mentoring, can help fill these gaps. When delivered by well trained and professionally backed-up individuals mentoring can provide young people with a positive role model, support and help build confidence and motivation to change.27 In addition, one-to-one support workers can play a vital role in coordinating the delivery of resettlement services and advocating on young peoples’ behalf, operating as the ‘glue’ between the different agencies and institutions. High-quality mentoring is considered by some to be the most important factor in helping young people to stop reoffending.28 The value of such support has been identified in the independent evaluation of Nacro’s resettlement programmes in Portland YOI: just 39 per cent of 15-17 year-olds who received and maintained dedicated resettlement support in custody and following release were reconvicted compared with 73 per cent of those who did not maintain contact.29 Early evaluations of the Daedalus project are also promising (see Figure 6.2): brokers were reported to be fundamental to successful resettlement; young people particularly valued having a single source of support as opposed to working with many different agencies.30 The evidence we have received suggests

---

28 Ofsted, op. cit., p24
29 Nacro, Nacro’s resettlement programme for young people leaving Portland Young Offender Institution, London: Nacro, 2006
30 Ipsos MORI, 2011, op. cit., pp24-54
that one-to-one relationships are most effective when they are empowering, task-focused (i.e. provide assistance with practical problems as opposed to just befriending) and developed over time, usually beginning whilst in custody.\(^{31}\)

A recent Ofsted review reports that only two YOIs out of 22 juvenile secure establishments visited are offering mentoring to young people to support their transition.\(^{32}\) This is partly attributable to the short-term funding that many voluntary sector providers are forced to rely on: when funding ends, so does the service, leaving young people confused.\(^{33}\) The situation is likely to have been further aggravated by the recent cuts. Our witnesses also reported that mentors frequently struggle to gain access to the JSE, in some cases for many months, especially if they are ex-offenders (criminal record issues are discussed below).\(^{34}\) Yet the following are promising one-to-one support schemes designed to facilitate successful resettlement:

---

**Case study: Resettlement Brokers**

Resettlement Brokers work with the young people in the Heron Unit, Feltham YOI and in the community. They are provided by a consortium of charities – Rathbone, St Giles Trust and St Mungo’s. Whilst in custody, the broker visits the young person at least once a week, enabling them to build a trusting relationship and identify their needs and aspirations. Brokers help the young person with practical skills (writing their CV, coaching for interviews and in some cases, facilitating ROTL, etc) so that they can attend interviews for future college places or work experience. The broker also works with the young person’s local YOT and other community services, to establish a positive environment and structure post-release. This may include arranging suitable accommodation; working with the young person and their family to address family problems; and building relationships with local businesses and colleges to access education, training and employment opportunities. Once released, the relationship between the young person and the broker continues on a voluntary basis. Most young people continue to see their broker weekly after the end of their sentence.\(^{35}\)

---

**Case study: Reflex**

Reflex is a national faith-based voluntary sector organisation that aims to empower young people between the ages of 14 and 21 to break the cycle of offending and re-offending by offering education, outreach and mentoring to participants. As a social franchise, Reflex trains and resources organisations to deliver interventions, youth work and workshop based arts and life-skills courses in both YOIs and in the community. The charity works in ten juvenile and young offender YOIs, and they have a vision to place an outreach worker in every YOI.

Reflex works with young people in custody and following release in three key ways:

- **Dedicated outreach workers** delivering structured outreach on YOI wings. Characterised by purposeful interaction with young people, outreach is a method of delivering informal and social education. Reflex outreach workers are the central hub for all Reflex delivery, whether running...
Having a safe and stable place to live is vital to successful resettlement. Without it, young people struggle to engage with ETE, as well as substance abuse and mental health treatment. Many research studies have highlighted the increased risk of offending that homelessness
brings. It is estimated that the provision of stable and suitable accommodation could reduce reoffending rates by more than 20 per cent.

Of those released from custody in need of housing, 93 per cent are so due to broken family relationships. The family home is the best place for the majority of young people. Working with families during the custodial sentence to maintain links and aid reconciliation, and in the community to support the placement is therefore often the solution to homelessness.

6.4.1 Delays in finding accommodation on release

Accommodation is regularly not found for young people until weeks or days before and in some cases on, the day of their release. In one study nearly a quarter of YOTs said that accommodation was not arranged until the day of the young person’s release and seven per cent indicated that it was not arranged until after their release. Part of the problem, practitioners informed us, is that most housing providers will not visit the young person in custody to carry out an assessment and young people cannot be classed as homeless until the day of their release. Lack of accommodation makes it difficult to access and arrange other services such as education and training places. Apart from the practical difficulties such uncertainty creates, it is unsettling and de-motivating for young people and often negatively affects their behaviour. This can result in disengagement from services.

6.4.2 Lack of suitable accommodation for young people

Because young offenders in custody often exhibit chaotic behaviour and have high levels of welfare need, if they cannot live with their families, they require accommodation that is safe, supportive, and able to manage challenging behaviour. The YJB website details the range of housing options deemed appropriate (such as supported lodgings) and inappropriate (such as bed-and-breakfast accommodation) for young offenders. In most areas the provision of suitable housing is severely limited, and, where it exists, it is nearly always full. A number of local authorities, however, report that they are developing their stock of supported housing because it makes greater financial sense than using bed-and-breakfast accommodation. A recent Barnardo’s report found that the provision of supported accommodation to young people leaving custody can produce savings upwards of £67,000 over a three-year period.

36 See for example Social Exclusion Unit, Reducing Reoffending by Ex-Prisoners, London: Social Exclusion Unit, 2002; and Youth Justice Board, Accommodation: A vital need [accessed via: http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/youth-justice/accommodation/ (31/01/11)]
37 Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., p14
40 See for example, Hobbs and Hook Consulting, op. cit., p30; and, Ofsted, op. cit., pp23-24; and National Youth Agency & Perpetuity Group, op. cit., p51
42 See for example, Arnull E et al, Housing Needs and Experiences, London: Youth Justice Board, 2007, p26; and, National Youth Agency & Perpetuity Group, op. cit., p15
6.4.3 Reluctance to house young offenders

Some housing providers are reluctant or ill equipped to manage the multiple needs of those in the youth justice system. This results in vulnerable young people being refused a place, or being quickly evicted once they have one. Young people who have committed arson or sexual offences are particularly difficult to house.44 Housing providers tend to ‘cherry-pick’ the least needy applicants, leading to the paradoxical situation of the most vulnerable young people being least likely to be provided with safe, supportive accommodation.45 Some local authorities we spoke with are successfully tackling this problem by monitoring accommodation placements and specifying the target group (young offenders) in the contracts agreed with providers.

6.4.4 Placement in unsuitable accommodation

Bed-and-breakfast accommodation and hostels are widely recognised as unsuitable for young offenders, and should be used as a very last resort. Indeed, in 2006 it was agreed that bed-and-breakfast accommodation for under-18 year-olds would be phased out by 2011.46 Yet such accommodation continues to be commonly used. We received evidence from one secure facility, for example, that a third of the children being released were going to 48 hour bed-and-breakfast accommodation.47 This is a particularly serious problem for 16 and 17 year-olds, as we shall later explore. One YOT described the bed-and-breakfast accommodation in their area (which had been assessed as suitable) as ‘where you wouldn’t even want your dog to be’. A YJB review reported that many hostels were ‘unsupervised environments where young people might be exposed to prostitution, violence and drug dealers’.48

6.4.5 Eviction and ‘intentional homelessness’

Young people evicted from accommodation are in some cases deemed ‘intentionally homeless’ by housing services, meaning that the local authority no longer has a duty to provide accommodation for them (although the local authority is usually still required to provide information or advice about housing, and in some cases temporary accommodation).49 There is evidence that some housing services have a fairly loose interpretation of the criteria for intentional homelessness with regard to young people (not following parental rules or offending, for example).50

6.4.6 Poor measurement of need

The proportion of young people in suitable accommodation on release from custody in 2009/10 was 93 per cent51 (as shown by data collected from the YJB’s previous performance

---

45 National Youth Agency & Perpetuity Group, op. cit., pp49-50
46 Youth Justice Board, Suitable, Sustainable, Supported: A strategy to ensure provision of accommodation for children and young people who offend, London: Youth Justice Board, 2006, p14
47 Personal communication
48 Youth Justice Board, Substance misuse and the juvenile secure estate, op. cit., 2004, p38
49 Arnull E et al, op. cit., p14
51 The YJB defines suitable accommodation in accordance with the Children (Leaving Care) (England) Regulations 2001. On this basis, the assessment of suitability should take into account: whether the accommodation is suitable for the child in the light of his or her needs; the child’s wishes and his or her education, training or employment needs; and the character of the landlord or other provider
52 Data provided by the YJB to the CSJ
indicator National Indicator, 46 (NI 46)). This represents significant progress since 2003.53 However, a number of individuals who gave evidence told us that the data does not accurately reflect the serious housing problems experienced by young people in the youth justice system. The literature suggests the same.54 The problem is that NI 46 only measures the number of young people in suitable housing at a single point — at the end of their disposal — and thus disguises the young person’s earlier and wider housing needs.55 Several YOT surveys have also revealed that the data is subjective: some YOT officers assess accommodation as suitable when it is manifestly not.56

Though NI 46 is ceasing in 2011/12 following the recent reduction in youth justice performance indicators, we understand that information on access to suitable accommodation will continue to be collected from YOTs using a broadly similar measurement. The abovementioned concerns therefore remain salient.

6.4.7 16 and 17 year-olds

16 and 17 year-olds tend to experience the most acute accommodation difficulties on release from custody.57 There has always been both ambiguity and controversy as to who has accommodation responsibility for this age group. The Children Act 1989 stipulates that children’s services have a duty to accommodate those over 16 whose welfare would be seriously prejudiced without it. However, the Homelessness Act 2002 made 16 and 17 year-olds a priority need group for housing services. This resulted in uncertainty about which service was primarily responsible for accommodating this age group. Young people were ‘ping-ponged’ between the two services, often getting lost in between and not receiving the support to which they are entitled.58

Whichever service takes responsibility has important ancillary implications. Housing services only offer accommodation, whereas children’s services can, in addition to accommodation, provide financial assistance, mental and substance abuse treatment, and help with accessing ETE.59 Moreover, if a 16 or 17 year-old is accommodated by children’s services (under section 20 of the Children Act 1989) for 13 weeks or more they will also be entitled to ongoing support up to the age of 21 or 24 under the Children (Leaving Care) Act 2000.60 It follows that it is more onerous and costly for children’s services to accommodate 16 and 17 year-olds.

In recent years a number of House of Lords rulings have clarified the issue: children’s services are primarily responsible for lone, homeless, 16 and 17 year-olds.

---

53 National Youth Agency & Perpetuity Group, op. cit., p12
54 Ibid, pp46-47
55 See for example, Arnull E et al, op. cit., p27; and National Youth Agency & Perpetuity Group, op. cit., p46
56 Ibid
57 Arnull E, op. cit., p38; and Youth Justice Board, Suitable, Sustainable, Supported, 2006 op. cit.
58 See for example, Britz H, From Pillar to Post, Inside Housing Magazine, 2010, [accessed via: http://www.insidehousing.co.uk/need-to-know/care-and-support/from-pillar-to-post/6509944.article (29/11/10)]
59 Shelter, ‘Support for 16 and 17 year-olds’ [accessed via: http://england.shelter.org.uk/get_advice/homelessness/help_from_social_services/support_for_16_and_17_year_olds (29/11/10)]
60 Section 20 of the Children’s Act 1989; and Children (Leaving Care) Act 2000
The response to these judgements has been mixed. In some localities they are being followed. However, there is evidence that in others, children’s services are not fulfilling their responsibilities and are ‘even prepared to face judicial review before amending their practice’. Due to scarce resources, some children’s services are delaying the assessment process leaving young people inadequately supported. In the worst cases services are ‘just batting children off, waiting for them to turn 18 when they will no longer be eligible for s.20 accommodation’.

In other areas s.17 assessments of 16 and 17 year-olds have increased significantly. But the numbers accommodated have not. There are a number of reasons for this. Some young people reject s.20 accommodation because they misunderstand or have concerns about it (many have negative perceptions of care), which are not addressed by children’s services.

---

Children’s services duty to accommodate 16 and 17 year-olds

**R (G) v Southwark [2009] UKHL 26** (‘the Southwark judgement’)

The House of Lords made it clear that if a lone young person of 16 or 17 years of age presents themselves to children’s services as homeless – i.e. they meet the criteria under Section 20 (s.20) – they must be accommodated and ‘looked after’ by children’s services unless the young person does not want to be. The ruling makes clear that the majority of homeless 16 and 17 year olds will fall under s.20, rather than s.17 of the Housing Act 1996, which is usually used for children who need to be accommodated with their families. If a homeless 16 or 17 year-old presents themselves to housing services, they should immediately be provided with interim accommodation and referred to children’s services for an assessment (unless they do not want to be).

**R (M) v Hammersmith and Fulham [2008] UKHL 14**

If a 16 or 17 year-old presents his or herself to housing services as homeless they must – after being placed in interim accommodation under homelessness legislation – be referred to children’s services for an assessment under the Children Act 1989.

‘One of the key factors that leads to reoffending is lack of housing. One boy called me on a Sunday evening to say he was going to offend again just so he could go back inside and have somewhere to stay. The system needs to recognise that we need to provide more suitable accommodation for those leaving custody; some sort of halfway house for example.’

Voluntary sector organisation, in evidence to the CSJ
other cases young people reject what is offered simply because they want a flat as opposed to the care (an allocated social worker and multiple reviews) that is part and parcel of s.20.

The reluctance of some local authorities to fulfil their responsibilities is understandable. Since 2007/08 children’s social services have seen a 33 per cent increase in the number of children subject to child protection plans, and a 17 per cent uplift in the numbers coming into care.\(^\text{65}\) The average cost of a child in care is £46,000 per year, which added to the cuts in local government funding, has led to ‘perfect storm’ of rising workloads and falling budgets.\(^\text{66}\) Those children in serious need but not at crisis point are subsequently unable to access the support that they both need and are entitled to.

**6.5 Something to do**

The research has unequivocally shown that engagement with ETE is central to successful resettlement.\(^\text{67}\) The Social Exclusion Unit reported that employment could reduce the risk of offending by between one third and a half.\(^\text{68}\) A study tracking 336 young people on DTOs found that those in education, training or work during the community period of their sentence were 36 per cent less likely to be rearrested than their NEET counterparts.\(^\text{69}\) Education and training is particularly relevant to this age group because many young people leaving custody are either of compulsory school age or, if above it, have been little engaged in education.\(^\text{70}\)

‘Getting a job was cited by young men as the most likely factor in preventing them reoffending.’\(^\text{71}\)

Accessing ETE for young people in the youth justice system is particularly problematic as youth unemployment is at an all time high\(^\text{72}\) and the labour market is becoming increasingly volatile. Even the most qualified young people are struggling to find jobs. It follows that those who have little or nothing that is positive on their curricula vitae face acute difficulties. The Social Exclusion Unit estimated that ex-offenders have an unemployment rate approximately 13 times that of the general population.\(^\text{73}\)

---


\(^{66}\) Ibid


\(^{68}\) Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., p52

\(^{69}\) Hazel N et al, op. cit., p94


\(^{73}\) Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., p53
6.5.1 The current state of provision

Despite the established benefits, the provision of ETE for young people leaving custody is often absent, severely delayed or inadequate.74 Delays are sometimes so severe that the young person has finished the community element of their DTO before education or training has been arranged.75 This is de-motivating and increases the likelihood of reoffending.76 It also leads to the disengagement of young people in ETE; one YJB sponsored study reported that lack of access to suitable provision affects the engagement of 95 per cent of young people below school leaving age and 88 per cent of those above it.77

6.5.2 Reluctance amongst providers to accept youth justice involved young people

It is clear that there is a widespread reluctance amongst schools and training providers to accept young people who have left custody.78 In some cases this is because schools and providers feel ill-equipped – both in terms of skills and resources – to meet the often intensive support need of young custody leavers.79 In other cases reluctance flows from concern that young offenders will negatively affect outcome targets,80 be a harmful influence on other pupils81 or simply be ‘less desirable’ than other applicants.82

---

74 Hazel N et al, op. cit., pp77-8
75 Ibid, p77
76 Cooper K et al, 2007, op. cit., p86
77 Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, London: Youth Justice Board, 2006, p69
78 See for example, Ofsted, op. cit., p21; Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, 2006, op. cit., p85; and Hobbs and Hook Consulting, op. cit., p31
79 Cooper K et al, op. cit., p69
80 See for example, Ibid, p66; and Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., pp167-8
82 Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, 2006, op. cit., p67
6.5.3 Lack of appropriate provision

The reluctance of education and training providers to take on young offenders is in large part a reflection of the paucity of good quality vocational training places generally (the lack of places on particular courses, and shortfalls in the number of apprenticeships for those aged 16 and over)83 as well as lack of appropriate provision for this often highly needy group (custody leavers tend to have dysfunctional educational histories requiring provision that can meet their distinct needs)84. There are concerns over the quality of some alternatives to traditional educational provision as explored in the recent CSJ report on educational exclusion.85 In addition, there is difficulty in moving young people from work-based learning into full-time employment.86

These challenges mean that there is typically a disconnect between the provision available in custody and what is offered on release. Young offenders cannot build on any progress they have made in custody and become de-motivated as a result.87 The National Audit Office found that only six per cent of YOTs were able to continue the education that young people had started in custody.88 Schools and courses commonly have fixed start dates. Many young offenders are consequently not able to begin courses for a substantial time after their release, or have a much reduced choice as to which courses are open to them.89

There have nevertheless been improvements in provision in recent years: a recent Ofsted review reported that the Keeping Young People Engaged programme had improved access to education and training and increased the number of young people engaged in ETE following their release.90

6.5.4 The problem of school rolls

School rolls are commonly identified as the root cause of many of the difficulties that young people experience in accessing education on release from custody.91 Once a young person has been removed from a school roll it is difficult to get back onto one on release. They can wait lengthy periods of time to access education and in the worst cases, are never reallocated a school place or the funding that accompanies it.92

One of the key concerns and the impetus for changing regulations in 2006, was that head teachers were able to take a young person off a school roll far too readily – after four weeks

83 Ofsted, op. cit., pp20-21; Cooper K et al, op. cit., pp70-84; and Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, op. cit., p68
84 See for example, Ibid, pp63-64; and Edcoms, Education, Training and Employment – Source document, London: Youth Justice Board, 2008, p19; and Cooper K et al, op. cit., p71
85 Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, op. cit., p84; Centre for Social Justice, Breakthrough Britain: No Excuses, London: Centre for Social Justice, 2011
86 Cooper K et al, op. cit., pp70-72; and Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, 2006, op. cit., p68
87 Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, op. cit., p87
89 HM Inspectorate of Prisons, 2011, op. cit., p58; Ofsted, op. cit., p21; and Cooper K et al, op. cit., p72
90 Ofsted, op. cit., p21
91 See for example, Hazel N et al, op. cit., p79; and Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., p168
92 See for example, Youth Justice Board, Barriers to engagement in education, training and employment, 2006, op. cit., pp66-88; and Social Exclusion Unit, op. cit., p168
of being in custody. The regulations were amended in 2006. Today head teachers are legally able to remove a young person from a school roll only if they are in custody (including remand) for four months or more and are not reasonably expected to return to school thereafter. However, in spite of the 2006 amendments, ‘there remains wide variation in interpretation locally’, suggesting that young people are still being prematurely removed from school rolls in some areas. Witnesses also reported that schools sometimes circumvent the regulations by excluding young people whilst they are in custody.

Young people not removed from their school roll while in custody may nevertheless encounter difficulties on release. Their school places may have been reallocated and need to be renegotiated. It is also important to note that some young people will not have been on a school roll prior to their entrance into custody (an estimated 10,000 children are missing from school rolls). They are therefore likely to experience difficulties re-accessing provision on their release no matter what the regulations regarding school rolls. Finally, children in custody with special educational needs (SEN) face particularly difficulties on release. Statements of need (which provide SEN young people with additional provision) are retracted when a young person enters custody and often not reinstated for significant periods following release. The Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009 includes provision to address this problem: SENs should now go on hold whilst the young person is in custody (the host authority should provide SEN during the custodial sentence) and revived on release.

6.5.5 Criminal records and the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974

Following the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (ROA), it has been an established principle in law that people who have offended should, in most cases, be given a second chance and helped to overcome the significant barrier that a conviction and criminal record presents to gaining employment. However, the systems in place to protect ex-offenders from discrimination in the labour market are inadvertently making it harder for them to enter it. Young people are especially vulnerable to these failures: their age and immaturity predisposes them to engage in risky behaviour; which can subsequently ruin their future employment prospects.

The ROA is outdated and increasingly ineffective. It gives ex-offenders the right not to declare their conviction(s) to employers after a fixed period of time (except for certain positions, see section below) – known as the period of disclosure – providing they are not reconvicted. Convictions that do not have to be declared are termed ‘spent’ convictions and those required to be declared ‘unspent’. Disclosure periods vary according to the type and/or length of sentence given.

95 EdComs, op. cit., p13
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99 Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009, Section 50
The crux of the problem is that nowadays offenders are receiving substantially longer sentences for the same offences than they would have done previously.\(^{101}\) This means that many more offenders are subject to lengthy disclosure periods and thus unable to gain employment. For example, whereas 3,537 offenders received custodial sentences of more than two and half years in 1974, this figure rose to over 11,000 in 2000; an increase of 211 per cent.\(^{102}\) It follows that the ROA is increasingly operating as a barrier as opposed to a means into employment. Lastly, the MoJ committed itself to reforming the ROA in its green paper.\(^{103}\) We understand that plans are currently under consideration.

The following table details the periods of time during which young people are obligated to disclose their offence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Period of disclosure (from date of conviction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reprimands and final warnings</td>
<td>Immediately spent (Introduced in the CJA 2008)(^{104})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>2 ½ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral Orders</td>
<td>The period of the order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Rehabilitation Order</td>
<td>1 year or when order ceases to have effect, whichever is longer(^{105})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custody of 6 months and under</td>
<td>3 ½ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custody over 6 months to 2 ½ years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custody over 2 ½ years</td>
<td>Never spent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{6.5.5.1}\) Working with children and vulnerable adult groups

Some types of employment, due to their sensitive nature (working with children and vulnerable adults, as well as some legal, financial and security posts), are exempt from the ROA under an Exceptions Order. Applicants to ‘excepted positions’ are subject to either a Standard or Enhanced Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) check, which will disclose details of all spent and unspent convictions, and information of cautions, reprimands and final warnings.\(^{106}\) This will not necessarily result in an applicant being rejected, but it makes it significantly more likely, a topic to which we shall return.

---


\(^{102}\) Home Office, op. cit., p.6

\(^{103}\) Ministry of Justice, Breaking the Cycle: Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders, Norwich: The Stationery Office, 2010, p.32

\(^{104}\) Section 8A of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 as amended by Schedule 10 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008

\(^{105}\) Section 5(5)(6a) of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 as amended by Schedule 4, paragraphs 20–22 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008

\(^{106}\) Home Office, op. cit., p.13
Over the past ten years the number of positions exempt from the ROA has increased by roughly 50 per cent, leading to concern within the youth justice community that the ‘principle of allowing a criminal record to be spent has almost been entirely lost’.\(^\text{107}\) Many law-abiding young people wishing to work in sensitive positions such as social care or nursing are prevented from doing so by the offences they committed – minor, such as petty shoplifting, or more serious, such as arson – in their teenage years. These reformed young people often wish to use their experiences of the criminal justice system to prevent children from making the same mistakes as they did or help turn the lives around of youngsters embarked on a similar path.

The Vetting and Barring Scheme (VBS – an enhanced method of checking individuals who wish to work or volunteer with vulnerable groups), introduced in October 2009, widened the number of activities and workplaces (known as ‘regulated activities’) subject to enhanced CRB checks. There are fears that its introduction will make it almost impossible for rehabilitated ex-offenders to work with vulnerable groups even where this could be appropriate. Last year, however, the Government announced a series of proposals (following its review of the VBS) designed to scale back the VBS to ‘common sense levels’. These include significantly reducing the number of positions requiring enhanced checks.\(^\text{108}\) Some of these proposals are included in the Protection of Freedoms Bill, which is currently making its way through Parliament.\(^\text{109}\) The current measures remain in place.

Further proposals for reform were recently made in the first phase of the independent review of the criminal records regime. The report recommended that employers who knowingly make unlawful criminal records applications be penalized. This proposal has been accepted by the Government. It is also recommended that old and minor convictions should be filtered out of criminal records; a proposal which the Government is considering implementing. These developments are to be welcomed. The report also proposed the introduction of basic criminal record checks for a wide array of positions for which standard and enhanced checks are not available. These would disclose unspent convictions and would be available before an individual has commenced work.\(^\text{110}\) The Government has accepted this recommendation in principle.\(^\text{111}\) There are understandable concerns that implementation of this proposal would create further barriers to employment for ex-offenders. Nacro emphasized that if it is fully accepted, reform to the ROA would need to be ‘as radical as is possible to offset the additional barrier that basic disclosures’ would present.\(^\text{112}\)

6.5.5.2 Employer attitudes to employing ex-offenders

Whilst the majority of employers are open to employing ex-offenders in principle, few do so in practice: a recent study found that nine in ten employers (of a sample of 300) were open to recruiting an ex-offender, yet only 18 per cent had knowingly done so.\(^\text{113}\) A conviction

\(^{107}\) Nacro, op. cit., p8


\(^{109}\) Protection of Freedoms Bill, Section 63


\(^{111}\) http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/crime/gov-resp-indep-review-criminal-records-view=Binary


continues to be used by many employers to discriminate against applicants: 75 per cent reported that they would use a conviction to either reject an applicant outright or (arguably more understandably) to discriminate against him or her if faced with two equally qualified applicants.114

The limited recruitment of ex-offenders is explained by several factors: many ex-offenders do not feel confident enough to ‘fully disclose their convictions’ and thus employers are unknowingly recruiting them; there is a negative perception of ex-offenders amongst employers; and, linked to this, there are concerns that the company image will be damaged if ex-offenders are employed. It is of note therefore that 60 per cent of employers with experience of recruiting ex-offenders reported that they worked as hard as or harder than employees with no convictions. Many employers reported that they would be inclined to recruit ex-offenders if they were offered more expert advice, support and incentives.115 This suggests that more needs to be done to make employers aware of the benefits of employing ex-offenders.

Enterprise Plc, a utility company, actively seeks to recruit ex-offenders onto its apprenticeship scheme. The company believes it has a duty to give such young people a second chance. Whilst only a small number of ex-offenders are currently engaged in the scheme (the first intake was August 2010), it is clearly helping to transform the lives of these young people. It is an exemplar of private sector philanthropic practice.

Enterprise, however, reported that there are financial obstacles to young people taking part in such opportunities. During the first 12 weeks of the scheme young people are not paid because they are on trial as opposed to on an apprenticeship. Yet, they also lose their state financial support (Job Seekers Allowance (JSA)) because they are not available for work. This either prevents the young person from taking part or forces the participating company to pick up these initial costs. This is a real disincentive, particularly to smaller companies or contractors.

114 Ibid, pp12-15
115 Working Links, op. cit., pp13-16
Under-18s are entitled to claim Income Support (IS) in exceptional circumstances if they are accessing work training over 12 hours per week. However, this can only be accessed if the company is an accredited training provider, which, once again, can be difficult for smaller companies and contractors to attain. Solutions to this problem are currently being explored by the Government.

**Case study: Enterprise**

Enterprise allocates 50 per cent of its two year water apprenticeship placements to ex-young offenders directly following release from Hindley YOI. The company seeks to employ young people at the end of the apprenticeship. Young people complete on-the-job training and attend college to achieve their NVQ level two. They are provided with additional support to achieve qualifications if required.

Enterprise and Wigan YOT work closely together to support young people during their apprenticeship. For example, the recruitment manager rings the young people in the morning to ensure they are awake in the first few months of the scheme. Similarly, if young people are experiencing problems in their home lives, the YOT and Enterprise will work with the young person to address them. Young people and new apprentices are mentored by enterprise employees. One of the participants on the programme has now trained as a mentor.

Enterprise reported that young people from an offending background are highly motivated, loyal and thrive in the working environment, often more so than their non-convicted peers. One of the young people has recently been nominated for a top apprentice award within the business. The young people told us that the company ‘is really supportive’ and described their resettlement worker and the recruitment manager at Enterprise as ‘like aunties’. They said that ‘they would be prison’ if it wasn’t for the scheme. Only one of the young people on the scheme has reoffended.

**6.6 Mental health**

Where mental health problems apply lack of treatment is likely to prejudice accommodation, ETE engagement and desistance from offending. Several recent studies have found that the provision of mental health treatment for young people immediately following their release from custody is highly variable. In some areas, young people experience long delays or never receive the care they require whereas others display good and innovative practice. Moreover, young peoples’ mental health needs tend to increase once they are released back into the community, suggesting that they are only temporarily reduced while in custody.

---


118 Harrington R et al, op. cit., p27
The most recent review of provision found that ten per cent of YOTs ‘did not provide sufficient and appropriate health provision to children and young people, following release from a secure environment’. Several studies have found that those with emotional and mental health issues are often the least likely to receive the interventions they need following release; one study of 75 young offenders found that only a third of those recommended a mental health intervention following release received it. Those that were treated were usually subjected to delays, on average, of three and a half months.

16 and 17 year-olds are particularly vulnerable. They are sometimes unable to access any mental health treatment because they are incorrectly perceived by CAMHS to be too old for their support, and are too young for adult mental health services. This problem has been widely reported for over a decade yet there is little evidence of any improvement.

6.7 Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA)

Several witnesses reported that some children who have committed violent or sexual offences are not receiving sufficient provision to manage their risk to the community following their release from custody. Children whose behaviour is exceptionally severe receive long sentences and should receive provision to address their needs and behaviour whilst in custody. Yet individuals whose behaviour falls just below this level (but nevertheless serious) and only spend a few years in custody and a few months on licence in the community are often overlooked. There are only a small number of child MAPPA cases, but failing adequately to address their needs risks storing up problems for the future.

Witnesses reported that one problem is that YOTs are not allowed to chair MAPPA meetings because they are not a ‘Responsible Authority’. The police therefore chair meetings. Yet, in many cases the police do not understand the distinct characteristics and vulnerabilities of children — for example, that a dramatic change in their behaviour can occur very quickly. Children are reportedly often treated as adults. In addition, we have received evidence that important child protection issues are sometimes overlooked in management plans, because MAPPA are not compatible with child protection plans. For these reasons some MAPPA management plans are not appropriate for children and do not, therefore, protect society from the risk that some children pose.
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6.8 Recommendations

Immediate term

**Provision of family support**

It should be a priority to provide support to young people in the context of their families to address the problems that are so often the root cause of their offending behaviour.

To realise provision of such support we recommend that funds be made available for dedicated ‘family link worker’ posts in juvenile secure facilities. These should operate on a Payment by Results (PbR) basis. Within a PbR framework for family support workers we highlight the following implementation considerations. First, an attachment fee could be awarded for the engagement of the young person and the family. Following successful attachment, subsequent payment outcomes in relation to a worker’s interaction with young people could include sustained engagement in ETE. In relation to parents or close family members, this could include their involvement in relationship support and parenting courses. The workers’ role would comprise:

- Providing support to young persons to maintain links with their families;
- Facilitating reconciliation;
- Working therapeutically with young people and their families during visits; and
- Operating as a link between family work being carried out in custody and the community, including referring families to local authority services in home areas and championing their needs.

Ideally, such workers would spend a significant proportion of their time working with young offenders’ families in the ‘home’ local authority. Such an outreach role is largely impractical at present: (though it could be developed in some institutions for some children) the great distances that many young people are detained from their families’ mean that much of outreach workers’ time would be spent travelling as opposed to working with families.

The skills required to carry out family support work are often greatest in the voluntary sector. In addition to possessing extensive experience of working with hard-to-reach families, the sector has the added advantages of generally being better trusted, more able to reach the most disadvantaged and a great deal more innovative than its public and private sector counterparts. We recommend that custodial institutions consider outsourcing the role to the voluntary sector.

**One-to-one support**

We strongly recommend that funds be made available to secure establishments to provide practical and relational one-to-one support workers to young people to prepare them for release and support them thereafter. There should be a particular focus on helping young people to engage in ETE. Such support should continue beyond the conclusion of the community element of DTOs as appropriate. These should operate on a PbR basis. The required outcomes within such a PbR model could include successful engagement of a young person in custody, with graded payments based on proximity to release. It could also include payments based on sustained personal support following release from custody, purposeful and sustained engagement in ETE, and a reduction in the frequency and seriousness of re-offending over an agreed period of time.
We think the voluntary sector particularly well placed to provide such support. The relational network provided to young people leaving custody by the charity, Reflex, is a particularly innovative example.

80 per cent of those we polled support the introduction of family workers into youth custodial institutions to help prepare young people’s families for their release.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

**In-reach and outreach**

- This review has concluded that a model of secondments – from YOTs into custodial institutions and from the latter into YOTs – would help to improve the connection between the two environments and thus outcomes for young people.

- Where prison officers have been seconded to YOTs they have acted as a powerful reminder to young people of their experience in custody and their commitment to change. Secondment also facilitates understanding between the two arenas: professionals in custody are more likely to listen to someone in the community who is ‘one of their own’ and vice versa; and practitioners benefit from the experience of a justice environment that is different from the one to which they are accustomed to. This can only improve outcomes for young people.

- However, we recognise that this is largely impracticable at this point in time. Custodial facilities would be unable to afford to replace seconded officers. The secondment of YOT officers to the JSE is unfeasible in its current configuration: most YOTs do not have a secure institution in their locality; and their young people are typically distributed in institutions across England and Wales.

- We nonetheless consider that there is a strong case for making resources available in the immediate term for children who have been on longer sentences, to allow secure facilities to attend all follow-up meetings in the community and continue to meet young people on release, alongside the YOT or Probation, to provide continuity. Such continuity is especially important in these cases: the young people will have been removed from the community and their family for many years; secure facility staff will have become almost a substitute family and it is appropriate that they should take a major support role following release.

85 per cent of people we polled support the provision of mentors to young people in custody to help them access services on release and provide support and advice.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011
Case study: East to West

East to West runs a Supported Lodgings scheme which places homeless young people aged 16-17 referred by the local authority into the home of a ‘host’.

Hosts do more than just provide young people with accommodation. They provide: guidance; emotional support; a safe and stable relationship; and help to nurture skills, such as budgeting and cooking. Hosts are akin to surrogate families. One young man who was placed in Supported Lodgings with East to West said that without it: ‘I would be living at one of my parents’ and getting into trouble, or be in prison or involved in drugs. I would have given up college if I wasn’t living with them’. Living in supported lodgings had transformed his life: he had been able to complete his college course and able to rebuild his relationship with his family.

The charity operates in the Surrey boroughs of Elmbridge, Runnymede and Spelthorne. The East to West Supported Lodgings team trains and supports the hosts, and works alongside the young people. The team also provides informal relational support to the birth family to aid reconciliation. The end goal is for the young person to move into supported housing or independent living when they are ready, or back to the family home once family problems have been addressed. Many young people remain with host families for a number of years.

Host families do not have parental responsibility for the young people. Families are not paid but receive the housing benefit that is allocated to the young person in addition to a contribution of £20 a week from the young person.

Accommodation

We recommend that local authorities consider piloting host family placements for young people leaving custody. Such placements provide young people with a stable and caring environment, which can protect against further offending. Moreover, supported lodgings do not generally face the objections from local residents that halfway houses tend to. The family-focussed Supported Lodgings scheme offered by East to West is one such example.

Criminal records

We endorse the recommendation made in the Home Office’s report Breaking the Circle that young offenders be given a clean sheet at 18. The clean sheet would only be available to those who had committed minor offences below the age of 18 and if a specified period of time had elapsed in which there had been no further convictions. It would not be available to persistent offenders unless a specified period of time had elapsed since the last conviction. We also recommend that the proposals be adopted to shorten the disclosure periods for sentenced
young people. The review estimated that implementing these reforms would generate a

cost-benefit ratio of one to 11 and annual savings of at least £125 million. These figures do

not include calculations of the increased output from increased levels of ex-offenders in

employment.

69 per cent of those we polled said that minor convictions received by

children should be removed from their criminal record when they reach

adulthood.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011

MAPPA

- We recommend that YOTs become a Responsible Authority in MAPPA.
- We think that further consideration needs to be given to the way in which the post custody

arrangements are managed of young people whose behaviour is serious but spend relatively

short periods on licence in the community.

Medium term

- The Government should place a statutory duty on all local services — schools, colleges, CAMHS,
housing, police, children’s services etc — to support the rehabilitation of young people leaving

custody (akin to the Leaving Care Act). This would comprise the following duties:

  - To ensure a leaving custody plan is in place prior to release. The plan should detail (following

    assessment) how they will meet the young person’s needs;
  - To provide one-to-one support as appropriate from a quality-assured provider;
  - To ensure that safe and suitable accommodation is in place;
  - To ensure the young person is in ETE, and help with the living/associated costs if necessary;
  - and
  - To maintain contact for a minimum of six months following the conclusion of DTO supervision.
- We recommend that support and information be provided to employers to encourage

employment of ex-offenders.

Over half of those we polled think that a responsibility should be put on

local services to support the rehabilitation of young offenders on release

from custody.

CSJ/YouGov polling, September 2011
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Long term

**Family support**

- Following the development of smaller local custody centres with distinct catchment areas (as recommended in Chapter Five), we recommend that family link workers adopt a dedicated family outreach role.

**In-reach and outreach**

- We recommend that the model of secondments detailed in the earlier recommendation is implemented when resources and the configuration of the secure estate better allow it.

- If bringing back young people before the court at intervals during their sentence to review their progress is successful (as we recommended in Chapter Three), it should be extended to young people on DTOs during the period of supervision following release from custody.

- As part of the growth strategy there should be special incentives for employing ex-offenders to maximise their positive input to society and reduce the financial burden of reoffending on the economy. In the CSJ’s previous report *Locked Up Potential* we recommended that tax breaks be given to employers (by means of a credit against their National Insurance Contributions) who take on any prisoner who has served more than six months in prison. 124

7.1 Position and make-up of YOTs

It is evident from our roundtables and visits that too many YOTs are no longer the multi-agency entities they were intended to be. They have become silos in their own right: a team that other services hand their ‘problem’ children over to as opposed to working together with.

We have seen how this is an approach encouraged by the funding arrangements and structure of YOTs, factors that have also been reported in the literature. Local services (particularly children’s services) contribute a significant proportion of funding to YOTs and are also expected to second a number of specialist staff. These arrangements are often assumed to indicate that the YOT can exclusively address the problems of offenders and children at risk. Local services, particularly schools and children’s services accordingly seem to feel that they can relinquish responsibility for these young people’s offending behaviour.

However, YOTs are neither structured nor resourced to be the sole service working with children at risk and young offenders. They were established to provide a clear focus on youth justice-involved young people by coordinating support from other services to address their offending behaviour. In areas where the YOT is operating as an all-encompassing hub, children are therefore likely not to be receiving the support that they need from other services.

This is likely to be particularly true where there is limited secondment of professionals from local agencies (mainly children’s services) to YOTs. Such practice is generally fundamental to realising the multi-agency structure and coordinator function of YOTs. Secondees bring the benefits of both specialist skills to address young people’s needs and a connection to their parent agency, thereby enabling young people in trouble to access additional support from mainstream children’s services. To ensure such expertise and relationships remain up-to-date.

---

2 Audit Commission, op. cit., p55
it was expected that secondees would rotate every two or three years. Evidence submitted to the CSJ indicates this has not happened in many areas. Original secondees have either become permanent YOT workers (in many instances, ever since the YOTs were created) or returned to their parent agency, never to be replaced. This problem was identified by the Audit Commission in 2004 and remains unaddressed. It is of note that a number of YOTs and children’s services reported that children and families social worker secondees were unwanted in YOTs as they lacked the competence to manage troubled adolescents and their families. This would likely be less of a problem if secondments were more widely utilised. The failure to second has undermined the multi-disciplinary nature of YOTs.

‘There has been a huge dumbing down of youth justice workers. When YOTs formed, everyone was told to do the same thing. We had police officers writing PSRs. No one really knew what they were doing. I don’t think we’ve ever escaped that, it’s just become embedded. Secondments haven’t been renewed across the country in some YOTs, so people stop being secondees and have stopped having their specialism as everyone is doing the same thing. But other agencies look at the YOT (which is held to be this multi-agency specialist targeted support team) and they say to us why are you referring to us? You’ve got it all there, you should be doing it. But we haven’t got it all there anymore, because we haven’t got the specialists, we’ve all become one thing – a YOT worker.’

Lorna Hadley, Manager, YOT Newham, in evidence to the CSJ

There is no straightforward solution to this problem. Whilst YOTs were not intended to be the sole service working with children who offend, it is understandable that when local services (particularly children’s social care) are struggling to cope with increased demands and falling budgets suggestions are made that either: YOTs should meet the welfare needs of children who offend, particularly as local authority children services provide such a significant proportion of their funding; or local services should reduce their funding to YOTs so as to increase the resource available to meet the welfare needs outside of the youth justice system. Problems with both approaches exist: where there is limited secondment or specialists in YOTs it is likely there will be insufficient multi-agency expertise necessary to address welfare needs in isolation. Conversely, were local services to reduce funding to YOTs there would likely be a return to the unfavourable situation (which led to the creation of YOTs) whereby the needs of young offenders were overlooked or de-prioritised in favour of, perhaps understandably, ‘more deserving’ children (e.g. vulnerable young children). The CSJ believes that the structure and remit of YOTs requires further attention to resolve this tension.

3 Ibid, p63
7.1.2. Funding formula

We question whether the current funding arrangements for YOTs are appropriate. There is no overall funding formula and we are concerned that the contributions made by some agencies are out of proportion with the savings and benefits they reap from YOT work. To illustrate, YOTs should play a vital role in preventing young offenders from becoming adult criminals, yet probation is one of the lowest contributors. In addition, despite the current economic climate there remains almost no relationship between resources and performance. 4

7.2 YOT worker practice

Over the past 15 years the judgement and expertise of YOT staff has been stifled by overly prescriptive national guidance (as detailed in Chapter Four). We are encouraged by the Government’s intention to tackle this by rolling back central prescription and increasing the scope for local discretion. 5

However, if increased discretion is to achieve improvement in outcomes, service delivery must be led by a professional workforce with the expertise and confidence to exercise good judgement. It is apparent from our evidence gathering that many YOT practitioners have not had the opportunity to develop these skills within the current culture. Training (neither professional nor YOT specific) does not place sufficient emphasis on developing them. Without such competence, Government reforms risk creating a void in which practitioners have the freedom to exercise discretion but lack the expertise to do so appropriately.

National YOT training has been criticised for providing practitioners with skills to follow procedures as opposed to developing the expertise to exercise good judgement. The training has also tended to understate the degree to which areas of policy and practice are contested, shaping practitioners who adhere to approved methods of practice rather than encouraging critical and reflexive thinking. This has been observed in the literature. 6 Some progress is being made. For example the Foundation Degree in Youth Justice has replaced the Professional Certificate in Effective Practice (PCEP) and provides a more open curriculum. 7

YOT managers have also informed the CSJ that national training is too focussed on theory and insufficiently grounded in practice. The result is that qualified staff are frequently poor practitioners: they do not possess the skills or confidence required to manage and engage with troublesome teenagers.

---

4 Ibid, pp60-61
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YOTs also comprise a variety of different professional backgrounds – health professionals, educators, probation and police officers, children and family social workers, drugs, alcohol misuse and youth workers – in addition to generic workers recruited directly into YOTs. Such diversity is beneficial, but in many cases training commissioned by YOTs does not acknowledge this. It has tended to be designed around the notion of a uniform YOT worker as opposed to building upon particular professional expertise. One of the reasons for this is that within YOTs there is generally a small number of persons from each professional background, which makes it difficult to commission profession specific training on a YOT level (for example, training for health professionals in YOTs).

### 7.3 Inspection and monitoring

#### 7.3.1 YOT Inspection

#### 7.3.2.1 Inspection methodology

We have been informed of examples where HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMI Probation) has been a ‘prime driver’ of improvement in YOTs. However, many of those who gave evidence were highly critical of the methodology of YOT inspections undertaken by the inspectorate since 2002.8,9 The inspection methodology is a tick-box orientated assessment of process: checking case files and interviewing the relevant practitioner to ensure that the correct details have been recorded and the right procedures undertaken. Observation of practice and interactions between young people and their workers is absent. There is a perception amongst many of the YOTs with whom we spoke that there is insufficient focus on the outcomes of young people. This is also evident in inspection reports: though YOT outcomes comprise one of three focusses of inspection,10 analysis tends to centre on whether appropriate action has been taken by the YOT to achieve positive outcomes. One senior

---

8 Although there have been two different inspection methodologies during this period  
9 HMI Probation leads the Core Case Inspection programme of YOTs, in which the key aspects of youth offending work – public protection and safeguarding – in all 157 YOTs are inspected by means of announced inspections over a three year period  
10 Along with assessment and sentence planning, and delivery and review of interventions
YOT officer, who had recently been a peer assessor in a YOT inspection team, described his experiences:

‘The one thing I took back was that the inspection process is cold. There is not actually any point talking to inspectors about relationships with young people, about distance travelled or outcomes, it’s about ticking boxes: did you do an Asset in time? Did you do a ROSH? Did you screen properly? Yes, no, yes, no. It’s just a quantitative assessment. They even asked me if I had put the right date in. There is no skill involved, anyone could have done it’.

Such focus on process does not place value on expertise and the capacity of practitioners to engage with young people; qualities that are fundamental to effective practice. As the Working Group heard from Di Hart of the National Children’s Bureau,

‘The way performance is monitored means that a lack of reaching out by YOTs to support young people may go unnoticed. The fact that you could, in an inspection, get loads of ticks but you haven’t actually taken on board the fundamental aspects of what you’re supposed to be doing in terms of engaging individual young people is a flaw in the system’.

YOT managers informed the CSJ that inspectors often have a fixed view of what comprises good practice; practice that deviates from that standard is given limited recognition, even where it is producing positives outcomes. Many YOTs reported that the inspection process is somewhat artificial. The lengthy forewarning of an inspection allows them to prepare extensively as opposed to being a genuine reflection of practice. As one YOT Manager said:

‘Many of us just think, if you’re really serious about inspection why do you tell us six months ahead that you’re coming… why don’t you just turn up to see what is happening? That would allow you to get a truer picture rather than the niceties that everybody goes through with this whole tranche of inspections’.

The YOTs also said that protracted inspection preparation detracted from meeting the needs of young people. One manager described the process as one that ‘grinds you to a halt’.

Many YOT Managers reported situations where they have been marked down by HMI Probation for having procedures in place that are specified in YJB guidance. Whatever the professional differences in opinion between the YJB and HMI Probation, such contradictions are confusing and obstructive to good practice on the ground.

Some managers commented that the process was very risk averse, driven by preoccupation with defensible decision making. This is understood to have arisen out of concern about public harm and political ramifications following high profile failures in criminal justice. In addition, a number of YOTs commented that the use of inflexible, mechanistic assessment is partially reinforced by the lack of expertise of some inspectors. Managers cited recent examples of inspectors who were mediocre and did not represent or understand recent practice and issues, often because they had spent extensive periods as inspectors.
7.3.1.2 The inspectorate

Though the YOT inspection methodology is the main bone of contention amongst practitioners, many consider that it is inappropriate that HMI Probation leads the process. The current arrangements are objected to on principle: that is, an agency geared to adults should not be leading the inspection of a young peoples’ service. Some YOTs maintained that the probation inspectorate lacks understanding of child-related issues such as safeguarding, and as a result is unable to identify key failings.

7.3.2 Performance information and monitoring

Historically, YOT performance has been assessed against a fixed national set of indicators of what comprises good and bad practice in the view of the YJB. This data alone cannot provide measures of quality, or reflect the nuances in local performance and outcomes for young people, their families and victims. Such indicators neither allow YOTs to be held properly to account for the service they provide nor help YOTs to identify the specific areas in which their practice could be improved. Further, YOT performance monitoring has tended to be ‘dictated more by external pressures, such as the reporting cycles of either the local authority or the YJB, than by the need to improve their own services’. 11

The CSJ welcomes the reduction in performance indicators to the three core areas of first time entrants, custody levels and reoffending, and thinks they are suitable areas. However, there is still more work to do to ensure that indicators provide a holistic and meaningful picture of practice. For example, there is a risk that reoffending rates will increase as a result of expanding diversionary practice (because only the more serious offenders are remaining in the system). In these circumstances, a static indicator of reoffending is unlikely to help YOTs to understand or improve their services.

7.3.3 Custodial facilities

There are different inspection arrangements for the three types of juvenile custodial facilities: Ofsted inspects SCHs and STCs, as well as the education element of YOIs; HMI Prisons inspects YOIs and is also occasionally involved with STCs. 12 The framework lacks coherence. 13 Two reviews have recently suggested that the effectiveness of inspection would be increased were the joint inspection arrangements that apply to YOIs ‘extended to other areas’. The review of the YJB’s operating arrangements specifies that they should be applied to STCs. 14 By the same token, we note that there is considerable scope to rationalise the number of bodies involved in independent oversight of the juvenile secure estate (see Figure 7.1).

---

11 Audit Commission, op. cit., p64
13 Ibid, pp52-53
At present, there is little financial incentive for local services to invest in preventative youth justice services since custodial places are paid for by the YJB.18 This is often particularly apparent in the case of looked after children (LAC) in trouble with the law.19 As the Standing Committee on Youth Justice asserts ‘the fact that a difficult child, causing a lot of trouble and using a lot of local authority resources, is put into custody for a number of months may be viewed as a welcome respite by the local authority’.20

It has long been argued that devolving responsibility for the costs of custody would encourage local authorities to invest in community services to prevent young people from committing crime and being sent to custody.21 The model, albeit in a variety of different forms, has helped...
to reduce the number of young people incarcerated in a number of states in the USA.\textsuperscript{22} The utility and logistics of devolution of financial responsibility has long been the subject of debate. Some have argued that devolving costs to the local authorities would be unfair because it is the courts, not the local authorities, which decide whether or not to sentence to custody.\textsuperscript{23} Linked to this is the concern for the potential of ‘freak’ events, such as the August riots, to devastate local authority budgets. Third, there is disagreement about how budgets could be distributed equitably across local authorities.\textsuperscript{24} Fourth, some argue that the quoted costs of custody (YOIs in particular) are a significant underestimate, which has the potential to impact negatively on local authorities were budgets to be devolved.\textsuperscript{25} Fifth, there is the risk that national policy will shift to supporting greater numbers of children in custody, in which case, it would be unreasonable to expect local authorities to bear the financial costs. Whilst the CSJ acknowledges these concerns and difficulties, we support the principle of devolving custody budgets: it would provide a financial incentive to invest in prevention and rehabilitation as well as likely increasing local authority influence in the nature and configuration of the juvenile secure estate.

The Government is keen to see financial responsibility for youth custody devolved to local authorities. Proposals are currently before Parliament to make local authorities responsible for all youth remands to secure accommodation.\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, in October 2011 a two-year Youth Justice Reinvestment Pathfinder Initiative was launched in four consortia of local authorities. The consortia have agreed a target reduction in the use of custody with the YJB and MoJ, and have received funds additional to their youth justice grant to help them achieve this. If custody numbers are reduced to the agreed target, pathfinders will retain the funding; if not, they will share the financial risks.\textsuperscript{27}

Central to the pathfinder model is the principal of ‘payment by results’ – where funding is directly linked to the delivery of outcomes. This is a key element of the Government’s strategy to deliver reforms. The approach clearly has the potential to shift the focus from process

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} House of Commons Justice Committee, Cutting crime: the case for reinvestment, First report of the session 2009-10, London: House of Commons 2010, p18
\item \textsuperscript{24} Standing Committee on Youth Justice, op. cit.; and Policy Exchange, op. cit.; for example, if budgets were distributed on the basis of historic use of custody those YOTs with high custody rates would be rewarded with a relatively large slice of the budget, whereas YOTs making low use of custody would effectively be penalised
\item \textsuperscript{25} The Foyer Federation, Young Offenders: A Secure Foundation, Foyer Federation, 2009 pp56-59
\item \textsuperscript{26} Ministry of Justice, Breaking the Cycle: Government Response, Norwich: The Stationery Office, 2011, p10
\item \textsuperscript{27} Ministry of Justice, Breaking the Cycle: Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders, Norwich: The Stationery Office, 2010, p73
\end{itemize}
towards outcomes and incentivise innovative delivery systems. In some cases it offers the added benefit of transferring risk from the taxpayer to the provider.\textsuperscript{28} However, without careful implementation payment by results also brings with it a number of risks, including:

- ‘Cherry-picking’ where providers focus on young people more likely to contribute to their particular outcomes, thereby neglecting those who display the highest levels of need;\textsuperscript{29}
- Financial pressures to lower the cost of providing a youth justice service to an absolute minimum, which may lead to lower quality service;\textsuperscript{30}
- Pricing out grassroots voluntary sector providers (who often deliver the most innovative and effective service) because they are unable to either provide the upfront capital or carry the financial risk\textsuperscript{31} and
- Difficulty with measuring outcomes – the extent to which any chosen indicator will provide an accurate indication of improved practice.\textsuperscript{32}

Other examples of recent payment by results initiatives in the criminal justice arena are the Daedalus Project (detailed in Chapter Six) and the Social Impact Bond pilot around HMP Peterborough. This latter example involves upfront investment from charitable foundations and private individuals used to pay providers to reduce reconviction rates of short-term prisoners (less than 12 months). If the project reduces reconviction rates by 7.5 per cent or more, the MoJ will return to investors their initial investment as well as an additional return, with a greater reduction (up to a maximum of 13 per cent) leading to a higher payment. If reconviction rates do not fall by at least 7.5 per cent, investors will not recoup their investment.\textsuperscript{33}

29 National Association of Youth Justice, Payment by results and the youth justice system: An NAYJ position paper –July 2010, National Association of Youth Justice 2011, p19
30 Ibid, p20
31 J Collins, ‘Payment by results in the criminal justice system can it deliver?’, Journal of Learning Difficulties and Offending Behaviour vol 10, issue 2, 2011, p21
32 National Association of Youth Justice, op. cit, p12
33 Ibid, p20
7.5 Research and dissemination

Three recent reviews of the youth justice system have highlighted the lack of both a cohesive and comprehensive research base and dissemination of best practice as key weaknesses that must be addressed if cost-effectiveness and outcomes for young people are to improve. 34

The studies assert that there are substantial gaps in the youth justice research base. The variable quality and quantity of evidence in the field has also been highlighted as problematic. 35 The National Audit Office (NAO) identified that the YJB has spent less than 0.5 per cent of its budget on research, despite being in a position to offer ‘vital support’ to YOTs by identifying and disseminating best practice. It also reported that research undertaken by the Board between 2006 and 2009 focussed on processes rather than evaluating the outcomes of interventions. 36 Both of these shortcomings have been highlighted in evidence submitted to the Working Group. One YOT Manager, for example, expressed concern that there is a tendency for the system to use evaluations to confirm viability instead of admitting that the programme does not work as well as had been hoped and ceasing funding. Another witness commented that:

‘Where the YJB has failed terribly, is that it has rolled out new programmes and assessments but has not conducted systematic reviews of them when it really needed to have done’. 37

This has improved recently. The Scaled Approach model, for example was reviewed earlier this year following implementation and there are consequential modifications planned.

There is a lack of a coordinated approach to research into youth justice across the relevant government departments, leading to some duplication. 38 The same failing has been noted with reference to coordination between research funders. 39 Dame Sue Street’s recent report claims that the YJB’s research budget could be halved to 0.5 million if research was better coordinated across government. 40

When research is completed and best practice identified, it is not used by the YJB to advise YOTs on the most effective interventions or approaches beyond informing the formation of general national standards. 41 Accordingly, there have been multiple calls from stakeholders for clearer guidance from the YJB on what works and under what conditions, as well as on what doesn’t work. 42 The NAO, for example, reported that:

‘Seventy-six per cent of Youth Offending Team managers agreed with the statement, ‘it is difficult to find evidence on ‘what works’ for certain areas of our work’. There has been little research published in this area by the Board or Ministry since 2006.’ 43

---

35 Independent Commission on Youth Crime and Antisocial Behaviour, op. cit., p100
36 National Audit Office, op. cit., p36
37 Department for Children, Schools and Families, op. cit., p21
38 Independent Commission on Youth Crime and Antisocial Behaviour, op. cit., p100
39 Department for Children, Schools and Families, 2010, op. cit., p66
40 Ibid, p20
41 Ibid, and Independent Commission on Youth Crime and Antisocial Behaviour, 2010, op. cit., p100
42 National Audit Office, op. cit., p8
This concern has been widely echoed by practitioners in evidence to the CSJ. The NAO noted that such a limited evidence base is particularly relevant in the context of reducing resources as it puts the youth justice system ‘in a weak position to know which activities to cut and which to keep to ensure that outcomes do not deteriorate’.

Many YOTs reported that they are conscious that they have little awareness of practice in other YOTs (something the current inspection methodology employed by HMI Probation does little to assist with) and there is a need to more effectively share good practice between teams. They consider it to be the role of the ‘centre’ to help with this by ‘scanning, supporting, and disseminating good practice’ as opposed to providing top-down instruction and heavy-handed monitoring. A peer review model, such as that being developed by the Department for Education and local partners for the child protection system, would be a helpful means of better disseminating good practice from the bottom-up. However, we have not come across such a model in YOTs, beyond the involvement of peer assessors in YOT inspection.

In addition, a number of witnesses highlighted the existence of the robust evidence of ‘what works’ from the Washington State Institute of Public Policy and urged that national and local government effect their implementation. As Enver Solomon, Policy Director at the Children’s Society told the Working Group:

“We know what works in terms of community interventions – the Washington State Institute and others such as the Blueprints project at the University of Colorado have provided robust evidence. Yet, there has never been a coherent package from the YJB or central government to drive through these proven interventions, and ensure that they are adequately resourced and effectively implemented. There tend to be isolated pockets of best practice but no universal up-scaling. We don’t need to reinvent the wheel; we know what works and we need to apply it.”

7.6 Lessons to be learnt from the Munro Review

The CSJ strongly believes that many of the findings and recommendations of The Munro Review of Child Protection translate across to the youth justice system. Alex Chard and Marc Radley, from YCTCS and CACI respectively, kindly offered to write the below piece to summarise both the parallels between the two systems and Munro’s key learning’s.

Many of the findings from The Munro Review of Child Protection have significant resonance for the management and practice of youth justice. Given the similarities between the systems of youth justice and child protection this is not perhaps surprising. They serve a similar and overlapping population.45 Both are complex multi-agency and multi-disciplinary systems which provide services to highly vulnerable children and young people, their families and victims.

---

43 Ibid
44 Although it should be noted that there can be difficulties transplanting interventions from the US in the UK due to differences in culture between the US and UK
Both manage high levels of risk, including those to children and young people and particularly in the youth justice system, the risks that young people may pose to others. They are also systems with the power to remove children and young people from their families, although the reasons are very different; one acts in the name of child protection, the other in the name of public protection and punishment.

The Munro Review applied a complex adaptive systems approach to reviewing child protection in England. The review used this approach to identify that a range of drivers, including well intentioned reform, have produced a defensive, risk averse system that has created obstacles to achieving the primary objective of protecting children. The youth justice system has been subject to similar influences, such as political vying for being tough on crime, the media response to high profile cases, a quest for certainty in assessment and the standardisation of responses to offending behaviour. In recent years the youth justice system has arguably lost sight of its primary objective of preventing offending by young people as well as its statutory responsibility to safeguard young people.

Over the last two decades child protection and youth justice can both be seen as areas where assumptions about management and certainty have increasingly prescribed policy and practice. Munro argues that a managerial approach has been one of the major drivers that distorted practice in the child protection system. In addition, practice has sought to be improved through targets and performance indicators. This has led to a managerial focus on monitoring of process. Until very recently, the youth justice system has been driven by the YJB using a similarly process-driven range of performance measures together with an inspection regime that has focussed on the process of case recording rather than the effectiveness of direct practice.

Munro reports that ‘many professionals describe themselves as working in an over-standardised framework that makes it difficult for them to tailor their responses to the specific circumstances of individual children’. As detailed elsewhere in this review, youth justice workers similarly protest about the bureaucracy of the system and the lack of time for direct work with young people. This has been driven by National Standards, Case Management Guidance, increasingly prescribing interventions based on the ‘Scaled Approach’ and narrow application of Asset criminogenic risk factor assessment. The recent move by the MoJ to significantly reduce youth justice performance indicators is evidence of a political recognition that the approach has failed. Munro has recommended a scaling back of central prescription to address such standardisation. This equally applies to the youth justice system.

---

47 The Children Act 2004 s.11 (s.28 for YOTs in Wales) and Children and Young Persons Act 1933, s.44.
Munro argues for a shift away from a process driven technocratic approach within child protection to an approach that recognises the fundamental importance of human relations. Equally it can be argued that youth justice has lost sight of the central importance of the professional relationship with the young person and their family to understanding the context of their life, and using this knowledge and the relationship to influence the family dynamic and change the young person’s behaviour. There is also a need within youth justice to move away from a centrally prescribed approach and allow practitioners to innovate in order to meet local need and address offending behaviour. In terms of moving forward, Munro proposes that:

> ‘Children’s social care organisations need to move towards being adaptive, learning organisations that keep a clear focus on creating the work environment that helps frontline social workers have the skills, time and resources to visit families, engage with them, develop a good understanding of their problems and provide effective help.’

Drawing on findings from Munro we suggest that the goals and features of a reformed youth justice system would therefore include:

- A system that learns whether children, young people and victims are being helped, and how they have experienced the help, innovating in response to feedback;
- A system free from unnecessary central prescription over professional practice but with clear rules about where and how to co-ordinate to protect the public as well as children and young people;
- A system where professional practice is informed by research and evidence, with competent judgement informing action when the work is too varied for rules;
- A system that expects errors and so tries to catch them quickly; and
- A system that is ‘risk sensible’.

The reforms that Munro recommends recognise that the child protection system, like the youth justice system, is a complex human system that needs to have the flexibility to continue to adapt. ‘This is an opportunity not to set the ‘right’ system in stone, but to build an adaptive, learning system which can evolve as needs and conditions change.’

### 7.7 Youth justice simulation findings

In June 2011 this review was offered CACI’s youth justice software simulation model to help develop thinking and understanding about our recommendations (for further explanation of the simulation model please see Annex B). We requested data from five YOTs, including rate of entry to the system, reoffending rates for different disposals and system pathways following disposals (for example the percentage of offenders sentenced to custody following a YRO). We used data from the case study areas and applied these to a typical youth justice system managing an average of 600 incidents per annum. The worst simulation parameters were applied and the results are as follows.

---

50 Munro asserts that this requires a fundamental shift from a technocratic process based approach to a socio-technical practice based approach

1. Worst parameters

- Typical 25 per cent diversion in 2011
- Remand into custody: average 7 per cent
- Reoffending following final warning/reprimand: 50 per cent
- Reoffending following referral order: 60 per cent
- Reoffending following youth rehabilitation order: 80 per cent
- Reoffending following ISS: 90 per cent
- Reoffending following custody: 100 per cent

The simulation run showed such a youth justice system generates activity flows as follows:

- Diversion: 132 per annum
- Final warning/reprimand: 420 per annum
- Referral order: 216 per annum
- Youth rehabilitation order: 150 per annum
- ISS: 18 per annum
- Custody: 21 per annum

Using NAO unit costs the total cost will be circa £2,715,600 per annum

2. Best parameters

- Enhanced 50 per cent diversion involving triage
- Reduced remand into custody: average 4.5 per cent
- Reoffending following final warning/reprimand: 20 per cent
- Reoffending following referral order: 40 per cent
- Reoffending following youth rehabilitation order: 66 per cent
- Reoffending following ISS: 70 per cent
- Reoffending following custody: 75 per cent

The simulation run stabilised after 48 months as follows:

- Triage: 264 per annum
- Final warning/reprimand: 300 per annum
- Referral order: 96 per annum
- Youth rehabilitation order: 60 per annum
- ISS: 6 per annum
- Custody: 6 per annum

Using NAO unit costs, the total cost of this youth justice system is circa £1,197,600 per annum (less than half the cost of the comparison above).

The custody costs for the worst simulation run is indicated to be just over £1 million per annum compared with £300,000 indicated for the best system simulation run.

The worst simulation run generates circa 324 offending incidents per annum: 144 following court sentences and 180 following pre court decisions. In contrast the best simulation parameters generate 192 offending incidents (a 40 per cent reduction) per annum: 72 following court sentences and 120 following pre court decisions.
This represents a 50 per cent reduction in court activity and in addition to a saving of over £30,000 in court processing costs per annum.

7.7.1 Youth justice reform

We assume reduced activity in court also provides opportunities to improve proposals to the court at remand stage, such as remand fostering. In the best simulation run if six of the 12 young people were suitable for intensive fostering this is equivalent to at least £120,000 in reduced custody remand costs over four years. Further, reduced YOT case loads could enable improved court work. For example, more carefully prepared bail and remand options and pre-sentence reports, which offer sentencers better information about programmes.

We also assume reduced flows enable YOTs and other local resources to concentrate on aspects of high risk of reoffending. For example, increased focus on resettlement activity to reduce the flows of repeat offending behaviour flowing into the adult system. The costs and benefits of can also be examined via this simulation, but this was beyond the scope of the study.

The above cost results were based on a relatively high unit cost of triage at £500 per event. The purpose of this was to illustrate that the extra cost of more effective face-to-face practice (for example, specialist advice, RJ and early help to address needs) is affordable at this point in the system and at the same time achieves lower overall system costs.

The results indicate the better system flows comprise a reduction of 120 Final Warning and Reprimands each year. Over four years this represents about £80,000 savings in police time (at a local level).

7.7.2 Understanding seriousness

The simulation also confirms the extent to which successful diversionary work is highly sensitive to changing interpretations of the seriousness of incidents and attitudes to diversion. For example, a five per cent shift in the handling of pre-court decisions can result in more than a ten per cent increase in court cases and up to a 40 per cent increase in overall youth justice system service costs over time (four years).

This highlights the impact of national dialogues about youth crime and local perception, which could drive how the police and the other agencies work together. Application of Munro’s ‘risk sensible’ approach to responses to crime would help to address this.
7.8 Recommendations

Immediate term

**Governance**
- The future of the YJB has remained outside the remit of this review. However, we welcome the Government’s decision to reprieve the YJB from planned abolition. The slimmed down board should now build on progress made in recent years and ensure there is a dedicated focus on young people in the justice system.

**YOT structure**
- We recommend that every local authority reviews its secondment policy from children’s services to YOTs. We strongly suggest that children and families social workers (CFSWs) should be seconded to YOTs for no more than three years. This would benefit both services. Seconded CFSWs would carry out low tier children’s services work instead of referring young people to children’s services. This would increase the likelihood that YOT-involved young people receive the support they require. It would also likely reduce the quantity of referrals from the YOT to children’s services. CFSWs returning to children’s services from YOT secondment would bring with them vital expertise regarding young people. This would help refresh the skills of the service, which has become increasingly focussed on babies and very young children at the expense of young people.

- To ensure that there is continuity and expertise built within YOTs, we do not propose that all CFSWs are seconded on a three year basis. Instead we suggest that a proportion of local authority CFSWs are rotated to the local YOT every three years.

- We recommend that inspection of secondment practice from Children’s Services and other partners to YOTs is included in the remit of the Children’s Services Inspectorate.

- We recommend that the structure and remit of YOTs be reviewed to clarify their roles as well as the responsibilities of local partners to children at risk of or involved with offending.

- Funding to YOTs should be calibrated so that all contributors donate roughly proportionately. We recommend that a funding formula be developed to achieve this.

**Training of YOT workers**
- Local areas should develop better training programmes for their staff that fit their professional background and qualifications. Consideration should be given to developing specific training across areas.

- Training should provide YOT practitioners with both practical skills and generalised understanding relevant to good practice; should generate certain ‘habits of mind’; and instil in individual practitioners the capacity to critically reflect on practice.
Given that we know the relationship between the YOT worker and young person is central to successful rehabilitation, training must be skills-based not process-driven. There also needs to be a much stronger emphasis on developing skills to work with the context and circumstances of individual children, including families, other professionals and communities.

It is crucial that managers and supervisors understand and have skills, experience and/or training in reflective practice. Managing practitioners must incorporate opportunity to discuss and consider practice.

**Performance information and data management**

We propose that the YOT performance data framework be restructured using the same principle of a ‘twin core’ of nationally collected and locally published data, recommended in the Munro Review. The small national set should remain but YOTs should collect and interrogate local performance information to enable them to benchmark performance and support improvement and promote accountability. Data systems that are commissioned should enhance frontline practice and create efficiencies, in terms of reducing the amount of time spent inputting data and maximising the time spent face-to-face with young people.

**YOT inspection**

We recommend that there be unannounced inspections of a more comprehensive nature instead of having a two or three year comprehensive cycle of inspection of all YOTs. These should be focussed on both apparently well and poorly performing YOTs. Such judgements should be made on the basis of close scrutiny of all data sources available with respect to performance (i.e. nationally collected and locally published performance information), as opposed to static indicators of what comprises good or bad practice.

This would mirror some of the improvements proposed in the Munro report on Child Protection and would also place the same emphasis on the intelligent use of data.

We suggest that the introduction of unannounced inspections be accompanied by a much greater focus on practice; examining the quality of interactions between YOT staff, young people and their families; and the capabilities of YOT staff to exercise professional judgement. Determining whether or not young people and their families, and thus society, are being effectively helped should be the central concern.

This review has concluded that HMI Probation needs to take a greater role in the improvement process. Particular emphasis should be placed on:

- Identifying good or promising practice and understanding how it has come about;
- Identifying failure and the reasons behind it; and
- Sharing the lessons from success and failure in order to promote peer led improvement.
Inspectors

- It is essential that HMI Probation represents, reflects and understands recent practice and issues. We recommend that the make-up of inspection teams be reviewed to ensure this is so. This should apply to Ofsted, HMI Prisons and HMI Probation.

Involvement of ex-offenders

- Ex-offenders possess a wealth of knowledge and a unique insight into how young offenders can be helped. We propose that greater efforts be made to encourage ex-offenders to contribute to the work of the JSE, including mentoring, governance of the secure estate and inspection.

Medium term

Inspections

- We believe that the inspection of children’s services – both YOTs and the JSE – be led by the children’s inspectorate.

- We recommend that the inspection of the JSE and YOTs should be included within the remit of the future inspection framework for children, whatever that might be. We acknowledge the expertise of HMI Prisons and HMI Probation concerning inspection of the juvenile secure estate and YOTs respectively. We suggest that inspectors with youth specific experience from HMI Prisons and HMI Probation are seconded to the children’s inspectorate.

- We recommend that the inspection framework examines the effectiveness of contributions of all other local services to the prevention of youth offending and reoffending, including education, children’s services, health, police and probation. This would reflect the recommendation, accepted by the Government, made in the Munro Review with respect to child protection. Work is currently being carried out by the Department for Education and the inspectorates to determine how the proposal could be achieved within available resources. Munro suggests that multi-inspectorate teams are the ideal solution but may not be achievable in the current financial climate, in which case, the next best solution would be inspection by the children’s inspectorate of the contribution of other agencies to youth justice.\(^{52}\)

Research

- We recommend that a model of peer reviews, akin to that being developed for the child protection system, should be implemented in the youth justice system to promote the sharing of best practice and learning from the bottom-up.

---

\(^{52}\) Munro E, The Munro Review of Child Protection Final Report, A child-centred system, op. cit., pp46-7
We suggest that a central organisation be given responsibility for commissioning and collating research on effective youth justice practice, and promulgating such practice on the basis of well accrued evidence. Primary responsibility for research should rest with the YJB. However, there might be value in commissioning an agency such as that recommended in the Salz Commission.

We recommend that research personnel in different agencies from across the UK and Ireland should liaise and share efforts and data.

Long term

**Monitoring arrangements in the JSE**

As and when the secure estate is reconfigured, there should be a review of the independent oversight of both the organisation and the needs of the children within it. That is, a review of the role of independent monitors, independent visitors, advocates and YJB monitors. We suggest that a review of the content of Regulation 33 is included to explore whether any other duties should be included in its remit.

In addition, we recognise that local authorities are likely to want a greater voice with regard to the monitoring (and commissioning, see Chapter Five) of secure facilities if all sentenced children become looked after. We suggest that the option is explored of extending the role of Regulation 33 to STCs and YOIs.
8.1 Introduction

The question of whether the current minimum age of criminal responsibility (MACR) is appropriate has long been a taboo subject in England and Wales. The prospect of vilification from the tabloids, such as that which Maggie Atkinson, the Children’s Commissioner experienced last year when she advocated raising the MACR to 12, have reportedly made senior commissions and bodies shy away from advocating its increase.1 As a result there is little genuine debate, at least in the political arena, about the subject. This review considers that full examination of the issue is essential for determining whether or not the current law delivers the best outcomes both for children who offend and wider society.

The MACR in England and Wales was raised from eight to ten years in 1963. By all accounts, that decision was reached on a somewhat arbitrary basis.2 There is no evidence, for example, to indicate that a ten year-old is substantially more developmentally mature, thus more able to participate in criminal proceedings, than a nine year-old.3 Since 1963 the arbitrary foundation of the current MACR has, arguably, become increasingly questionable as our neuropsychological understanding of child development has advanced considerably. There is now a significant body of research evidence indicating that early adolescence (under 13-14 years of age) is a period of marked neurodevelopmental immaturity, during which children's capacity is not equivalent to that of an older adolescent or adult. Such findings cast doubt on the culpability and competency of early adolescents to participate in the criminal process and this raises the question of whether the current MACR, at ten, is appropriate.

1 Downes D and Morgan R, ‘Waiting for Ingleby: the minimum age of criminal responsibility – a red line issue?’, forthcoming, p15
3 Vizard E, op. cit., p8
This chapter seeks to address the following questions, which are of critical relevance to the MACR debate:

- How culpable young people are for the unlawful behaviour they engage in;
- How competent they are to participate in the youth justice system;
- What is the impact, including that on reoffending, of involving young children in the criminal justice system;\(^4\)
- To what extent is the MACR consistent with other rights and responsibilities bestowed on this age group in England and Wales?\(^8\)
- What are the obstacles to amending the MACR?

### 8.2 Culpability

Early to mid-adolescence is a period during which the domains that control and coordinate thoughts, behaviours and emotional responses undergo significant development. In particular, the likelihood of impulsive, sensation-seeking and risk-taking actions is greatly increased.\(^5\) Capacity to accurately gauge the consequences of actions is developing,\(^6\) as is the ability to empathise.\(^7\) Young people are also much more susceptible to the influences of others, especially their peers: they find it harder to resist or say no to behaviours that in the adult world would be called crimes. This does not mean that children bear no responsibility for their behaviour, but that they may be less responsible.\(^9\)

Young people drawn into the criminal justice system typically have additional vulnerabilities, for example learning disabilities and mental health problems, stemming from adverse developmental experiences.\(^10\) These vulnerabilities serve in addition to developmental immaturity to constrain the ability to act freely and maturely, raising further questions about culpability.\(^11\)

Experience of child abuse and/or neglect, for example, is thought to impair brain development leading to anxiety, impulsivity, poor affect regulation, hyperactivity, poorer problem-solving and impoverished capacity for empathy.\(^12\) Childhood experience of abuse is strongly associated with early delinquency (as opposed to adolescence-onset offending) and the development of later psychopathy.\(^13\) Children who begin offending at a young age are also likely to commit more serious crimes.\(^14\) All of this means that young children who offend, particularly those

---

9 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p87
10 Examples of developmental adversity include abuse, neglect and exposure to violence. Young people in the youth justice system are more likely than other children to experience abuse and neglect
11 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p89
12 Vizard E, op. cit.
who commit the most serious crimes, are likely to be the most vulnerable (often being victims themselves) and least competent to engage with the criminal justice system.  

The above issues are distinct from the question of the age at which children understand the difference between right and wrong, a question on which the MACR debate often misguided centres. Most children can broadly differentiate between right and wrong from a very young age. Children, however, have a limited capacity to judge the magnitude of right and wrong; that is, what is criminal and what is not. This is likely to be particularly true of children who have grown up in highly dysfunctional family circumstances and hence not learned law abiding behaviour in the home. There is also some indication that children who have experienced abuse may ‘learn through modelling and reinforcement (social learning theory) that aggressive behaviour is linked to attention and status’, leading them to emulate such behaviour themselves. 

8.3 Competency

Defendants are required to have particular competencies to participate in criminal justice proceedings. These include the ability to understand ‘court processes, charges, defences and their possible consequences, deciding how to plead, challenging jurors, instructing lawyers, giving evidence and responding to cross-examination’. In addition, children must meet fitness-to-be-interviewed criteria (under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE)), so as to be able to understand the ‘purpose of the interview, to comprehend what is being asked and to appreciate the significance of any answers given and make rational decisions about whether they want to say anything’. In all these respects children and adolescents are significantly disadvantaged.

First, children are both more suggestible (‘the tendency to change one’s mind as a result of pressure or suggestion from others’) and compliant (‘the tendency to go along with others’ propositions or instructions without internal agreement’). This threatens the identification of truth: ‘individuals provide distorted or incomplete versions of events’. Children are more likely to make false confessions. Removing the bias of the questioner is crucial to reducing the influence of these tendencies, yet one-sidedness is a core feature of the adversarial system.

Second, children’s ability to decide how to plead and instruct lawyers is compromised by their impulsivity and limited capacity to determine the consequences of their decisions. Limited attention span and intellectual functioning restrict their capacity to understand and follow court processes and the significance of questions asked and answers given. Children may also find

---

15 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p92
16 Vizard E, op. cit.
17 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p89; Farmer in evidence to the CSJ
19 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p88
23 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p88
24 Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p88
it difficult to give evidence; their ability to accurately recall past events is limited.\textsuperscript{25} A US study of 1,400 young people aged 12-24 years found that one-third of children aged 11-13 did not have the competency to stand trial.\textsuperscript{26} There is also some indication that the relative vulnerability of children is such that participation in criminal proceedings can impair their development.\textsuperscript{27}

Although child defendants (above the MACR) can be protected from a trial in the Crown Court by being assessed as unfit to plead, there is no specific procedure to do so in youth courts (and magistrates courts more generally).\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, fitness to plead provisions tend to be undertaken only with children who are psychologically disturbed or severely learning disabled, as opposed to those who are developmentally immature.\textsuperscript{29}

Young people continue to be inadequately protected in police interviews. They are more likely to waive their right to legal representation than adults (62 per cent of children waived representation versus 34 per cent of adults\textsuperscript{30}) and have less knowledge of their rights. Research in the US found that in two-thirds of jurisdictions understanding rights information presented to defendants required the reading age of a 15 year-old.\textsuperscript{31}

Children’s ability to engage in the youth justice system is further compromised by the limited understanding of children’s capacities amongst the police, sentencers and defence practitioners, most of whom have little or no training in the matter. There are particular concerns about Crown Court judges, who preside over the most serious youth cases but have no specialised youth training: they often employ inappropriate formalities for child defendants despite guidelines allowing them to be dispensed with.\textsuperscript{32} These issues are explored in detail in Chapters Four and Five.

### 8.4 Effectiveness

The criminal justice system is often not an effective means to reduce reoffending. Contact with the criminal justice system has been shown to increase the likelihood of reoffending.\textsuperscript{33}

Given that young child offenders above the age of ten typically have high welfare needs, they are arguably better dealt with by children’s social care teams who, because of the current low


\textsuperscript{26} Grisso et al 2003, cited in Downes D and Morgan R, op. cit., p7

\textsuperscript{27} Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p89; Steinberg, 2009, cited in Downes D and Morgan R, op. cit., p6

\textsuperscript{28} If assessed as unfit to plead the jury must decide whether the accused perpetrated the act or not and either acquit them or deal with them by means of a disposal (under section 5 of the Criminal Procedure (Insanity) Act 1964) respectively. Disposals include a hospital order and absolute discharge; For further information, see, Royal College of Psychiatrists, Child defendants, London: Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2006, p45

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid

\textsuperscript{30} Medford et al, 2003, cited in Farmer E, 2011, op. cit., p88; study compared samples of young people and adults with appropriate adults

\textsuperscript{31} Rogers R et al, ‘An analysis of Miranda warnings and waivers: Comprehension and coverage’, Law & Human Behavior, 31, pp77-192, 2007. This evidence is indicative only: the nature of children’s procedural rights, and the manner in which they are required to be communicated, is different in the USA

\textsuperscript{32} The Lord Chief Justice’s Practice Direction (The Trial of Children and Young Persons in the Crown Court, 2000, [Available at: http://www.courts.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/3459A096-A339-4CF5-80F4-CB8158BE53C0/1_/PD0211.htm accessed 2 March 2011]) called on the Crown Court to take account of the age, maturity and development (emotional and intellectual) of young defendants. If the defendant is perceived to be too immature or young to understand and participate in formal proceedings, formalities should be dispensed with. Changes include: the removal of wigs and gowns; frequent breaks in proceedings; seating participants on the same level; seating young defendants with their parents or guardians; restricting, if necessary, attendance; and explaining proceedings to the young defendant

\textsuperscript{33} McCara L and McVie S, ‘Youth Justice! The Impact of System Contact on Patterns of Desistance from Offending’, European Journal of Criminology, Vol. 4:3, 2007, pp315-345
MACR and being hard-pressed, tend currently to look to YOTs to intervene instead.\(^\text{34}\) That is, the current MACR arguably exposes vulnerable children to ineffective and harmful youth justice system intervention whilst simultaneously making it less likely that they will receive help from, arguably, more effective, welfare services.

### 8.5 Inconsistencies

The assumption that children, at age ten, are sufficiently responsible and competent to participate in the youth justice system is seriously inconsistent with other aspects of the law in England and Wales, the median MACR worldwide and the consensus of international human rights bodies.

The criminal sphere is the only field in which ten year-olds are deemed competent to make informed decisions and take full responsibility for their actions. In all other aspects of the law children are not judged to have this capacity until later adolescence. For example:

- The Pet Animals Act 1951 provides that a child is not entitled to buy a pet until age 12;\(^\text{35}\)
- The 2003 Sexual Offences Act provides that a child is not competent to make choices about sexual activity and cannot be held to have consented to any such activity below the age of \(13;\)^\(^\text{36}\)
- The minimum age for leaving school is 16; and
- The minimum age for jury service is 18.\(^\text{37}\)

Further, there is an asymmetry between the support available to child defendants and child witnesses in criminal proceedings. The latter are 'automatically considered to be vulnerable' (entitling them to assessment of need and support to facilitate understanding) 'yet no such assumption exists for child defendants'.\(^\text{38}\)

The MACR in England and Wales is low compared with the rest of the world. Though the MACR has different meanings in different jurisdictions (in some countries, for example, measures can be imposed on those below the MACR on welfare grounds, but are punishments to all intents and purposes) Table 8.1 illustrates that the MACR is 12 or above in many countries. Scotland and the Republic of Ireland have both effectively raised their MACR to 12 in recent years.\(^\text{39}\) A recent review of the youth justice system in Northern Ireland recommended that the MACR be raised from ten to 12. We understand that this proposal is under consideration.\(^\text{40}\)

---

\(^{34}\) Downes D and Morgan R, op. cit., p10  
\(^{35}\) Pet Animals Act 1951  
\(^{36}\) Sexual Offences Act 2003  
\(^{38}\) Royal College of Psychiatrists, op. cit., p55  
\(^{39}\) The Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Bill, 2010 increased the age of prosecution in Scotland to 12, although children are still considered mentally capable of committing a crime at the age of eight; and in 2006 the MACR in Ireland was raised to 12 for all offences except murder, manslaughter, rape and aggravated sexual assault.  
There is consensus amongst international human rights bodies (the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Human Rights Committee which monitors the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Committee Against Torture, the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (commonly known as the Beijing Rules)) that a MACR below 12 is unacceptable, and that arrest and detention should be used as measures of last resort. This stance is based on the proposition that ‘the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection’.

### 8.6 Discussion

#### 8.6.1 Raising the MACR

Some commentators have argued that raising the MACR would increase the cost-effectiveness of the youth justice system. It would remove a cohort of children from its remit (in 2009/10, 2,886 children aged ten and 11 received a youth justice disposal) whose offending behaviour would more effectively be dealt with outside it. Barnardo’s, for example, uses the example of a child, ‘James’, to demonstrate that, had he been provided with early support instead of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>MACR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>7 (but has doli incapax provision to age 14 i.e. there is a presumption in law that children under 14 are incapable of forming the intent to commit a crime and therefore cannot be prosecuted unless proved otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>10 (but addresses offending of most children through restorative justice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Norway</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Germany</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is consensus amongst international human rights bodies (the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Human Rights Committee which monitors the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Committee Against Torture, the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (commonly known as the Beijing Rules)) that a MACR below 12 is unacceptable, and that arrest and detention should be used as measures of last resort. This stance is based on the proposition that ‘the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection’.

### Table 8.1: Minimum age of criminal responsibility across the world

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>MACR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>7 (but has doli incapax provision to age 14 i.e. there is a presumption in law that children under 14 are incapable of forming the intent to commit a crime and therefore cannot be prosecuted unless proved otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>10 (but addresses offending of most children through restorative justice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Norway</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Germany</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
criminal justice responses, some or all of his offending could have been prevented and upfront savings of more than £110,000 made.\textsuperscript{45}

Similar emphasis has been given to our International Human Rights obligations. Our MACR is contrary to the guidance. Arrest and incarceration in England and Wales are frequently not used as a last resort, resulting in further criminalisation of vulnerable children. This raises the question as to why we signed up to the principles if we do not believe in them.

Proponents of raising the MACR insist that robust welfare-based responses to the offending of less culpable children would be a more effective alternative to criminalisation. In particular they emphasise the need for a whole family approach to ensure that the causes of behaviour are addressed in the context of the family. A welfare-based approach would not mean that children ‘get away with’ their offending. Instead it might better ensure that the causes of behaviour were addressed, actions confronted and rehabilitation supported. Welfare responses would comprise support delivered by local partners (such as children’s services and voluntary sector organisations) as well as coercive welfare interventions (for example, parenting, supervision and care orders for more serious offenders).\textsuperscript{46} Children below the MACR could also be detained in secure accommodation (under Section 25 of the Children Act 1989).\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{8.6.2 Retaining our MACR}

\textbf{8.6.2.1 Public opinion}

There is a strong desire amongst victims and wider society to see justice being done, an end that is often presumed to be unachievable outside the criminal justice system. There is

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{45} Barnardo’s, \textit{From playground to prison: the case for reviewing the age of criminal responsibility}, Ilford: Barnardo’s, 2010; the ‘James’ case study was originally used in the Audit Commission’s 2004 review

\textsuperscript{46} A supervision or care order requires that a child is supervised by the local authority or placed in local authority care, respectively. The orders can be imposed if the child is suffering or is likely to suffer significant harm (including as a consequence of their own behaviour), which is attributable to the standard of care they are receiving at home or they are beyond parental control. Watkins D and Johnson D, \textit{Youth Justice and the Youth Court}, Hampshire: Waterside Press, 2010, pp87-88

\textsuperscript{47} s.25 accommodation is available to children who have a history of absconding; if absconding is likely to cause them serious harm; and who would injure themselves or other persons if they were kept in any other description of accommodation; Children Act 1989
\end{flushleft}
a related concern that crime would increase if the MACR was raised. These concerns rest on the fallacy that children below any MACR are able to offend with impunity or are likely to be exploited by adults sheltering behind children’s legal status. The latter is not unknown in other jurisdictions but children below the current MACR in England and Wales are not able to offend with impunity and there is no evidence that raising the MACR would have an adverse effect on the incidence of crime. On the contrary, reoffending rates would arguably reduce were children spared the criminogenic consequences of criminal justice interventions. Such public concerns, often the product of particularly horrific cases, nevertheless remain important considerations in the MACR debate. The murder of James Bulger by two ten-year-old boys, Jon Venables and Robert Thompson, in Liverpool in 1993 remains fresh in the public consciousness. There appears to be little appetite for changing the law such that equivalent offenders would not be held criminally liable. To ignore this fact would be politically naive.

8.6.2.2 Isn’t any age arbitrary?
Any MACR is to some extent arbitrary; there is no perfect alliance between the science of child development and jurisprudential theory. Children vary greatly in their development. Jacobson and Talbot provide a clear explanation of the problem:

‘It is extremely difficult to set a definitive age of criminal responsibility, given that the processes of intellectual, emotional, social and physical development of children are highly complex, multi-faceted and uneven. An enormously wide range of factors – both environmental (such as experiences of abuse and neglect) and biological (such as genetic and neuro-cognitive deficits), and the interaction between them – can have an impact on these different aspects of development.’

Practitioners have told us that they deal with some 15-year-olds who cannot gauge the consequences of their actions and some 11-year-olds who have greater capacity to do so. Some countries, such as France, overcome this difficulty in theory by assessing competence and culpability on a case by case basis: France has no fixed MACR. However, French legal theory is belied by routine practice. Leading experts have told us that they know of no tests that could accurately determine competence. Moreover, we were informed that such tests can often be readily manipulated so as not to make the subject appear criminally responsible.

8.6.2.3 How raising the MACR would affect children and society
Even were the MACR raised, to 12 for example, it is unlikely that this reform alone would achieve the radical transformation in the system’s response to the offending of ten and 11-year-olds that is desired. Whatever the MACR, the police must respond to the crimes of children above and below it and those whose behaviour results in grave harm (fire-setting, for example) below the MACR are likely to be incarcerated in the same accommodation (secure children’s homes) alongside child offenders above the MACR: the only distinction is that criminally responsible children are detained under criminal legislation and children below the MACR, under child welfare legislation (i.e. Section 25 of the Children Act 1989). The reform would therefore do little to allay concerns about the harmful impact of police contact and custody.

48 Cipriani op. cit., pp151-2
49 Department for Justice, Republic of Ireland in evidence to Barnardo’s, op. cit., p8
50 Jacobson J and Talbot J, op. cit., p41
51 Personal communication; and Farmer F, op. cit., p92
Nonetheless, raising the MACR would achieve important changes. Young children would not be tarred with the stigmatising ‘offender’ label, which, the evidence shows can exacerbate delinquency, and would more likely have their victim status and welfare needs addressed, which the evidence suggests are currently often neglected.52

Raising the MACR would also remove a cohort of children from adversarial criminal court proceedings (particularly the traumatising character of Crown Court trials) and the possibility of being publicly named and shamed.

The table below details the number and types of disposals imposed on ten to 11 year-olds as compared with ten to 17 year-olds:53

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Out of court disposals</th>
<th>Convicted and sentenced in court</th>
<th>Sentenced to custody</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-11 year-olds 2,490 396 (285 received first-tier penalties)</td>
<td>2 2,886</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-17 year-olds 63,152 92,705</td>
<td>5,130 160,987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.6.3 Related issues

The criminal court system tends to respond to child offending in near isolation from the family problems from which criminality so often flows. This is partly a consequence of the adversarial character of criminal proceedings in England and Wales, a system which prioritises

---

the finding of guilt or innocence and sentencing for a particular offence and which some
commentators maintain is inappropriate for proceedings involving vulnerable children. The
youth court cannot refer cases to the family proceedings court, even where there are serious
child welfare concerns. Children regularly appear in the youth court without parental support
and Parenting Orders, which give sentencers the power to direct parents to support, are little
used. This disconnect is of concern to the CSJ. Without a holistic system that addresses both
the risks and needs of young people who offend, their behaviour is unlikely to be effectively
addressed.

‘I think we should scrap the adversarial nature of the system. The idea that two people clashing together is in the best interests of the child or will reach the truth is absurd. The current system is almost like a game.’
Shauneen Lambe, Just for Kids Law, in evidence to the CSJ

Though the MACR fell outside the scope of Lord Justice Auld’s major review of the criminal
courts, he nonetheless acknowledged the strength of such arguments in relation to the MACR:

‘There are strong arguments that, even for grave crimes, a different form of tribunal should be provided. The younger the young defendant, the stronger the case for it, and the more it overlaps with arguments for raising the criminal age of liability in England and Wales above the age of 10.’

He went on to recommend that all grave cases against young defendants should be removed
from the Crown Court and instead be heard in the youth court, constituted by a judge of an
appropriate level and at least two experienced youth panel magistrates.

8.6.4 Conclusion

The evidence indicates strongly that the current low MACR in England and Wales is unsafe,
unjust and harmful to wider society.

Yet it can also be argued that preoccupation with the MACR is a red herring. Raising it
would do little to alter some of the fundamental flaws in the system; it would merely shield a
group of vulnerable children from some aspects of the system. It is evident that radical, long
term reform of the youth justice system is necessary to achieve significant improvement in
outcomes for children.

54 Jacobson J and Talbot J, op. cit., p61
56 Lord Justice Auld, op. cit., p214
57 Unless the charges are inseparably linked to those against adults; ibid, p26
8.7 Recommendations

The CSJ’s judgement, reached on the basis of considerable evidence, is that at ten years the present MACR is too low. Its consequences are harmful and it should be raised to 12. However, we recognise that such a reform is implausible in the immediate term: the capacity of welfare services to provide support needs to be developed and public opinion remains uncertain on the issue (although a significant minority of those we polled, 39 per cent, said the MACR should be raised58). We therefore recommend the following steps for the immediate, medium and long term.

Immediate term

- Raise the MACR to 12 for all but the most grave offences (murder, attempted murder, rape, manslaughter and aggravated sexual assault).

This approach (also advocated by Barnardo’s in 2010) offers the best prospect of improving outcomes for children and society in the immediate term if implemented alongside other proposals outlined below. We acknowledge the contradictions implicit in such a recommendation: that is, in continuing to hold children who have committed the most heinous crimes responsible for their behaviour one likely criminalises those most in need of help.

However, the number of children under 12 who would be prosecuted would be very small and we think the proposal sends an important message, namely that:

- Children under 12 are generally immature, often vulnerable and should be treated by the system as such; and

- Welfare services, particularly children’s social care, should be the principal provider of support in the lives of this age group.

We recommend that this reform be implemented alongside the following proposals which aim to address other weaknesses in the system:

- Investment in early intervention, particularly family focussed prevention schemes;

- Expansion of diversion schemes for children aged above the MACR;

- Provision of specialised youth training for courtroom practitioners, specifically sentencers and defence practitioners;

- Joint training and meetings for family and youth magistrates;

- Linking all youth courts with voluntary sector organisations to which families in need of support can be referred; and

- Development of custodial facilities to become more rehabilitative environments.

---

58 CSJ/YouGov polling of 1948 adults in England and Wales, May 2010
Medium term

The CSJ considers that the establishment of a connection between the youth and family proceedings court is essential for the prevention of youth crime.

- We recommend that consideration be given to affording the youth court the power (under s.37 Children Act 198959) to order the local authority children’s service to investigate whether a child is at risk of suffering significant harm, and whether the local authority should intervene to safeguard and promote the child’s welfare (s.47 investigation under the Children Act). This power would be available in cases where there were welfare concerns.60

The local authority, in their investigation, would be required to consider whether they should:

- Apply for a care order or supervision order with respect to the child;
- Provide services or care to the child or his family; or
- Take any other action with respect to the child.61

We suggest that this power be available to the youth court at any point in criminal proceedings, running in parallel to them. We would expect that in most cases the youth court would adjourn sentencing until the local authority investigation had concluded and notified the court of their findings. The youth court could dispose of the case with its existing powers or take no further action (for example, where care proceedings were initiated). For further details, see the comprehensive paper on this proposal completed by The Centre for Child and Family Law Reform.62

- We also recommend that youth court magistrates should generally sit in both the youth court and the family court so as to promote welfare awareness.

Long term

The CSJ believes that a joined-up approach to youth offending is unlikely to be realised unless care and crime matters are addressed in the same court environment.

- We recommend that youth court and family court proceedings be integrated. Implicit in this recommendation is that an inquisitorial approach be adopted.

This is a radical proposal the implementation of which would require detailed exploration beyond the capacity of this Working Group.

- We recommend that the MACR be raised to 12 years for all, including grave, offences as soon as it is feasible to do so.

---

59 At present this power only available to the family proceedings court
60 That is, concern that the child was or was likely to suffer significant harm, attributable to the standard of care given to the child at home or because the child is beyond parental control
61 Children Act 1989, s.37(2)
The new system

Under our proposed reforms the offending of children below 12 years would be responded to through means of a more appropriate and effective whole-family approach outside of the criminal justice system. Responses to less serious offending would include restorative and family group conferencing; intensive wrap-around family interventions such as MST and FIPs; and support from local services, such as schools, CAMHS, children’s services and voluntary sector organisations. Coercive welfare interventions would also be available for more serious offending, such as parenting, supervision and care orders. Detention in secure accommodation would continue to be available for the most serious offenders from whom the public require protection (under Section 25 of the Children Act 1989).63

63 s.25 accommodation is available to children who have a history of absconding; if absconding is likely to cause them serious harm; and who would injure themselves or other persons if they were kept in any other description of accommodation; Children Act 1989
Annex A

The evidence of what works in youth crime prevention

The evidence for the most effective youth crime prevention programmes has been outlined in a number of reports. This annex draws on these and provides a brief summation. To gain a more in-depth understanding, consult the chapter on prevention in the recently published book edited by David Smith, A New Response to Youth Crime or the Department for Education review of effective youth crime strategies.¹, ²

Given the subject focus of this report on youth crime, each summary outlines the known effects on delinquency and reoffending. It should be noted, however, that programmes produce benefits far beyond this, including reduced levels of family breakdown, mental ill-health, welfare dependency and substance abuse.

1. Individual prevention

There are two types of individual-focussed programmes which are found to be effective at preventing criminal behaviour:

- Pre-school initiatives which aim to get three to four year-olds ‘school-ready’, improve social and emotional development, and develop cognitive skills such as reasoning.³ Proven examples include the HighScope Perry Preschool programme and the Child-Parent Center (CPC) programme.

---

Programmes provided to adolescents which aim to develop their social, emotional and cognitive competence through teaching effective problem-solving techniques, social skills and anger management. The most effective skills training models are acknowledged as being Life Skills Training and Participate and Learn (PALS).

Meta-analysis of four pre-school programmes found that they achieved a 12 per cent reduction in criminal behaviour amongst participants compared to control groups (those with similar risk factors who did not participate in the programmes). Meta-analysis and a systemic review of four skills training programmes showed that they achieved a ten per cent reduction in the incidence of criminality amongst participants compared with control groups. Skills training programmes were found to be most effective when delivered to those aged 13 or over.

2. Family prevention

Family-focussed prevention programmes address the familial risk factors associated with delinquency, such as poor parental supervision and discipline, parental conflict, low income and poor housing. They are grouped into two categories:

- Those that educate and support parents to improve their own wellbeing and that of their child’s, often through means of home visits.

The most well known home visits programme is the Family Nurse Partnership (FNP). Evaluation of the US-originated FNP found that the 15 year-old children of FNP-mothers received 56 per cent fewer arrests, and 81 per cent fewer convictions or breaches of parole than those of non-FNP mothers. The programme was implemented in the UK in 2007 and is currently delivered to more than 6,000 families in the UK (this is due to increase to 13,000 by 2015).

- Those that aim to strengthen parenting competencies such as positive discipline, supervision and confidence.

Proven programmes that aim to improve parental management skills include The Incredible Years, Triple P (the Positive Parenting Programme) and Guiding Good Choices. The former two programmes are operational in the UK. A meta-analysis of ten evaluations

---

5 Collective analysis of the statistical results of a number of studies
10 Farrington D and Welsh B, op. cit., p121
of parent management training programmes found that this form of early intervention brought about a 20 per cent reduction in antisocial behaviour and/or delinquency (from 50 per cent in the control group to 30 per cent in the participant group). 11

There are also several effective family interventions delivered to the families of adolescents who are already in trouble with the law, which were explained in Chapter One. These include MTFC, FFT and MST.

3. Situational prevention

3.1 Prevention in schools

Four types of school-based programmes have been found to be effective at preventing later offending: school and discipline management to improve the school environment, such as sharing decision making in schools and increasing the competence of teachers; training to improve classroom management and instruction; reorganisation of grades and classes to improve the school environment; and cognitive-behavioural methods to increase social competence and self-control. Examples of effective programmes in each category are: Project PATHE (Positive Action Through Holistic Education); the Seattle Social Development Project Student Training Through Urban Strategies (STATUS); and the Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies curriculum (PATHS), respectively. The latter programme is used in primary schools in the UK. 12

3.2 Prevention in communities

Community prevention encompasses a broad range of programmes, including mentoring, community mobilisation and initiatives to increase employment amongst young people.

An analysis of the outcomes of 18 mentoring programmes found a ten per cent reduction in reconvictions. Schemes were more effective in reducing offending when the average duration of each contact between mentor and mentee was greater and when mentoring was combined with other interventions. 13 Big Brothers/Big Sisters, a US scheme, is the most frequently cited proven example of effective mentoring. After 18 months on the scheme young people were less likely to have hit someone (32 per cent), use drugs (46 per cent), use alcohol (27 per cent), or truant from school (30 per cent). 14 For every $1 spent on the programme, more than $3 was saved to the government and crime victims. 15 However, evaluations of the mentoring schemes in the UK, such as Mentoring Plus, have found no clear evidence of an impact on reconviction. 16

11 Ibid, p127
14 Grossman J and Tierney J, 1998, cited in Hawkins J, Welsh B and Utting D, Preventing youth crime: evidence and opportunities, in Smith D (ed), 2010, op. cit., p226; These outcomes were compared against the outcomes of a ‘control’ group of children who were on the waiting list.
The Communities that Care (CTC) model is an example of an effective community mobilisation scheme that prevents later offending. In the model key community stakeholders are brought together – such as schools, local services, police, voluntary sector organisations, young people, parents – to identify local prevention needs and implement proven interventions and activities in response. Evaluations have found that young people in CTC communities were 31 per cent less likely to have engaged in delinquent acts.\textsuperscript{17} The model is currently operational in some areas of the UK.

Programmes which aim to increase employment amongst young people at risk of offending have also found to be effective means of preventing offending, particularly intensive residential training schemes. One example of such a scheme is Job Corps, available across the US, which has been found to result in substantial reductions in criminal conduct.\textsuperscript{18}

Figure A1, from the Washington State Institute for Public Policy, provides a helpful analysis of the costs and benefits of different crime prevention programmes.

\textsuperscript{17} Hawkins J, Welsh B and Utting D, Preventing youth crime: evidence and opportunities, in Smith D (ed), 2010, op. cit., p228

Figure A1: The comparative costs and benefits of programmes to reduce crime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Childhood Programs</th>
<th>Number of program effects in the statistical summary</th>
<th>Average size of the crime reduction effect and (standard error) note that a negative effect size means lower crime</th>
<th>Net direct cost of the program, per participant</th>
<th>Net benefits per participant (i.e. benefits minus costs) Lower end of range: includes taxpayer benefits only</th>
<th>Upper end of range: includes taxpayer and crime victim benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Home Visitation (for low income single mothers)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>$7,733</td>
<td>-$2,067</td>
<td>to $15,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Education for Disadvantaged Youth</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>$8,936</td>
<td>-$4,754</td>
<td>to $6,972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Middle Childhood and Adolescent (Non-Juvenile Offender) Programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number of program effects in the statistical summary</th>
<th>Average size of the crime reduction effect and (standard error) note that a negative effect size means lower crime</th>
<th>Net direct cost of the program, per participant</th>
<th>Net benefits per participant (i.e. benefits minus costs) Lower end of range: includes taxpayer benefits only</th>
<th>Upper end of range: includes taxpayer and crime victim benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Social Development Project</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.13 (0.11)</td>
<td>$4,355</td>
<td>-$456</td>
<td>to $14,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum Opportunities Program</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.31 (0.20)</td>
<td>$18,964</td>
<td>-$8,554</td>
<td>to $16,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.05)</td>
<td>$1,054</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>to $4,524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Jobs Corps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.03)</td>
<td>$6,123</td>
<td>-$3,818</td>
<td>to $1,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Training Partnership Act</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.10 (0.05)</td>
<td>$1,431</td>
<td>$-4,562</td>
<td>to $12,082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Juvenile Offender Programs**

**Specific “Off the Shelf” Programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number of program effects in the statistical summary</th>
<th>Average size of the crime reduction effect and (standard error) note that a negative effect size means lower crime</th>
<th>Net direct cost of the program, per participant</th>
<th>Net benefits per participant (i.e. benefits minus costs) Lower end of range: includes taxpayer benefits only</th>
<th>Upper end of range: includes taxpayer and crime victim benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Systemic Therapy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.31 (0.10)</td>
<td>$4,743</td>
<td>$31,661</td>
<td>to $131,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Family Therapy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.25 (0.10)</td>
<td>$2,161</td>
<td>$14,149</td>
<td>to $59,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression Replacement Training</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.18 (0.14)</td>
<td>$738</td>
<td>$8,287</td>
<td>to $33,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.37 (0.19)</td>
<td>$2,052</td>
<td>$21,836</td>
<td>to $87,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescent Diversion Project</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.27 (0.07)</td>
<td>$1,138</td>
<td>$5,720</td>
<td>to $27,212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Types of Treatment Programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number of program effects in the statistical summary</th>
<th>Average size of the crime reduction effect and (standard error) note that a negative effect size means lower crime</th>
<th>Net direct cost of the program, per participant</th>
<th>Net benefits per participant (i.e. benefits minus costs) Lower end of range: includes taxpayer benefits only</th>
<th>Upper end of range: includes taxpayer and crime victim benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diversion with services (vs. regular juvenile court processing)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.02)</td>
<td>-$127</td>
<td>$1,470</td>
<td>to $5,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Probation (vs. regular probation caseloads)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.06)</td>
<td>$2,234</td>
<td>$176</td>
<td>to $6,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Probation (as alternative to incarceration)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>-$18,478</td>
<td>$18,586</td>
<td>to $18,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Parole Supervision (vs. regular parole caseloads)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.06)</td>
<td>$2,635</td>
<td>-$117</td>
<td>to $6,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated Services</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.14 (0.10)</td>
<td>$603</td>
<td>$3,131</td>
<td>to $14,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared Straight Type Programs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.13 (0.06)</td>
<td>$51</td>
<td>-$6,572</td>
<td>to $24,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Family-Based Therapy Approaches</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.17 (0.04)</td>
<td>$1,537</td>
<td>$7,113</td>
<td>to $30,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Sex Offender Treatment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.12 (0.10)</td>
<td>$9,920</td>
<td>-$3,119</td>
<td>to $23,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Boot Camps</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>-$15,424</td>
<td>$10,360</td>
<td>to $3,587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Aos S et al, The comparative costs and benefits of programmes to reduce crime, Washington State Institute for Public Policy, 2001, p14
Annex B

An introduction to simulation

by Marc Radley of CACI

The world of managing public services is complex and interconnected. The youth justice system is no exception. When considering reform it is therefore vitally important to explore assumptions about making changes and to avoid unintended consequences.

CACI has developed a youth justice software simulation model and this has been offered to the CSJ review to help develop thinking and understanding about the reform proposals, and to help manage the risk and uncertainty involved in implementation.

So far the simulation has been used to test assumptions about policy and practice options and help make predictions. However, it can also be used to assist with managing a local system; to help with improvement; to establish smarter investment; and the metrics that can be used to track successful implementation in different local contexts.

Methodology

Software simulation modelling is derived from the theory of system dynamics. The key aspect is to distinguish the human process of developing thinking and understanding from the computer software model, which can represent complex process and interactions known about in the real world and process these very quickly.

In this way the computer simulation can be used to test changes and assumptions about managing differently in the real world, to produce immediate feedback and make predictions about these. This can include testing innovation, measuring sensitivity to key variables, understanding volumes, thresholds and system equilibrium.

Marc Radley, Strategic Director Children’s Services at CACI, created the youth justice software model with input from Alex Chard, Director of YCTCS, based on over 25 years experience.
of managing practice and youth justice and prevention information systems design. Together
with Matt Gardiner at CACI they created a full simulation model using Powersim software.
The model was reviewed and validated by comparing with real world functioning and this
involved colleges from several YOTs and Working Group member Professor Rod Morgan.

Case study data issues

Data was requested from five case study YOTs which could be derived from existing local
information systems such as YOIS (this has been cross checked with data from YJB/YJMIS
where available).

Data capture in YOTs (and aggregation by the YJB) focusses on process measures. In contrast,
data for the simulation emphasises system flows throughout the system. As a result it has
been challenging to obtain detailed data for this study about police diversionary actions (for
example, PNDs, YRDs and triage) and so this has been estimated by the YOT. This data is
not available via YJMIS. Similarly, whilst reoffending data is available from the YJB for local YOT
cohorts these currently cannot distinguish between pre-court and specific court sentences
and YOT interventions.

The case study YOTs have commented on the national audit unit costs, however the variation
of actual unit costs in YOTs was not readily available for comparison. Importantly, the
simulation offers potential to compare actual costs with the results of this study, but this was
beyond the scope of this exercise.

Developing future performance

The youth justice system can be considered to comprise two essential aspects to performance:

1. Entry to informal and formal youth justice process; and
2. Arranging intervention for repeat and persistent offenders.

The simulation begins to illustrate how informal action can significantly reduce effort and the
cost of responding to offending behaviour. Further, where the full range of formal intervention
is reserved for repeat offenders, this results in a reduction in numbers of repeat offending
incidents as well as the use of custody.

However, it will be necessary to address the current difficulties collating key system data.
In terms of entrants, data sharing across police and YOTs can critically distinguish entrants
receiving informal police action, pre court decision and those directly entering court. This
begins to illustrate that effective and proportionate responses to offending behaviour
drives overall performance. Further, in terms of reoffending, specific pre-court and court
interventions must also be distinguished to indicate how local judgements affect reoffending
behaviour and volumes, and how resources may be effectively concentrated on persistent
offenders in order to maximise the success of rehabilitation work.
Multi-agency working

The simulation group has also found that the behaviour of other local authority services, such as the police, children’s social care and health, is of particular importance. For example, effective diversion operated by the police accrues benefits to YOTs. Effective prevention by mainstream welfare services can similarly reduce demand in the courts and YOTs. Further, effective youth justice interventions that reduce reoffending will bring savings to adult criminal justice and welfare services.

What next

CACI have also started work on complementary simulations to explore other associated systems such as children’s social care, community safety and policing.

These models can be easily combined to explore and test predictions about interaction and costs, and potentially enable the formulation of pooled budgets and multi-agency strategies for early intervention. We believe these formulations will be relevant for stimulating new sources of funding such as social investment.

Importantly, and perhaps surprisingly, the success of this modelling work depends on the experience and engagement of skilled practice managers in creating suitable representations of service systems (including practice knowledge and research). It also depends on the ability of software modelling designers to abstract this knowledge into suitable software models using tools such as Powersim.
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